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Abstract

In the contexts of food or beverage production, biotechnology, and human health, microbial
communities provide human societies with many types of benefits called microbial community
functions. Although researchers have tried to optimize these microbial community functions,
ecological and/or evolutionary dynamics can drive the communities away from the states where
community functions are maximized. In this thesis, I theoretically investigate two design frame-
works to optimize microbial community functions. One approach is to control the microbial
dynamics by fluctuating environmental conditions (Chapter 2), and the other approach is to
introduce hierarchical spatial networks (Chapter 4) so that we can restrict species interactions. I
show algorithms to reveal the optimal control of the environmental conditions and the optimal
allocations of microbes into a given hierarchical spatial structure, respectively. In addition, the
environmental fluctuations and the hierarchical spatial structures can affect the fundamental
aspects of ecology. When the environmental conditions become harsh, the intensity of demographic
noise increases, which affects species diversity (Chapter 3). In a hierarchical spatial structure,
stability of a downstream community depends on upstream species because the upstream commu-
nities can change the downstream environments by secreting or absorbing chemical compounds
that flow downstream. In this case, positive interactions from upstream species to downstream
species increases the stability of downstream communities (Chapter 5). These studies show the
importance of environmental fluctuations and spatial structures in applied and fundamental
microbial ecology and evolution.
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Résumé

Dans les contextes de la production d’aliments ou de boissons, de la biotechnologie et de
la santé humaine, les communautés microbiennes offrent aux sociétés humaines de nombreux
types d’avantages appelés fonctions des communautés microbiennes. Bien que les chercheurs aient
tenté d’optimiser ces fonctions, les dynamiques écologiques et/ou évolutives peuvent éloigner les
communautés des états où les fonctions des communautés microbiennes sont maximisées. Dans
ma thèse, j’étudie théoriquement deux cadres de conception pour optimiser les fonctions des com-
munautés microbiennes. Une approche consiste à contrôler les dynamiques microbiennes en faisant
fluctuer les conditions environnementales (Chapitre 2), et l’autre approche consiste à introduire
des réseaux spatiaux hiérarchiques (Chapitre 4) afin de restreindre les interactions entre espèces.
Je montre des algorithmes pour révéler le contrôle optimal des conditions environnementales et les
allocations optimales des microbes dans une structure spatiale hiérarchique, respectivement. De
plus, les fluctuations environnementales et les structures spatiales hiérarchiques peuvent affecter les
aspects fondamentaux de l’écologie Quand les conditions ambiantes deviennent sévère, l’intensité
du bruit démographique augmente, ce qui affecte la diversité des espèces (Chapitre 3). Dans une
structure spatiale hiérarchique, la stabilité des communautés aval dépend des communautés en
amont car les communautés en amont peuvent modifier les environnements en aval en sécrétant
ou en absorbant des composés chimiques qui s’écoulent en aval. Dans ce cas, les interactions
positives des espèces en amont aux espèces en aval augmente la stabilité des communautés en
aval (Chapitre 5). Ces études montrent l’importance des fluctuations environnementales et des
structures spatiales au sein de l’écologie et l’évolution microbiennes appliquées et fondamentales.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 Historical overview

1.1.1 Microbes in human societies

Historically, microorganisms have provided human societies with a variety of benefits. Many
types of alcoholic beverages, for example, have been produced with the help of some microorganisms
across the world. Wine has been drunk since ca. 6000 BC in Georgia (McGovern et al., 2017),
beer has been brewed since 11,000 BC in Israel (Liu et al., 2018), or since ca. 3000 BC in
Mesopotamia (Michel et al., 1992) and in China (Wang et al., 2016), and sake is considered to
have been produced for at least 1300 years in Japan (Kitagaki and Kitamoto, 2013). In addition
to these beverages, many types of food have been produced in fermentation: cheese has been
made since ca. 5-6,000 BC in Europe (Salque et al., 2013; McClure et al., 2018), and fermented
soybean products such as sofu or furu in China and natto in Japan are mentioned in written
records in ca. 200 and 1400 AD, respectively (Han et al., 2001; Shurtleff and Aoyagi, 2012). The
compositions of microbial species and their dynamic in these types of beverages and food have
been investigated in recent studies (Cocolin, 2000; Abriouel et al., 2008; Bokulich et al., 2014;
Portillo and Mas, 2016; Yunita and Dodd, 2018; Cason et al., 2020; Bossaert et al., 2021; Tyakht
et al., 2021; Somerville et al., 2022).

Microorganisms are also used in some modern biotechnology: to produce biofuels such as
bioethanol (Antoni et al., 2007) or to remove toxic compounds such as heavy metals from the
environments: i.e., biodegradation and bioremediation (Vidali, 2001; Dua et al., 2002; O’Brien
and Buckling, 2015). Typically, genetically engineered Escherichia coli (Shin et al., 2010),
cyanobacteria (Nozzi et al., 2013; Lea-Smith and Howe, 2017), or algal species (Georgianna and
Mayfield, 2012; Brodie et al., 2017) are used in biofuel production. In the context of bioremediation
of heavy metals, previous studies investigated E. coli (Lakshmanan et al., 2008), Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (O’Brien et al., 2014), Rhizobium (Alfadaly et al., 2021), Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(Soares and Soares, 2012), and the communities of Viridibacillus arenosi, Sporosarcina soli, and
two strains of Enterobacter cloacae (Kang et al., 2016). Some of these species are naturally
isolated while others are engineered species. For removing pollutants other than heavy metals

1



2 CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

using microorganisms, see, for example, Chen et al. (2009), Dell’Anno et al. (2012), and Kalantary
et al. (2014).

Another type of benefit from microorganisms can be found inside human bodies. For microbial
species, each person or host can be seen as an “island” in meta-community theory (Costello et al.,
2012), and the microorganisms interact with their hosts as other larger organisms interact with
their environments. The benefits from the microbial species to the hosts are providing nutrients,
training the immune system, and protecting against pathogens, while the hosts’ behaviours affect
the assembly of the microbial communities (Karkman et al., 2017). Recent studies show that the
human gut microbiota are associated with some diseases, although mechanisms are rarely known
(Xu et al., 2013; Marchesi et al., 2016; Sánchez et al., 2017; Selber-Hnatiw et al., 2017). For
example, relative abundances of Bacteroidetes are associated with obesity (Ley et al., 2006), and
transfer of intestinal microbiota from lean donors increases the insulin sensitivity of recipients
with metabolic syndrome (Vrieze et al., 2012). In addition, recent studies suggest a relationship
between gut microbiota composition and depression (Evrensel and Ceylan, 2015; Cheung et al.,
2019). For these reasons, many researchers have investigated how to design gut microbiota to
improve host health (Pham et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2020; Clark et al., 2021).

Many of the benefits mentioned above are achieved by microbial communities rather than
single-species populations. For this reason, I call these benefits community functions in this thesis.
One of the main motivations of my thesis is to investigate how to design microbial communities to
improve their community functions. To address this question, we need to know the principles of
ecology and evolution that microorganisms follow. In the next subsection, I review the concepts
in ecology and evolution that are important for designing microbial communities to maximize
their community functions.

1.1.2 Ecological and evolutionary background

To design microbial communities, I introduce the basic ideas in ecology and evolution here.
First of all, we need to consider how species interact with one another in a community. A
simple classification of species interactions is whether they are positive, negative, or neutral by
comparing the growth of the focal species (recipient) with and without a partner species (donor).
In addition, we can also classify species interactions by combining the signs of effects between two
species (Godsoe et al., 2017; Kong et al., 2018): cooperation or mutualism (+/+), competition
(�/�), exploitation or predation (+/�), commensalism (+/0), amensalism (�/0), and neutralism
(0/0). However, these classifications are phenomenological. Species interactions can be classified
according to their mechanisms (Estrela et al., 2019; Dos Santos et al., 2022). For example, a
positive interaction can occur when a donor species produces resources that a recipient species
consumes (i.e., cross-feeding) (Seth and Taga, 2014; Smith et al., 2019) or degrading/deactivating
toxins that the recipient species is sensitive to (cross-protection) (Yurtsev et al., 2016). On the
other hand, a negative interaction can occur by competing for limiting resources (exploitative
competition) or by secreting toxins (interference competition) (Birch, 1957; Case and Gilpin,
1974; Cornforth and Foster, 2013; Ghoul and Mitri, 2016).
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These interactions between multiple species affect their coexistence. Especially, conditions
under which competitive species can coexist have been investigated by many researchers in ecology.
In 1934, Gause showed that two competitive microbial species, Paramecium caudatum and P.
aurelia, cannot coexist (Gause, 1934). This experimental result conceptualized the competitive
exclusion principle: if two species occupy precisely the same ecological niche, either of the two
species drives the other species to extinction (Hardin, 1960). This principle suggests that the
difference in the niche is necessary for species’ coexistence. Indeed, Tilman (1980) graphically
showed that two species competing for two resources can coexist if the growth of the two species
is limited by the different resources and if the two species consume more of one resource that
limits their growth. This idea is known as the resource-ratio theory (Miller et al., 2005). From
this theory, one may consider that the number of coexisting species cannot exceed the number
of resources. However, this is not accurate. There are limiting factors other than resources:
predators and external environmental factors such as temperatures can be limiting factors and the
number of coexisting species cannot exceed the number of limiting factors (Levin, 1970; Krebs,
2013).

One of the leading frameworks for understanding species coexistence these days was developed
by Chesson (Chesson, 2000a) and his colleagues. This theory is called the modern coexistence
theory (Saavedra et al., 2017). The modern coexistence theory is based on the invasion growth
rate of each species: the necessary condition for species coexistence is that each species has a
positive long-term mean growth rate at low density (Chesson, 2000a) under temporally (Chesson,
1994) and/or spatially (Chesson, 2000b) variable environments. The modern coexistence theory
clarifies that both niche difference between species and their fitness difference matter in the
coexistence of species, see Chesson (2000a), Letten et al. (2017), or Godwin et al. (2020) for the
details in the two-species scenario, and Saavedra et al. (2017) for the expansion to the three- or
more-species scenario. In addition, the spatial or temporal fluctuations partition the invasion
growth rate into the invasion growth rate in the absence of frequency-dependent effects, the
fluctuation-independent effects, the relative non-linearity (difference in response to the variance
of limiting factors), the storage effect (covariance between environments and density-dependent
interaction parameters), and the growth-density covariance (in case of spatial variation), see
Barabás et al. (2018) for more details. The spatial and/or temporal variations enable species
to coexist via these factors. The modern coexistence theory has been applied in some empirical
studies with microorganisms (Narwani et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2017; Grainger et al., 2019; Li
et al., 2019).

In addition to species coexistence, we also need to consider species diversity. This is because
some studies reveal the positive relationships between species diversity and community functions
(Dell’Anno et al., 2012; Demeter, 2015). Before the 1970s, researchers considered that complex
communities, which have many species (higher diversity) and/or many interspecific interactions
(higher connectance), were more stable than simple ones (MacArthur, 1955). This suggested
that the coexistence of many species would be trivial. However, Gardner and Ashby (1970) and
May (1972) showed this is not the case, assuming random interactions between pairs of species.
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Instead, these studies revealed that complex communities are likely to be unstable. These studies
have led to the stability-complexity (or stability-diversity) debate (McCann, 2000; Jacquet et al.,
2016): why complex ecosystems are ubiquitous in nature although the theoretical studies suggest
that such systems should be unstable. I emphasize that the models of Gardner and Ashby (1970)
and May (1972) should be regarded as null models: for example, these models do not include
any spatial and/or temporal fluctuations in environments, which allow species to coexist. In
addition, species interaction networks are not always random (Landi et al., 2018). For example,
Mougi and Kondoh (2012) show that complexity increases the probability that the community
is stable when species interactions are composed of mutualistic and exploitative interactions
in a 3 : 1 ratio. Coyte et al. (2015) show that introducing competitive species in mutualistic
communities increases the stability although increasing the number of species has a destabilizing
effect. In addition, Bairey et al. (2016) show that diversity can increase the stability in randomly
interacting communities by introducing high-order interactions, which are synergistic effects that
cannot be captured in pairwise interactions.

So far, I summarize studies related to species interactions, coexistence, and diversity to design
microbial communities with high community functions. It is also worth explaining what stability
means in ecology and evolution because the designed microbial communities should be stable over
time. In ecology, many definitions of stability have been used (Pimm, 1984; Ives and Carpenter,
2007; Donohue et al., 2013; Landi et al., 2018). One of the most widely used definitions in
theoretical ecology is the linear (or local) stability: whether the dynamics converge to the initial
equilibrium after a small perturbation in states of the systems. This stability is binary (i.e., stable
or not) and is investigated by the Jacobian matrix: see Murray (2002) for the mathematical details.
When a focal equilibrium is linearly stable, one can also analyze another stability, resilience: the
time until the dynamics converge to the initial equilibrium. Higher resilience indicates that the
dynamics return to the initial equilibrium faster, and theoretically this stability is measured by
the absolute value of the dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix. Another stability that
has recently been used in ecology is structural stability. This stability measures the volume of
parameters under which species composition does not change, i.e. the perturbation is applied
to the parameters of the model. Although structural stability typically considers the volume of
parameters where all species coexist (Rohr et al., 2014; Butler and O’Dwyer, 2018; Saavedra
et al., 2017; Song and Saavedra, 2018; Cenci and Saavedra, 2018; O’Sullivan et al., 2019), we can
consider this stability for any species compositions (Portillo et al., 2021). While these definitions
of stability focus on certain equilibrium, we can also consider stability in the whole system. For
example, the number of linearly stable states (also known as alternative stable states) can be
seen as the degree of instability of the system (Ives and Carpenter, 2007). Robustness refers to
the resistance to additional extinctions: i.e., perturbation drives one species to extinction (Dunne
et al., 2002). In the contexts of community assembly and invasion biology, we can also consider
stability as the resistance to invasion: stable communities are less likely to be colonized by new
species (Post and Pimm, 1983). This stability increases with the number of species (species
richness) in the community (Case, 1990; Stachowicz et al., 1999; Bonanomi et al., 2014; Hromada
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et al., 2021).

In designing microbial communities, we sometimes need to consider stability over evolutionary
time scales. Previous studies show that microbial community functions can be lost due to mutants
that do not contribute to the community functions (Ellis et al., 2007; O’Brien et al., 2014;
Rugbjerg et al., 2018b,a). There are two frameworks that deal with stability at the evolutionary
time scales: evolutionary game theory (Maynard Smith and Price, 1973; Nowak, 2006) and
adaptive dynamics (Geritz et al., 1998; Diekmann, 2004; Waxman and Gavrilets, 2005). In both
frameworks, an evolutionarily stable strategy represents a trait that is not invaded by any mutants
when the majority of individuals in the population (i.e, the resident population) have this stable
trait (Broom and Rychtar, 2013). Note that mutants are assumed to have trait values close to
that of the residents in adaptive dynamics. Importantly, evolutionarily stable strategies do not
necessarily spread in a population. In adaptive dynamics, convergence stability indicates whether
a focal trait spreads in a population or not: a trait value gradually approaches a convergence
stable strategy when the initial trait value of the resident population is enough close to the
convergence stable strategy (Brännström et al., 2013; Brown, 2016).

1.1.3 Mathematical background

Next, I introduce theoretical or mathematical frameworks that are useful to design microbial
communities. First, we need to consider how to represent the ecological and/or evolutionary
dynamics of microbial communities. Here, I introduce two frameworks based on ordinary
differential equations. One is a generalized Lotka-Volterra model, which is an extension of a
prey-predator Lotka-Volterra model (Lotka, 1910; Volterra, 1926) to include other types of species
interactions. Typically, the models in this framework include linear terms representing the
net effects of pairwise species interactions, although some recent studies introduced high-order
interactions (Bairey et al., 2016; Mayfield and Stouffer, 2017). An important feature of generalized
Lotka-Volterra models is that species interactions are phenomenological: if two interaction terms
of a pair of species are (�/�), we understand that these two species are competing, but the model
does not tell us the mechanisms behind competition. One advantage of this feature is that it is
easy to fit this type of model to empirical data: we do need time-series data of species abundances
but not time-series data of resource and toxin concentrations. The disadvantages of this framework
are, in contrast, (i) that some community functions cannot be directly evaluated, and (ii) that
species interactions can be too simplified. The first disadvantage comes from the fact that the
models in this framework usually include only the dynamics of species. If a target community
function is producing and/or degrading certain compounds, we need either to introduce the
dynamics of the target compounds (i.e., dealing with the target compounds as “species”) or to
estimate concentrations of the target compounds from species abundances (e.g., the productivity
of a given compound is estimated by abundances of producer species). The second disadvantage
comes from the fact that many models in this framework use linear terms to capture species
interactions (Momeni et al., 2017), which cannot capture the environmental dependencies of signs
and strength of species interactions (Chamberlain et al., 2014; Piccardi et al., 2019). One solution
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to the second problem may be introducing non-linear terms in species interactions, but we need
to choose the best formulations for species interactions in this case.

The second framework for representing microbial community dynamics is known as a consumer-
resource model (MacArthur, 1970; Tilman, 1986; Chesson, 1990), where the dynamics of species
and environmental factors are considered and species indirectly interact with other species. This
type of model tends to investigate the dynamics of (a)biotic resources and consumer species (i.e.,
the models include resource competition and prey-predator interactions), but we can include
the dynamics of toxin and production/secretion of resources and/or toxins, implementing many
species interactions in microbial communities. Therefore, the advantages of consumer-recourse
models are (i) to explicitly evaluate the production and degradation of target compounds and (ii)
to represent environmentally mediated species interactions. On the other hand, this framework
requires the dynamics of the environmental factors to fit the models, but such data are not always
available.

In the context of evolutionary game theory, we can similarly consider two frameworks. In
one framework, the payoffs of the strategies are given by a payoff matrix (in two-player games)
(Nowak, 2006) or a function of the densities/frequencies of the strategies in the population (in
n-player games) (Archetti and Scheuring, 2011; Sanchez and Gore, 2013). In this case, the
results of the games are phenomenological. On the other hand, we can also consider a game with
environmental feedback to include mechanistic interactions: the dynamics of the strategies in the
population are determined by the environment, while environmental dynamics are given by the
densities/frequencies of the strategies in the population (Weitz et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2018;
Tilman et al., 2020).

After mathematically representing the dynamics of microbial communities, we need to formu-
late an objective function, a community function to be maximized or minimized. Because we have
seen community functions as the production or degradation of chemical compounds, the commu-
nity functions in this thesis depend on the chemical compounds in the system. Mathematically,
we can write a community function at time t as follows:

�
⇣

~C(t)
⌘

/ ~w ~CT(t), (1.1)

where ~C = (C1, . . . , CM ) represents the concentrations of chemical compounds 1, . . . , M in the
system, ~w is the weight vector whose absolute values represent the importance of production or
the degradation of the chemical compound while the signs are determined by whether we want to
produce or degrade the compounds, and T represents the transpose. We can also consider an
objective function when we grow a microbial community from time t = 0 to time t = T :

�(T ) ⌘

Z T

0
dt�

⇣
~C(t)

⌘
. (1.2)

If microbial community dynamics converge to a linearly stable equilibrium quickly relative to
T , �(T ) is approximately proportional to �

⇣
~C(t)

⌘
. This indicates that evaluating community
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functions in the form of �
⇣

~C(t)
⌘

at a stable equilibrium is reasonable when the dynamics quickly
converge to the linearly stable equilibrium. In contrast, the objective functions in the form of
�(T ) are useful when the convergence to the linearly stable equilibrium is slow (i.e., low resilience)
or when the dynamics converge to other types of attractors, such as limit cycles. In both ways of
formulating the objective functions, they include the time-dependent variable ~C(t). Even at an
equilibrium state, we are rarely able to explicitly write down how ~C(t) changes depending on the
designs of microbial communities. For this reason, we cannot reduce the optimization problems
in this thesis to typical (non-)linear programming problems (Bhunia et al., 2019).

Instead, we can apply optimal control theory to maximize microbial community functions.
�(T ) in Eq (1.2) can be seen as an objective function in this framework (Sontag, 1998; Lenhart and
Workman, 2007). We can control the community dynamics by changing environmental conditions.
For example, fermentation processes can be improved by feedback control of inflow media, see
literature in Simutis and Lübbert (2015). In the contexts other than fermentation, Angulo
et al. (2019) show the schemes to control the microbial communities by combining prebiotics
and bactericides. In other studies, researchers use frameworks other than control theory while
introducing environmental changes: Treloar et al. (2020) use reinforcement learning and control
the medium flowing into a chemostat to maximize the community functions in silico, and Wang
et al. (2020) introduce the idea of driving communities to a desired steady state by modifying
species interactions that are mediated by environments. Typically, the control approaches
via environmental fluctuations use feedback systems based on the species’ abundances and/or
compound concentrations in the system, but measuring these community states or environmental
conditions is not always easy; for example, one cannot measure species’ abundances by optical
density unless the growth medium is transparent.

In such cases, we can consider two alternative frameworks to maximize community functions.
One way is to consider the best species compositions (presence or absence of each species) of
the communities without environmental fluctuations and spatial structures (Stein et al., 2018;
Xu et al., 2019). I call such problems optimal composition problems in this thesis. In this
case, we evaluate the community functions with different species compositions. Notably, the
best communities are not necessarily composed only of species that directly contribute to the
community functions (Xu et al., 2019). For example, species can indirectly improve community
functions by facilitating the growth of other species that directly contribute to those functions.

The second idea is to introduce spatial structure and consider where we grow which species
(Ben Said and Or, 2017; Ben Said et al., 2020). Hereafter, such an optimization problems is
called an optimal allocation problem. The idea behind this approach is that spatial structures
enable us to restrict which species interacts with which one, leading to species coexistence that
cannot appear in a well-mixed scenario (Kim et al., 2008). For example, we can introduce spatial
structures by using multi-stage chemostats, where multiple chemostats are connected by tubes to
share the media (Bayrock and Michael Ingledew, 2001; Lin et al., 2002; Raninger and Steiner,
2003; Cinquin et al., 2006; Payne et al., 2012a). In the acyclic (or hierarchical) networks of
multi-stage chemostats, only species in upstream chemostats can affect the dynamics of species
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Figure 1.1 – Three optimization approaches

In optimization of microbial community functions, we can consider three types of approaches depending
on what we modify: environmental conditions (i.e., controlling microbial dynamics by environmental
fluctuations), spatial structures (restricting species interactions by allocating species into a spatial
structure), and species composition (analyzing species combinations where species coexist). This figure
shows an example when we have three species that have different colors in chemostats.

downstream while the downstream species cannot interact with upstream species. If we have two
species competing for the same resources (and thus they cannot coexist without spatial structures),
these species can coexist by growing weaker species, which goes extinct without spatial structure,
in the upstream chemostat and the other species in the downstream. In short, hierarchical spatial
structures enable us to remove some interspecific interactions from the communities. The three
approaches to optimize microbial community functions are schematically represented in Fig. 1.1.

However, we need some algorithms to find the best compositions or allocations efficiently
because analyzing all combinations or allocations (i.e., the brute force search) is not feasible
either in experiments or in simulations (see Chapter 4). Imagine that we have N species and
we want to maximize the production of certain beneficial chemical compounds. In the optimal
composition problem, the brute force search analyzes 2N

� 1 combinations: we need to evaluate
the effect of the presence and absence of each species, but we can ignore the cases where no
species exist. Recently, George and Korolev (2021) introduced a heuristic algorithm to find the
best composition of species and they evaluated when this algorithm worked, although they did
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not mention the computational costs of the algorithm. In the optimal allocation problem with
M -stages of chemostats, the brute force search analyzes NM allocations when we assume that
we allocate one species to each chemostat while allowing the allocation of the same species to
multiple chemostats. If we allocate multiple species to each chemostat, the computational cost of
the brute force search is (2N

� 1)M . Therefore, we need some efficient search algorithms for both
optimal composition and allocation problems.

1.2 Formulating research questions

In the previous section, I reviewed examples of microbial community functions and the
background in ecology, evolution, and the relevant theoretical frameworks. In this section, I
formulate the two types of research questions I address in the thesis. The first type of research
question is “how does one design stable microbial communities that maximize their community
functions?” and the second type is “how do these design approaches affect the fundamental aspects
of ecology?” In this thesis, I consider community functions as the production or degradation
of chemical compounds by microbial species as we have seen in subsection 1.1.1. I evaluate
community functions in the form of Eq (1.1) at a linearly stable equilibrium because it is easy to
calculate, although I also use the community function similar to Eq (1.2) in Box 1 of Chapter 2.
Subsection 1.1.3 shows three types of designing (or optimizing) approaches (Fig. 1.1): controlling
the dynamics by environmental fluctuations, allocating species to a spatial structure, and analyzing
the best species composition. I use the first two frameworks because these two approaches may
affect fundamental aspects in ecology such as species interactions, diversity, and stability. For
example, the modern coexistence theory emphasizes the importance of spatial and temporal
environmental variations in species coexistence, and these two types of variations relate to the two
designing approaches I analyze in this thesis. Therefore, the two types of the research questions
are connected.

In the controlling approach, I change the resource and/or toxin concentrations flowing into a
chemostat. As many previous studies use feedback control (see the references in subsection 1.1.3),
I consider control without a feedback loop. In other words, the environment in the chemostat
randomly fluctuates in my controlling approach, leading to the changes in the growth rates
of microorganisms. Then, we could ask how frequently we should change the environment to
maximize community functions in the long term. In addition to growth rates, environmental
fluctuations also affect the abundance of microorganisms. For example, if a harsh environmental
condition (e.g., low resource concentration or high toxin concentration) continues for a long time,
the abundance of each species decreases and we cannot ignore demographic noise, which could
affect species extinction and species compositions. This suggests that the rate of environmental
changes can change the intensity of demographic noise and that both environmental fluctuations
and demographic noise may together affect species diversity.

In the allocation approach, I introduce spatial structure by considering multi-stage chemostats.
As the motivation for introducing spatial structure is restricting species interactions, I assume
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acyclic networks of multi-stage chemostats: we have hierarchical spatial structures where upstream
species can affect the growth of downstream species, but downstream species cannot interact with
the upstream species. To maximize community function, we can ask first “what is the best network
structure of a multi-stage chemostat?” Once the network structure of the multi-stage chemostat
is determined, we need to find the best allocations of species that maximize the community
functions. Using the brute force search is, however, time-consuming and we need to ask “how
can we find the best allocation efficiently?” In the context of fundamental ecology, the acyclic
networks given by the multi-stage chemostats can be seen as the simplification of a gut (Cinquin
et al., 2006; Payne et al., 2012b) or a river (Brown and Swan, 2010; Carraro et al., 2020) and
we can consider the meta-community dynamics in such networks. Although there have been
many studies of meta-communities with various network structures (Hanski and Gyllenberg, 1993;
Leibold et al., 2004; Economo and Keitt, 2007; Chisholm et al., 2011), these studies assume
that species interact within each patch and the networks affect the migration rates of species.
In contrast, our spatial structures allow species to affect those in the same patch (chemostat)
and those in downstream patches. Then, we can ask “how does the upstream community affect
the stability of the downstream community?” Stability in this context has two aspects: The
first is resistance to invasion and the other is resistance to environmental changes caused by the
upstream species, which is similar but not identical to structural stability (see Chapter 5).

In summary, the research questions I address in this thesis are as follows:

1. How can one maximize community function by fluctuating the environment without
feedback?

2. How do environmental fluctuations affect species composition and diversity while affecting
the intensity of demographic noise?

3. How can one maximize community function by introducing hierarchical spatial structures?

(a) What is the best spatial structure to maximize community function?

(b) What are efficient methods to find the best allocations of species to a given network
structure?

4. How does an upstream community affect the stability of a downstream community in a
hierarchical network?

See also Fig. 1.2 for a schematic illustration. Research questions 1 and 2 correspond to the
controlling approaches (introducing environmental fluctuations) while research questions 3 and
4 are based on the allocating approach (introducing spatial structures). In addition, research
questions 1 and 3 are toward applied ecology and evolution while questions 2 and 4 investigate
more fundamental aspects of ecology.

1.3 Thesis structure

In the following four chapters, I address the above research questions. In Chapter 2, I consider
the long-term optimization of detoxification of a single type of toxic compound using evolutionary
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Figure 1.2 – Schematic representation of research questions and corresponding chapters

The left column corresponds to the introduction of the environment changes by fluctuating the media
flowing into the chemostat. On the other hand, the right column shows the the introduction of a
hierarchical (acyclic) spatial structure using multi-stage chemostats where microbes are allocated. In the
top row, I address research questions in applied ecology and evolution. In the bottom panel, I ask
questions related to fundamental ecology. In each panel, different species are represented by different
colors, and the solid arrows indicate the flow of media in the (multi-stage) chemostats. The research
questions are as follows. Chapter 2: how does one maximize community function by fluctuating the
environment (the zigzag dashed arrow)? Chapter 3: how do environmental fluctuations and demographic
noise affect species composition and diversity? Chapter 4: How can one maximize community functions
by allocating species (dashed curve arrows) to hierarchical spatial structures? Chapter 5: how do
upstream species affect the stability of the downstream community (the dashed straight arrow)?

game theory. This model shows that changing the in-flowing toxin concentration enables us to
introduce strains that can degrade the toxin even when non-detoxifying strains spread in the
population. Then, we can see how often we should re-introduce the detoxifiers while changing the
inflow toxin concentration to maximize detoxification efficiency. Chapter 3 addresses research
question 2 by implementing environmental fluctuations and demographic noise using the Gillespie
algorithm (Gillespie, 1977). First, this chapter analyzes the competition between two species
and shows that the probability that the species with the slower growth rate outcompetes the
other species (i.e, exclusion of the fittest) shows various patterns over the rate of environmental
fluctuations depending on the parameters related to the intensity of demographic noise. In
multi-species communities, heterogeneity of communities (beta diversity) in simulations also
shows various patterns, which can be predictable from pairs of species. Chapter 4 analyzes the
optimal allocation problem in a multi-stage chemostat. In the main text of this chapter, I address
research question 3b in the chain networks because this network structure maximizes community
function in many cases. I also show examples of the optimal allocations using experimental data
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from the lab in Chapter 4. For the analysis of the network structure of the multi-stage chemostats
(research question 3a), see Appendix C.3. In Chapter 5, I ask research question 4 in the simplest
chain network, where we have only two patches: upstream and downstream. This can be seen as
a simplified gut system and I ask how we can stabilize the downstream community. Statistical
analyses show three ideas to stabilize the downstream gut microbiota: imitating communities of
healthy hosts that can be assembled over time, modifying species migration from outside of the
system, and increasing the strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream
community. Chapter 6 synthesizes these results and discusses future research directions.



Chapter 2

Optimizing bioremediation in

evolutionary time scales

2.1 Brief summary

In this chapter, I analyze the simplest problem of optimizing microbial community functions:
degrading a single type of toxins using single species. Some microorganisms can degrade compounds
that are toxic both to human beings and microorganisms themselves. For example, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa can degrade heavy metals. Previous studies, however, show that mutants that do not
degrade such toxins can spread in the populations because the mutants can receive the benefits
of detoxification by the resident individuals (detoxifiers). In this chapter, I build a mathematical
model of bioremediation in a chemostat based on evolutionary game theory. This model analyzes
the evolution of the following two traits: degradation of the toxin (i.e., public resistance), and
private resistance to the toxin, which does not change the toxin concentration in the system. If
two strains have identical levels of private resistance to the toxin, the non-detoxifiers outcompete
the detoxifiers. In contrast, the difference in private resistance allows the detoxifiers to outcompete
or to coexist with the non-detoxifiers under a given toxin concentration. This result indicates
that bioremediation can recover by manipulating the concentration of toxins flowing into the
system. In addition, this study shows how often we should change the toxin concentration flowing
into the chemostat to maximize long-term detoxification efficiency.

2.2 Author contributions

This project was conceived by Shota Shibasaki (SS) and Sara Mitri (SM). The analyses of the
mathematical model were performed by SS. The manuscript of Shibasaki and Mitri (2020) was
written by SS and SM. This article appears in the next pages.
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Microbes can be detrimental or vital to our health, our environment, 
and our economy. Much of applied microbiology strives to control 
these species, by promoting the growth of beneficial species, and 
suppressing that of harmful ones. We have achieved huge break-
throughs over centuries in eliminating pathogens and preventing 
dangerous diseases in humans, animals, and plants. At the same 

time, microbes have played important roles in enhancing agriculture 
and food production (Wolfe & Dutton, 2015), and more recently 
in the production of biofuels or other chemicals (Antoni, Zverlov, 
& Schwarz, 2007; Giri, Shitut, & Kost, 2020; Quin & Schmidt-
Dannert, 2014; Ryan Georgianna & Mayfield, 2012), and in the 
degradation or “bioremediation” of toxic compounds, such as heavy 
metals or waste water (Atashgahi et al., 2018; Bertrand et al., 2015; 
Dixit et al., 2015; Kang, Kwon, & So, 2016; Zaccaria et al., 2020). 
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Some microbes have a fascinating ability to degrade compounds that are toxic for hu-
mans in a process called bioremediation. Although these traits help microbes survive 
the toxins, carrying them can be costly if the benefit of detoxification is shared by 
all surrounding microbes, whether they detoxify or not. Detoxification can thereby 
be seen as a public goods game, where nondegrading mutants can sweep through 
the population and collapse bioremediation. Here, we constructed an evolutionary 
game theoretical model to optimize bioremediation in a chemostat initially containing 
“cooperating” (detoxifying) microbes. We consider two types of mutants: “cheaters” 
that do not detoxify, and mutants that become resistant to the toxin through private 
mechanisms that do not benefit others. By manipulating the concentration and flow 
rate of a toxin into the chemostat, we identified conditions where cooperators can 
exclude cheaters that differ in their private resistance. However, eventually, cheaters 
are bound to invade. To overcome this inevitable outcome and maximize detoxifica-
tion efficiency, cooperators can be periodically reinoculated into the population. Our 
study investigates the outcome of an evolutionary game combining both public and 
private goods and demonstrates how environmental parameters can be used to con-
trol evolutionary dynamics in practical applications.

� � + )� !	 "

chemostat, detoxification, eco-evolutionary feedback, evolutionary game theory, public 
goods game
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Despite these exciting advances, these approaches remain only par-
tially successful. In medical microbiology, the emergence of resistant 
pathogens has led to a life-threatening global health crisis (Tacconelli 
et al., 2018). On the engineering side, we lack sufficient understand-
ing to maximize the benefits gained from microbes, in terms of pro-
duction rates or the efficiency of degradation of toxic compounds 
(Giri et al., 2020).

In all the examples above, there are two obstacles for controlling 
microbes. First, microbes’ response to changes in their environment 
and to the behavior of neighboring cells may cause the extinction 
of species that contribute to community function or that protect 
against pathogens (ecological instability). Second, their large popu-
lation size and short generation times mean that microbes quickly 
acquire mutations that can lead to evolutionary instability. Species 
can thereby gain resistance to antibiotics or lose their ability to per-
form a desired community function (Akita & Kamo, 2015; Bull & 
Barrick, 2017; Kumar, Maschke, Friehs, & Schügerl, 1991; Rugbjerg, 
Myling-Petersen, Porse, Sarup-Lytzen, & Sommer, 2018; Rugbjerg, 
Sarup-Lytzen, Nagy, & Sommer, 2018). In the bioremediation of 
heavy metals, for example, mutants that do not degrade these harm-
ful compounds may invade the original population (Ellis, Lilley, Lacey, 
Murrell, & Godfray, 2007; O'Brien, Hodgson, & Buckling, 2014) and 
exclude it. To optimize the functional efficiency of a microbial sys-
tem, therefore, we need to consider both ecological and evolution-
ary dynamics of microbial populations (Schuster et al., 2010).

In this study, we focus in on a bioremediation problem and de-
velop a mathematical model to investigate the simple case of a single 
species degrading a toxic compound in a chemostat. We first explore 
its ecological and evolutionary stability and, second, use this knowl-
edge to optimize the efficiency of toxin degradation over time. In our 
model, we assume that toxins are harmful to the microbes (e.g., heavy 
metals), who degrade them by secreting a costly product (e.g., extra-
cellular enzymes). The benefit of degrading toxins is shared by the 
whole population as, for simplicity, our model does not include spatial 
structure. Toxin degradation can therefore be regarded as a public 
]oo7v�]-l;�Ő�uoolķ��-||mbķ�ş�!�1_|࢙ংķ�ƑƏƐѶĸ�"-l�;Ѵvomķ�ƐƖƔƓőķ�-v�7;-
fined in microbiology (Hummert et al., 2014; Smith & Schuster, 2019; 
West, Diggle, Buckling, Gardner, & Griffin, 2007). It is important to 
note that not all bioremediation systems correspond to public goods 
games (e.g., Röling et al., 2002; Smith, Graham, & Cleland, 1998), but 
here we focus on a subset of these systems where the compound to 
be degraded is toxic to the microbes and its degradation is costly. In 
such a system, the evolutionary instability of bioremediation is ex-
pected (Ellis et al., 2007; O'Brien et al., 2014).

In our model, microbes can adopt one of four strategies: They 
can be product secretors that pay a cost to contribute to the public 
good (cooperators) or nonsecretors that do not (cheaters) (see O'Brien 
et al. (2014) for an empirical example). In addition, microbes can be 
sensitive to the toxins or can acquire resistance, for example, by acti-
vating efflux pumps to expel toxins from within the cell (Blair, Webber, 
Baylay, Ogbolu, & Piddock, 2015; Bottery, Wood, & Brockhurst, 
2016; Rojo-Molinero, Macià, & Oliver, 2019), or thickening the cell 
wall. In essence, public good secretion can also be seen as a form of 

extracellular resistance to the toxin. In other words, here we consider 
toxin resistance through private or public means, whereby a cell ben-
efits only itself or also the remaining population, respectively.

The population and evolutionary dynamics are then analyzed 
using evolutionary game theory, where a strategy is considered to 
be evolutionarily stable if it is not invaded by mutants with another 
strategy (Maynard Smith & Price, 1973). Evolutionary game theory 
typically considers the frequencies of strategies (i.e., frequencies 
sum to one), for example, in the replicator dynamics (Cressman & 
Tao, 2014). Here, however, since toxin concentration decreases with 
the absolute number or density of degrader microbes (cooperators), 
our model describes the dynamics of the densities of strategies (as in 
Hauert, Holmes, and Doebeli (2006); Hauert, Wakano, and Doebeli 
(2008); Gokhale & Hauert, 2016). And since the microbes’ death 
rate depends on toxin concentration in the environment and their 
resistance level, our model also includes environmental feedback (as 
in Gong, Gao, and Cao ( 2018); Tilman, Plotkin, and Akçay (2020); 
Weitz, Eksin, Paarporn, Brown, and Ratcliff (2016)), where each 
strategy affects the environment differently, and the changing envi-
ronment affects the fitness of each strategy differently.

We use this model to derive a protocol for optimal toxin degra-
dation. We first show that cooperators that secrete toxin-degrading 
enzymes are excluded by cheaters that do not, if they have the same 
level of resistance to the toxin. This recapitulates a well-known result 
that can be explained by the tragedy of the commons (Hardin, 1968). 
However, we then show that cooperators can invade a population 
of cheaters if their level of toxin resistance is different. Since we as-
sume that cheaters are unlikely to quickly acquire double mutations 
leading to cooperators with a different resistance level, maintaining 
degradation is only possible if we periodically inoculate these coop-
erators back into the chemostat. The success of this approach relies 
on the ability of cooperators to invade cheaters of different resis-
tance. We then calculate the values of the experimentally controlla-
ble parameters (inoculation probabilities of cooperators, chemostat 
dilution rates, and inflowing toxin concentrations) that maximize the 
cumulative efficiency of detoxification.

In sum, our model combines population dynamics, evolution-
ary dynamics, and environmental feedback to optimize a popula-
tion-level function. Integrating ecology and evolution into microbial 
public goods games is increasingly appreciated in microbial applica-
tions (Moreno-Fenoll, Cavaliere, Martínez-García, & Poyatos, 2017; 
Sanchez & Gore, 2013). And while optimizing bioremediation is the 
case study we are considering here, our approach of controlling evo-
lutionary dynamics by changing environmental parameters can be 
applied to many other microbial functions.

ƑՊ |Պ��	��

In our scenario (Figure 1a), cells can take on one of four strategies 
depending on whether they produce the enzymes that degrade the 
toxin (cooperate) or not (cheat), and whether the cells are resistant 
to the toxin (resistant) or not (sensitive): sensitive cooperator (sCo), 
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sensitive cheater (sCh), resistant cooperator (rCo), and resistant 
cheater (rCh).

We begin by defining the bacterial population dynamics 
in our system. The dynamics of the density x of each strategy 
iÀ{sCo, sCh, rCo, rCh} in a chemostat are defined by growth, death, 
and dilution out of the chemostat:

[Correction added on 13 August 2020, after first online publica-
tion: The equation 1 has been corrected.] 

where ri is the intrinsic growth rate of strategy i due to nutrients 
that are not explicitly defined in the model, δi(T) is the death rate of 
strategy i given toxin concentration T, and α is the dilution rate. The 
total densities of the four strategies 

≥

ixi should be lower or equal to 
one in Equation (1); that is, the carrying capacity is equal to one in 
the absence of death or dilution. In this formulation, a useful proxy 
for fitness is the ratio between intrinsic growth and death at a given 
toxin concentration, whether death is by toxin or by dilution:

At an equilibrium, Wi(T)=1_
�

1*≥

jxj
�

should be satisfied for any 
strategy i that exists in the chemostat (xi > 0). In addition, when 
Wi(T) > Wj(T), strategy i increases faster or decreases slower than 
strategy j. For simplicity, this basic model assumes that strategies 
cannot mutate into each other. We extend it to include mutations 
in Appendix S5.

First, the intrinsic growth rates in this model differ depend-
ing on the costs each strategy pays. Cooperators pay a cost, cd, 
for producing degrading enzymes, which are regarded as a public 
good since they reduce environmental toxicity and the death rate 
of all cells independently of their strategy. In addition, toxin re-
sistance carries a cost, cr. Such fitness costs, where resistant cells 
have lower fitness than sensitive ones in the absence of toxins, 
have been observed in many species (Andersson & Hughes, 2010; 
Andersson & Levin, 1999; San Millan & MacLean, 2019). In con-
trast to the production of degrading enzymes, however, where all 
cells benefit from decreased toxicity, the evolution of resistance 
can be regarded as an investment into a private good, where only 
the resistant cells themselves benefit. Assuming that the costs are 
additive, the intrinsic growth rate ri of each strategy is defined as 
follows:

(1)
dxi
dt

=xi

L

ri

H

1*
…

j
xj

I

*�i (T)*↵

M

,

(2)Wi (T)í ri
�i (T)+↵

.
(3a)rsCo= r

�

1*cd
�

 ��&!� �ƐՊSchematic illustration of the model and examples of the dynamics. (a) In our scenario, a fluid with toxin concentration Tin 
flows into the chemostat, while the same amount of fluid with toxin concentration T flows out. The dilution rate of the chemostat is α. Each 
cell can exhibit one of four strategies: sensitive cooperator (sCo), resistant cooperator (rCo), sensitive cheater (sCh), or resistant cheater 
(rCh). Cooperators produce enzymes that degrade the toxin, while cheaters do not. The toxin kills cells depending on its concentration, but 
resistant cells have a lower death rate compared to sensitive cells. Whether the cells are cooperators or cheaters is independent of their 
resistance level and vice versa. (b–e) Examples of the dynamics in the absence of mutation are shown (a.u. = “arbitrary units”). In each panel, 
the black solid line represents the toxin concentration T and the dashed black line the toxin concentration flowing into the chemostat Tin. 
Detoxification efficiency at each time-point is proportional to the vertical distance between dashed and solid black lines. Other colored lines 
represent the cell densities of one of the four strategies (solid dark green: sCo, dashed dark green: rCo, thick lime green: sCh). (b) sCo grows 
and degrades the toxins. (c) sCo is invaded and excluded by sCh. (d) rCo is invaded and excluded by sCo. (e) sCh is invaded and excluded by 
rCo. Note that the initial conditions in (c–e) are the stable equilibria of the mono-culture of the resident strategies, while in (b) we begin with 
a low density of sCo and T(0) = Tin. Parameter values are α = 0.1, Tin = 0.2 (e) or 0.3 (otherwise), fmax = 0.5, Kd = 0.2, r = 1, cd = 0.15, cr = 0.2 
(e) or 0.3 (otherwise), dmax = 1, Ks = 0.2 (e) or 0.3 (otherwise), Kr = 0.6, and n = 1 (e) or 3 (otherwise)

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)
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where r is the maximum intrinsic growth rate.
Cellular death rate δi(T) increases with toxin concentration T, and 

is represented by a Hill equation as is common in models of death by 
drugs (Chou, 2006):

where dmax is the maximum death rate, Ki is the half maximal 
toxin concentration of strategy i, and n is the Hill coefficient, which 
determines the steepness of the function. Resistance can be mod-
eled either by increasing Ki or decreasing n�Ő"-lr-_ķ�"_;mķ��bѴ;hķ�ş�
Siliciano, 2011). Here, we assume that resistant cells have a larger K 
than sensitive cells Kr > Ks, such that they reach dmax at a higher toxin 
concentration than the sensitive cells. Note that the toxin concen-
tration T changes over time, as described below.

Due to the dilution in the chemostat, a proportion of cells of each 
strategy i flows out of the chemostat. The dilution rate into and out 
of the system is denoted by α

To describe the population dynamics of each strategy, however, 
it is necessary to also formulate the dynamics of the toxin concen-
tration because it affects the microbes’ death rate, and because the 
toxin concentration changes over time as cooperators detoxify it. 
The dynamics of the toxin concentration T in the chemostat are de-
fined by the concentration flowing into and out of the chemostat, 
and detoxification by cooperators:

where Tin is the toxin concentration flowing into the chemo-
stat, and f(xCo) is the degradation rate, which is assumed to follow a 
Michaelis–Menten function:

where xCo=xsCo+xrCo, that is, the sum of sensitive and resistant 
cooperators. Whether cooperators are resistant or sensitive has no 
impact on toxin degradation. Kd represents the density of coopera-
tors xCo that gives half the maximum of f(xCo). All parameters of the 
model are listed in Table 1

(3b)rsCh= r

(3c)rrCo= r
�

1*cd*cr
�

(3d)rrCh= r
�

1*cr
�

,

(4)�i (T;K)=dmax
Tn

Tn+Kn
i
,

(5)dT
dt

=↵Tin* f
�

xCo
�

T*↵T,

(6)f
�

xCo
�

= fmax
xCo

xCo+Kd
,

�o|-|bom !-m]; 	;v1ubr|bom

α (0, 1] dilution rate of the chemostat

r (0, 1] maximum intrinsic growth rate of 
the microbe

cd (0, 1] cost of cooperation (production of 
the degrading enzyme)

cr (0, 1] cost of resistance to the toxin

dmax (0, 1] maximum death rate by toxin

Ks [0, Kr) half maximal effective toxin 
concentration of the sensitive cells

Kr (Ks, 1] half maximal effective toxin 
concentration of the resistant cells

n ŐƏķ�ǂœ Hill coefficient

Tin (0, 1] toxin concentration flowing into the 
system

fmax (0, 1] maximum degradation rate of the 
toxin

Kd (0, 1] half maximal effective cooperator 
density of the degradation rate

μ1 [0, 1] mutation probability in the function 
of detoxification

μ2 [0, 1] mutation probability in the 
resistance level

m1 [0, 1] inoculation probability of sCo

m2 [0, 1] inoculation probability of rCo

$���� �ƐՊList of parameters
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As the goal of this study is to maximize the efficiency of detox-
ification, we define detoxification efficiencyϕ as the difference be-
tween the toxin concentration flowing into and out of the chemostat 
multiplied by the dilution rate:

With this definition, ϕ is proportional to the amount of detoxi-
fied liquid and is composed of the degree of detoxification and the 
amount of liquid flowing out of the chemostat. Although this equa-
tion gives the efficiency at any time t, we mainly focus on the effi-
ciency at an equilibrium.

ƒՊ |Պ!�"&�$"

ƒĺƐՊ|Պ�ѴѴ�v|u-|;]b;v�1-m�r;uvbv|�bm�lomoŊ1�Ѵ|�u;v��b|_�
mo�l�|-|bom

We first analyze whether cooperators and cheaters can persist in 
mono-culture. Remember that only cooperators produce public 
goods that degrade the toxin and thereby increase the survival of 
all cells in the chemostat. When a few cooperators (either sensitive 
or resistant, 0<xi(0)~1, iÀ{sCo, rCo}) are introduced into the sys-
tem, they increase and converge to an equilibrium of positive density 
(Figure 1b) if and only if

(7)�
�

↵,Tin,T
�

=↵
�

Tin*T
�

.

(8)ri >�i
�

Tin
�

+↵⌥Wi
�

Tin
�

>1,

 ��&!� �ƑՊShort-term evolutionary dynamics of pairwise invasions. (a, f) Diagrams of pairwise invasion analysis when a single mutation 
Ő-ő�ou�7o�0Ѵ;�l�|-|bomv�Ő=ő�o11�uĺ���Ǌ���u;ru;v;m|v�|_-|���bv�bm�-7;7�0���ķ�-m7�|_;�1oѴou�o=�;-1_�-uuo��v_o�v�|_;�1om7b|bom�=ou�v�11;vv=�Ѵ�
invasion. Black arrows represent successful invasion regardless of the toxin concentration, while pink and blue arrows represent toxin 
concentration-dependent invasion (that invasion succeeds when the toxin concentration is low or high, or when the toxin concentrations are 
bm|;ul;7b-|;ķ�u;vr;1|b�;Ѵ�őĺ�Ő0ŋ;ķ�]ŋfő���-lrѴ;v�o=�-m�bm�-vbom�v|-|;�vr-1;�=ou�;-1_�r-bu�o=�v|u-|;]b;vĺ���Ǌ���u;ru;v;m|v�|_-|���bv�-�u;vb7;m|�
strategy and B is an invader. Pairs of sCo and sCh, and rCo and rCh are omitted since cheaters are fitter than cooperators in these pairs, 
regardless of the parameter values. In the yellow areas, the resident strategies are not invaded by the invaders, while the invasion succeeds 
in the orange areas. Each solid line is a boundary under which the resident strategy persists in mono-culture. The dashed line in each 
panel represents where the fitness proxy W of resident and invader strategies are equal at an equilibrium reached in a mono-culture of the 
resident strategy. Note that residents can coexist with invaders under certain conditions (see Appendix S3). Parameter values in (b–e, g–j) 
are fmax = 0.5, Kd = 0.2, r = 1, cd = 0.15, cr = 0.2, dmax = 1, Ks = 0.3, Kr = 0.6, and n = 3. Note that panels (b–e, g–j) are examples of the state 
space given the parameter values; different parameter values will show different invasion landscapes

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)
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where i is the focal strategy (see Appendix S1 for derivation). By 
solving   dT_dt=0, dxi_dt=0, one can find a trivial equilibrium (xi = 0) 
and one or more nontrivial equilibria 

�

T<, x<i >0
�

 that should satisfy:

which we can calculate numerically using Newton's method.
In the absence of cooperators, we assume that the toxin con-

centration is equal to the incoming toxin because cooperators are 
the only degrader cells. In the case of a mono-culture of cheaters 
then, T=Tin regardless of cell density, and their density at a stable 
equilibrium x<i , iÀ{sCh, rCh} is positive and given by Equation (9b) if 
inequality (8) holds (see Appendix S1 for details). From now on, we 
focus on conditions where cell density converges to a positive value 
in mono-culture (i.e., where inequality (8) holds).

ƒĺƑՊ|Պ�_;-|;uv�1-m�bm�-7;�-�ror�Ѵ-|bom�o=�
1oor;u-|ouv

Next, we ask what happens when a cheater mutant invades a popu-
lation of cooperators at its nontrivial equilibrium or vice versa.

Cheater mutants can invade and exclude a population of cooper-
ators at any toxin concentration and independently of whether they 
are both sensitive or both resistant, as long as the resident and mu-
tant have the same resistance levels (e.g., sCo and sCh) (Figures 1c, 
and 2a). In contrast, cooperators are unable to invade a population 
of cheaters of the same resistance level at any toxin concentra-
tion. These findings recapitulate the classical result that cheaters 
will always dominate in a well-mixed environment (West, Griffin, & 
Gardner, 2007) because cooperators pay a cost for producing de-
grading enzymes, but are as sensitive to the toxin as cheaters. In 
other words, the tragedy of commons (Hardin, 1968) occurs in this 
case.

ƒĺƒՊ|Պ$o�bm�1om1;m|u-|bom�7;|;ulbm;v�bm�-vbom�o=�
v;mvb|b�;�-m7�u;vbv|-m|�1;ѴѴv

For mutants that differ in their private resistance level (e.g., sCo 
and rCo), the toxin concentration determines whether invasion suc-
ceeds or not (Figure 2b–e). Intuitively, this is because the benefit of 
being resistant to the toxin is quite low when its concentration is 
very low. Similarly, when toxin concentration is very high, the death 
rate of the resistant strain is close to that of the sensitive strain and 
too high to compensate for the cost of private resistance. Under 
these conditions, sensitive cells can invade a population of resist-
ant ones (Figure 1D). Instead, resistant cells can invade a population 

of sensitive cells when the toxin concentration in the chemostat is 
intermediate. Two strategies that differ only in their resistance level 
never stably coexist (see Appendix S3 for derivation).

ƒĺƓՊ|Պ�oor;u-|ouv�1-m�bm�-7;�-m7�1o;�bv|��b|_�
1_;-|;uv�o=�7b==;u;m|�u;vbv|-m1;�Ѵ;�;Ѵv

Thus far, we have considered whether mutants can invade a resident 
population that differs in only one trait, their private or their pub-
lic resistance (i.e., cooperative toxin degradation). While we assume 
that the time to reach an equilibrium following a single mutant inva-
sion is shorter than the time for a second mutation to occur, we nev-
ertheless explore invasions by such double mutants here (Figure 2f). 
Depending on the concentration of toxins, rCo and sCh can invade 
each other’s populations, as can sCo and rCh (Figure 2g–j). This de-
pendency on toxicity follows the same logic as for the invasion of a 
resistant mutant into a sensitive population described above: When 
the toxin concentration is intermediate, rCo has a much lower death 
rate than sCh, and the benefit of resistance exceeds the sum of the 
cost of cooperation cd and resistance cr (Figure 1e). If, on the other 
hand, the toxin concentration is either too low or too high, resistance 
to the toxin does not provide enough of an advantage to overcome 
its cost, leading instead to the invasion of sCh into a population of 
rCo. The same logic, albeit with different thresholds, can explain the 
invasion of sCo into rCh and vice versa (Figure 2g–j). In sum, inva-
sions of double mutants into resident populations that differ in both 
public and private resistance depend on toxin concentrations (see 
Appendix S2).

Once a mutant has invaded, whether it will coexist with the res-
ident population is unclear because, as cooperators increase, toxin 
concentration decreases, which changes the fitness landscape. In 
other words, increasing cooperator density can decrease the fitness 
difference between cooperators and cheaters. In Appendix S3, we 
show that cooperators and cheaters of different resistance levels 
(e.g., rCo and sCh) can indeed stably coexist at certain parameter 
ranges. Nevertheless, these two coexisting strains can then be in-
vaded by cheaters with different resistance (e.g., rCh), which ex-
cludes the other two strategies (see Appendix S4). In other words, 
cooperators are never evolutionarily stable because they can be in-
vaded and excluded by cheaters of the same resistance level, as we 
show next.

ƒĺƔՊ|Պ�m�|_;�Ѵom]Ŋ|;ulķ�1oor;u-|ouv�-u;��mѴbh;Ѵ��|o�
0;�l-bm|-bm;7

Having analyzed the outcomes of the invasion of all mutants in the 
short-term (Figure 2a,f), we can now predict how the population in 
the chemostat will change in the long-term. Regardless of which 
type we start with, as cells mutate, the population will transition be-
tween different genotypic “states,” which can be represented by the 
state transition diagram in Figure 3. The probability of cooperators 
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mutating into cheaters or vice versa is given by μ1, while μ2 is the 
probability to change the level of resistance. For simplicity, we as-
sume that these mutation probabilities are very small. Once a mu-
tation occurs, we use Equation (1) as outlined above to take us to 
the following equilibrium state. We assume that no further muta-
tions will occur before the equilibrium is reached, but relaxing this 
assumption does not alter the overall dynamics (Appendix S7). For 
example, sCh will appear in the population of sCo with probability μ1 
(1–μ2) and exclude it. Then, rCh can appear in the population of sCh 
with probability (1–μ1) μ2, but may invade or not, depending on the 
toxin concentration (Figure 3).

Although in principle cooperators can invade a population of 
cheaters that differ in the level of resistance (e.g., rCo can invade 
sCh), (a) invasion success depends on α and Tin, (b) double mutations 
are expected to be rare (μ1 μ2 is close to 0), and (c) if a cheater mutant 
of the same resistance as the cooperator invades (e.g., rCh), it will 
dominate the population and replace the cooperators. Accordingly, 
it is very difficult to maintain cooperators in the chemostat due to 
natural selection. This brings us to one of the main findings of the 
study: Even though cooperators and cheaters can coexist under 
some conditions, to maintain costly microbial detoxification, it is 
necessary to inoculate cooperators manually and to change α and 
Tin to favor their survival. Crucially, though, because cooperators 
are able to invade cheaters of opposite sensitivity, these inocula-
tions can maintain cooperators—and thereby detoxification—in the 
short-term. In the following sections, we show how to control the 
values of α and Tin and inoculation probabilities to maximize the 
efficiency of detoxification.

ƒĺѵՊ|Պ��Ѵ|�u;�1om7b|bomv�1-m�0;�1om|uoѴѴ;7�|o�
or|blb�;�7;|o�b=b1-|bom�;==b1b;m1�

Ultimately, our goal is to maximize the efficiency of detoxification 
ϕ, which depends on the absolute abundance of the two types of 
cooperators in the chemostat. In turn, these abundances can be con-
trolled by changing the culture conditions through two parameters: 
the dilution rate α and the toxin concentration flowing into the che-
mostat Tin.

To maximize the objective function in Equation (7), we consider 
three stable equilibrium states with different toxin concentrations 
flowing out of the chemostat: (a) T = Tin when only cheaters are pres-
ent, regardless of the values of α and Tin; (b) T=T†ijwhen cooperators 
i coexist with cheaters j, which have different resistant levels; and 
(c) T=T<i  when only one type of cooperators i is present. In the latter 
two cases, one can calculate the equilibria (analytically or numeri-
cally) and their corresponding detoxification efficiency ϕ for each 
culture condition (values of α and Tin). We can then find the optimal 
culture conditions that maximize this efficiency (Figure 4), although 
the equilibrium can be ecologically unstable for some parameter 
values.

Intuitively, the maximum efficiency is larger in a mono-culture 
of cooperators than in a co-culture of cooperators and cheaters of 
different levels of resistance (see Appendix S6). If cheaters can be 
excluded from the population by changing α and Tin, the optimal 
strategy for cultivation is (a) to exclude the cheaters by adjusting the 
culture conditions and then (b) to change the culture conditions to 
maximize the productivity of a mono-culture of cooperators.

 ��&!� �ƒՊSchematic illustration 
of the state transitions for long-
term evolutionary dynamics. Arrows 
represent state transitions resulting 
from natural selection. Solid arrows 
show transitions that are independent 
of toxin concentration, and dashed 
arrows transitions that depend on toxin 
concentration, here depicted for a 
given Tin and α. The transition from sCo 
to rCo and vice versa does not occur 
if cooperators coexist with cheaters. 
Values along the arrows represent state 
transition probabilities
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ƒĺƕՊ|Պ�mo1�Ѵ-|bm]�1oor;u-|ouv�|o�or|blb�;�
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Above, we showed that even though they are unlikely to appear by 
double mutation, cooperators can invade a population of cheaters if 
their level of resistance is different (Figure 3). Instead of waiting for 
these mutants to arise naturally, it would be more efficient to manu-
ally inoculate cooperators into the population, and to change α and 
Tin to allow them to invade successfully and to exclude the cheaters. 

Assuming that we cannot observe the prevalence of each strategy 
at will, the problem is how often to inoculate sensitive or resistant 
cooperators to maximize detoxification efficiency over time. If co-
operator inoculation probabilities are too small, cheaters will domi-
nate the population, leading to a detoxification efficiency of zero. 
If they are too large, we may inoculate cooperators unnecessarily 
(e.g., sCo into a mono-culture of sCo) or when they cannot invade 
(e.g., sCo into a mono-culture of sCh). Such unfavorable inocula-
tions can be costly because they can require a higher inflowing toxin 

 ��&!� �ƓՊOptimal detoxification 
at each equilibrium. The efficiency of 
detoxification at an equilibrium state 
ϕ(α, Tin, T) given α and Tin is represented 
by color in each panel: (a) only sCo, (b) 
coexistence of sCo with rCh, (c) only 
rCo, and (d) coexistence of rCo with sCh. 
The red stars represent the maximum 
efficiency of detoxification in each. In 
the areas above the dashed gray lines in 
panels (a) and (c), the cooperator cannot 
persist in mono-culture (inequality 8). 
Parameter values are fmax = 0.5, Kd = 0.2, 
r = 1, cd = 0.15, cr = 0.3, dmax = 1, Ks = 0.3, 
Kr = 0.5, and n = 1 (a, b) or n = 3 (c, d). 
We used different values of n in the top 
and bottom rows to allow cooperators to 
coexist with cheaters with a different level 
of resistance

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

 ��&!� �ƔՊOptimization problem assuming that resistance mutations do not occur. (a) A simplified schematic illustration of the state 
transition diagram when μ2 =�Ə�-m7�1oor;u-|ouv�1-m�;�1Ѵ�7;�1_;-|;uv�o=�7b==;u;m|�u;vbv|-m1;�Ѵ;�;Ѵvĺ���Ǌ��u;ru;v;m|v�-�|u-mvb|bom�=uol�v|-|;�
A to state B. Colored arrows represent transitions that occur through the introduction of sensitive and resistant cooperators in blue and 
pink, respectively. Dashed arrows indicate transient states where two strategies coexist. The full diagram containing 14 states is shown 
in Figure A.9. (b) The optimal values of m1 and m2 (the blue and pink solid lines, respectively) which maximize the cumulative efficiency 
defined by Equation (S.67) calculated using Dynamic Programming. The two dashed lines represent the values of m1 and m2 which maximize 
Equation (11). The initial state of the population is a mono-culture of sCo. Around 1,000 time steps, the optimal values of m1 and m2 for 
Equation (S.67) converge to the values which maximize Equation (11). In practice, the detoxification efficiency at each of the 14 states of the 
model as well the mutation probabilities would be experimentally measured and plugged into the model to calculate the values of m1 and m2 
that would maximize cumulative efficiency. The plot above was generated using the following fictitious values, as an illustration: μ1 = 0.01, 
μ2 = 0, ϕ = {0.4, 0.2, 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.15, 0, 0.2, 0.35, 0.35, 0.3, 0, 0.2, 0}. See Appendix S7 for more detail

(a) (b)
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concentration Tin, and result in reduced detoxification efficiency for 
some time.

To optimize cooperator inoculation probabilities m1 and m2 for 
the sensitive or resistant cooperators, respectively, we consider pop-
ulation state transitions as a Markov chain with discrete time steps s 
and find the values of m1 and m2 that maximize the total amount of 
toxin degradation (Figure 5a and S9). Transitions in this Markov chain 
model can occur either due to mutations at probabilities �=

�

�1,�2
�

or inoculations at probabilities m=
�

m1,m2
�

, resulting in the transi-
tion matrix P (m;�). The state distribution vector ⇡(s)=

�

⇡ i(s)
�

where 
πi (s) is the probability that the population is in state i at time step 
s (
≥

i⇡ i(s)=1 for s=0, 1,5,ÿ). Because the Markov chain is ergodic 
when cooperators can exclude cheaters that differ in their resis-
tance level (Figure 5a, but see Appendix S7 for a case where coop-
erators cannot exclude cheaters), the probability distribution of the 
population states converges to a unique stationary distribution ⇡<in 
the limit of s�Ǌ�ǂķ�u;]-u7Ѵ;vv�o=�|_;�bmb|b-Ѵ�7bv|ub0�|bom�⇡(0):

Even though the transitions are probabilistic, we assume that the 
establishment of strategies following mutation or inoculation (i.e., 
short-term dynamics) is deterministic. Relaxing this assumption by 
introducing an establishment probability ε into the transition matrix 
P (m;�) does not change the ergodicity of the Markov chain, and we 

arrive at the stationary distribution in the same manner. In Appendix 
S7, we show how to calculate the expected cumulative efficiency of 
detoxification Φ from the beginning of the cultivation to time step 
s (defined in Equation (A.67)). This calculation is somewhat cumber-
some, but for large s, Φ is approximately proportional (see Appendix 
S7) to the expected efficiency of detoxification at the stationary dis-
tribution ⇡<:

To maximize the expected cumulative detoxification efficiency 
Φ, therefore, we can calculate m that maximizes Equation (11). In Box 
1, we show an example of how to use this approach in practice.

ƓՊ |Պ	�"�&""���

In this study, we have shown how to control the ecological and evo-
lutionary dynamics of a microbial population growing in a chemostat 
in order to optimize the bioremediation of a toxic liquid. Public goods 
games where cooperators increase the growth rates of surrounding 
cells at a cost to themselves have been extensively studied, both 
empirically and theoretically (Allen, McNally, Popat, & Brown, 2016; 
Gokhale & Hauert, 2016; Griffin, West, & Buckling, 2004; Hauert 

(10)⇡< (m;�)=⇡< (m;�)P (m;�) .

(11)�
¥

(m;�)í…

i
�i⇡<

i (m;�).
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Imagine that we have set up the experimental system described, 
and would like to compute the optimal inoculation probabilities. 
We first need to define the Markov chain to make predictions, 
and second, we need to experimentally measure the parameters 
of our bacterial strains, in particular their degradation efficiency 
ϕi at each of the different states i of the Markov chain.
To establish the Markov chain, we begin with a few simplify-
ing assumptions: (i) that μ2 = 0, such that cooperators can only 
invade a population of cheaters that differ in the level of re-
sistance by inoculation, and (ii) that mutations and the manual 
inoculation of a cooperator strategy can occur only in a mono-
culture (i.e., at most two strategies can exist simultaneously in 
the population). We further assume that the parameters are in 
a range where at certain (α, Tin), (iii) sCo and rCo can mutually 
exclude each other, and (iv) sCo and rCo can exclude rCh and 
sCh, respectively. Under these assumptions (we relax (i) below 
and (ii)–(iv) in Appendix S7), the Markov chain consists of at 
least 14 states: four mono-culture situations, six transient situ-
ations where two strategies coexist, and four situations where 
the introduction of cooperators is unfavorable (see Fig. S.9 for 
the diagram). A simplified schematic of this model is shown in 
Figure 5a.

By experimentally measuring mutation probabilities � and detoxi-
fication efficiencies �=

�

C�i
�

 for each state i, where C is a positive 
constant to change the time scale of ϕi into a discrete time step, 
we can calculate the probability distribution ⇡ (s,m)=

�

⇡ i (s,m)
�

 as 
a function of time step s and inoculation probabilities m=

�

m1,m2
�

. Then, Dynamic Programming (DP) provides the optimal m that 
will maximize the cumulative expected detoxification efficiency Φ 
when the experiment finishes at time step s. Starting from a mono-
culture of sCo, the two solid lines in Figure 5b represent m1 and 
m2 provided by DP given some fictitious yet reasonable values of 
� and ϕ. At first, the optimal values of m1 and m2 are zero, because 
the state of the population is most likely to be a mono-culture of 
sCo, in which case inoculating cooperators would be pointless. 
However, as time passes, mutations will arise, and the population is 
likely to transition to a state of sCh mono-culture; then, the optimal 
values of m1 and m2 increase. At about 1,000 time steps, the op-
timal values of m1 and m2 converge to the values which maximize 
detoxification efficiency at the stationary distribution �

¥

 described 
by Equation (11). When μ2 > 0 (relaxing assumption (i)), the number 
of states increases and the state transition diagram becomes more 
complex. As long as the Markov chain is ergodic, however, it is pos-
sible to find the stationary distribution ⇡< and the optimal values of 
m1 and m2 that maximize Equation (11). We show how to find the 
optima for nonergodic Markov chains in Appendix S7.
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et al., 2006, 2008; Sanchez & Gore, 2013). Rather than increasing 
the growth rate of others, cooperators in our model degrade toxic 
compounds, which decreases the death rate of surrounding cells 
(O'Brien et al., 2014). This scenario enables us to introduce the evo-
lution of resistance to the toxin, for example, through efflux pumps, 
as a private good, which we base on studies of drug–dose effect and 
resistance to it (Chou, 2006; Sampah et al., 2011). Unsurprisingly, 
cheaters always exclude cooperators with the same private resist-
ance level because detoxification is costly (West, Griffin, et al., 
2007). We show, however, that because the benefit of private re-
sistance depends on the toxin concentration in the chemostat, co-
operators can invade a population of cheaters that differ in their 
private resistance. The co-occurrence of two strains that differ both 
in their degradation ability as well as their resistance level is unlikely 
to suddenly arise by mutation, especially if we assume that muta-
tions are rare. To maintain the degradation of toxins, therefore, it is 
necessary to periodically inoculate cooperators into the chemostat 
while changing the dilution rate and inflowing toxin concentration to 
guarantee invasion success.

Optimal values for these parameters (cooperator inoculation 
probabilities, dilution rate, and inflowing toxin concentration) that 
maximize the detoxification efficiency of the system can be calcu-
lated using our model. As input, the model requires experimental 
measurements of growth and death rates of the chosen microbe and 
its mutants (i.e., intrinsic growth rate of each strategy ri, maximum 
death rate dmax, Hill coefficient n, median-effect toxin concentra-
tions Ks, Kr, and degradation efficiencies ϕ of cooperators).

Our model and its results can also apply to problems other than 
bioremediation that involve survival in toxic environments. In essence, 
we are studying the evolutionary dynamics of public resistance (which 
is cooperative) and private resistance (which is not). Consider, analo-
gously, two types of antibiotic resistance mechanisms: Public mecha-
nisms are costly and benefit the producing cell as well as its neighbors 
such as extracellular secretion of antibiotic-degrading enzymes (e.g., 
β-lactamases (Yurtsev, Chao, Datta, Artemova, & Gore, 2013)), and 
private resistance mechanisms only benefit the producing cells, such 
as efflux pumps. The evolutionary dynamics in a scenario whereby 
cells can switch between these different resistance mechanisms and 
being sensitive to the antibiotic correspond to Figure 2a,f. In this 
case, however, an objective function would aim to minimize rather 
than maximize the densities of the most resistant strains. Another 
interesting aspect is that the benefits of resistance depend on toxin 
concentration in the chemostat, which is affected by the density of 
cooperators and the toxin concentration flowing into the chemostat. 
In other words, the public goods game affects the benefit of the pri-
vate goods. This is why cooperators can invade a population of cheat-
ers when they differ in their resistance level (Figure 2f).

Of course, our model relies on a number of assumptions and fo-
cuses only on a subset of possible bioremediation systems. First, we 
assume that only cooperators can detoxify. In reality, sensitive cells 
(cooperators or cheaters) may decrease toxin concentrations by pas-
sively absorbing them (Bottery et al., 2016). Including toxin absorption 
would not change our findings because (a) cooperators decrease toxin 

concentration more effectively than cheaters with the same resis-
tance levels, (b) the invasion analysis is still valid, and (c) we can still 
calculate the optimal inoculation probabilities as shown in Section 3.7. 
If toxin absorption by sensitive cells is significant, sCh could be better 
detoxifiers than rCo. In this case, it would be unnecessary to inoculate 
rCo to optimize the detoxification efficiency. Second, we only con-
sider extracellular toxin degradation (e.g., by enzyme secretion), while 
toxins can also be degraded inside cells (O'Brien & Buckling, 2015). 
For intracellular degradation, a different functional form of detoxifi-
cation f(xCo) would be necessary, but we expect similar results as long 
as this function increases monotonically with the density of coopera-
tors. Indeed, the invasion analysis is independent of the form of f(xCo). 
Similarly, we assume that toxins kill the microbes and that their deg-
radation does not contribute to growth. In reality, many compounds 
that are undesirable for humans are instead used as substrates by mi-
crobes (Atashgahi et al., 2018). This latter case is simpler than the one 
we consider here, since detoxification is no longer cooperative and 
there is no risk of cheaters arising and collapsing the system. Finally, 
detoxification may carry a negligible cost, for example, if it the toxic 
compound is neutralized by a change in pH, which occurs naturally 
due to a microbe’s metabolism.

Another issue is how to define detoxification efficiency ϕ. Rather 
than Equation (7), one could, for example, define ϕ as the time 
needed for the toxins to decrease to a negligible concentration. This 
would change the optimal culture conditions α and Tin, but not the 
procedure to find the optimal introduction probabilities of cooper-
ators m, which are independent of the formulation of ϕ. Our model 
also fixes some parameters, such as the Hill coefficient n, which 
can evolve in reality (Sampah et al., 2011). Similarly, the cost of re-
sistance cr can decrease over time due to compensatory evolution 
(Andersson & Hughes, 2010; San Millan et al., 2014). Allowing these 
parameters to evolve would make it more difficult for sCo to invade 
rCh because the relative fitness of rCh will increase.

We also assume that our system is well mixed and that there are 
no spatial gradients within the chemostat. Spatial structure, for ex-
ample, whereby detoxifying enzymes diffuse slowly through the che-
mostat and have a patchy distribution can favor the coexistence of 
cooperators and cheaters (Allison, 2005). Indeed, previous empirical 
bioremediation studies have reported coexistence of cooperators 
with cheaters (Ellis et al., 2007; O'Brien et al., 2014). Theoretically, this 
may be due to a difference of resistance levels between cooperators 
and cheaters as we show here, but a simpler explanation would be the 
presence of spatial gradients. Relaxing the assumption of a perfectly 
well-mixed chemostat would make the persistence of cooperators 
easier. It may also increase the public benefit of toxin resistance, which 
we have considered to be private here (Rojo-Molinero et al., 2019).

Finally, there may be other ways of periodically introducing co-
operators. Experimentally, our constant inoculation probabilities 
represent a situation where stock strains of cooperators would be 
manually added into the chemostat. If instead, multiple chemostats 
are running in parallel, another way of introducing cooperators would 
be to exchange certain amounts of fluids between chemostats. 
Ecologically, this would correspond to migration among patches, 
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and the optimal migration probabilities would depend on the prob-
ability distribution of the different strategies in each chemostat. 
Comparing the optimal introduction probabilities and the cumulative 
efficiency of detoxification between the model presented here and a 
multi-chemostat system is left for future work.

In summary, we have combined an ecological model with evolu-
tionary game theory to develop a protocol for the control and optimi-
zation of a bioremediation system by microbes, and guard it against 
collapse through the emergence of cheaters. More broadly speaking, 
our scenario motivates the integration of important elements from 
ecological models, such as population densities and environmental 
feedback, into evolutionary game theory. In essence, our model can 
be adapted to any practical applications involving costly microbial 
traits, where manipulating environmental conditions can be used to 
control evolutionary dynamics. Achieving this will allow us to better 
anticipate evolutionary change in microbial systems that we strive 
to control, whether this involves increasing toxin degradation as 
we have shown here, the production of public goods such as useful 
chemicals, or eliminating antibiotic resistant pathogens.
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Chapter 3

Coupling environmental fluctuations

with demographic noise

3.1 Brief summary

In the previous chapter, I analyzed how changing media affects the evolutionary dynamics
of microorganisms and their detoxification efficiency in the chemostat model. In this chapter, I
analyze how such environmental fluctuations affect microbial community dynamics, rather than
community functions. When the environment becomes harsh, population sizes of microorganisms
decrease and the intensity of demographic noise increases, which should affect species diversity
in turn. In this project, I analyze how the coupling effect of environmental fluctuations with
demographic noise affects the heterogeneity of the communities across many simulations (i.e.,
beta diversity). I first investigate competition between two species (a slower-growing and a faster-
growing species) over the rate of environmental fluctuations and the species’ toxin sensitivities,
which affect population sizes and the intensity of demographic noise. Due to demographic noise,
the slower-growing species can outcompete the faster-growing species with some probability, but
the sensitivities to the toxin affect the patterns of how this probability changes over the rate
of environmental fluctuations. In multi-species communities, beta diversity also shows similar
patterns over the environmental fluctuation rate and the mean toxin sensitivities across community
members. The effect of coupling environmental fluctuations with demographic noise on beta
diversity can be predicted by pairwise analyses of community members.

3.2 Author contributions

This project was designed by SS, Mauro Mobilia (MM), and SM. The simulations and the
statistical analyses were performed by SS. The first draft of Shibasaki et al. (2021) was written by
SS, and revised by SS, MM, and SM. The accepted author manuscript of Shibasaki et al. (2021)
appears in the next pages.
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Abstract

Microorganisms live in environments that inevitably fluctuate between mild and harsh conditions. As

harsh conditions may cause extinctions, the rate at which fluctuations occur can shape microbial communities

and their diversity, but we still lack an intuition on how. Here, we build a mathematical model describing

two microbial species living in an environment where substrate supplies randomly switch between abundant

and scarce. We then vary the rate of switching as well as di�erent properties of the interacting species, and

measure the probability of the weaker species driving the stronger one extinct. We find that this probability

increases with the strength of demographic noise under harsh conditions and peaks at either low, high,

or intermediate switching rates depending on both species’ ability to withstand the harsh environment.

This complex relationship shows why finding patterns between environmental fluctuations and diversity

has historically been di�cult. In parameter ranges where the fittest species was most likely to be excluded,

however, the beta diversity in larger communities also peaked. In sum, how environmental fluctuations a�ect

interactions between a few species pairs predicts their e�ect on the beta diversity of the whole community.
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1 Introduction

Natural environments are not static: temperature, pH, or availability of resources change over time. Many

studies in microbiology, ecology and evolution have focused on responses to fluctuations in resource abundance

in the regime of feast and famine periods (Hengge-Aronis, 1993; Vasi et al., 1994; Srinivasan and Kjelleberg,

1998; Xavier et al., 2005; Merritt and Kuehn, 2018; Himeoka and Mitarai, 2019). These models capture the

dynamics within many natural ecosystems. For example, the gut microbiome of a host is exposed to fluctuating

resources that depend on its host’s feeding rhythm, which may a�ect microbiota diversity (Cignarella et al.,

2018; Li et al., 2017; Thaiss et al., 2014). In addition to their magnitude, environmental fluctuations can also

di�er in their time scales – for the gut microbiota, a host’s feeding rhythm may vary from hourly to daily, or

even monthly if feeding depends on seasonal changes (Davenport et al., 2014; Smits et al., 2017) – or in the

type of substrates taken up, which can be nutritious or harmful for the microbiota.

How environmental fluctuations (EFs) a�ect species diversity has been a highly contested topic in ecol-

ogy. Here, EFs refer to changes that are not caused by the organisms themselves, but nevertheless a�ect their

dynamics (e.g., abiotic resource supplies). The intermediate disturbance hypothesis argues that intermediate

intensity and frequency of disturbances maximize species diversity (Connell, 1978; Grime, 1973) because highly

competitive species dominate at a low level of disturbance, while only species that have adapted to the dis-

turbance dominate at high disturbance (Grime, 1977). This hypothesis is controversial (Fox, 2013) and other

relationships between disturbance and species diversity have been reported both empirically and theoretically

(Mackey and Currie, 2001; Miller et al., 2011).

Another framework that is used to predict species diversity under EFs is the modern coexistence theory

(Chesson, 1994), which explains the maintenance of diversity through species’ di�ering responses to and pref-

erences for environmental conditions, which can vary over spatial and/or temporal scales through fluctuations

(Amarasekare, 2019; Chesson, 2000a,b; Letten et al., 2018b; Barabás et al., 2018; Ellner et al., 2019). The

modern coexistence theory divides environmental factors into those that are independent of species abundances

(e.g., temperature) and those that depend on them (e.g., amounts of resources). The latter environmental

factors mediate the sign and/or magnitude of interspecific interactions (Hoek et al., 2016; Piccardi et al., 2019;

Zuñiga et al., 2019), and whether species tend to cooperate or compete can, in turn, drive community diversity

and stability (Mougi and Kondoh, 2012; Coyte et al., 2015; Marsland III et al., 2019; Butler and O’Dwyer, 2018,

2020). Microbial communities often experience extreme environmental fluctuations that can alter interactions

between species and hence a�ect species diversity (Rodŕıguez-Verdugo et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020b).

Another important factor potentially influencing the outcome of interactions between species is demographic

noise (DN) arising from randomness in birth and death events in finite populations. DN is negligible in large

populations but strong in small ones, where it can lead to species extinction or fixation, and a�ect community

composition (Roughgarden, 1979; Ewens, 2004). As EFs a�ect population sizes, they modulate the strength of

demographic noise, leading to a coupling of EFs and DN. This interdependence has been understudied until

recently, despite its potentially important consequences on eco-evolutionary dynamics (Wienand et al., 2017,
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2018; West and Mobilia, 2020; Taitelbaum et al., 2020).

To understand how the interplay between EFs and DN a�ect community diversity, we set up a stochastic

model of multiple species subject to a varying supply of nutrients and/or toxins. Our model then allows us to

ask: How do EFs, coupled to DN, a�ect species interactions and diversity?

We include toxins in our model as they are important in natural communities, but often missed in similar

models. Toxins that typically come to mind are pesticides or antibiotics (Pérez et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2011),

but in principle they can be anything that inhibits microbial growth compared to some optimal condition. For

example, oxygen is harmful to anaerobic microbes (Guittar et al., 2021) and bile acids are toxic to microbes

in the human gastrointestinal tract (Ruiz et al., 2013; Molinero et al., 2019). These toxins can, however, be

degraded by microbes. In the example of bile acids, Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium strains degrade them

by producing bile-salt hydolases and other extracellular enzymes (Ruiz et al., 2013; Molinero et al., 2019).

Such degradation of toxic compound by microbes is expected to be quite common, as microbes will be selected

to become resistant to toxins by diminishing environmental toxicity. In our model then, toxins contribute to

environmental harshness and reduce population sizes, which can modulate the strength of DN. We also expect

toxins to a�ect inter-species interactions, as species that absorb or degrade them can potentially facilitate the

growth of others (Hoek et al., 2016; Piccardi et al., 2019; Zuñiga et al., 2019).

The next section describes our theoretical model, explaining how DN and EFs are implemented and how

species interactions and diversity are measured (section 2). We first use it to explore how often one single

species goes extinct due to environmental switching coupled with DN (section 3.1). We then add a second

slower-growing species, still focusing on the behavior of the first, and ask how its extinction probability is

a�ected by the slower-grower, and how di�erent properties of the two species change the e�ects of the switching

rate (section 3.2). We find that sensitivity to toxins increases the strength of DN because it decreases species

abundances. At toxin sensitivities that are high enough to increase DN but low enough that either species is

likely to survive, the slower-growing species can outcompete the fast-growing one (we call this phenomenon

exclusion of the fittest, sections 3.3 and 3.4), a result that is a direct consequence of coupling DN and EFs.

Finally, we expand our model to larger communities and show that our first analysis of the exclusion of the fittest

species predicts beta diversity patterns in larger communities (section 3.5): community composition is the most

diverse when strong species are most likely to be excluded. Section 4 discusses the importance of coupling EFs

and DN on species interactions and diversity. Finally, we compare our results with the intermediate disturbance

hypothesis and the modern coexistence theory. Technical and computational details are given in a series of

Appendices.

2 Model & Methods

In order to investigate the interdependence of EFs and DN on species interactions and diversity, we study an

idealized chemostat model that combines DN and environmental switching (Fig. 1). The chemostat is meant

to represent natural ecosystems subject to in- and outflow, such as a gut or a river. Within the chemostat,
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we consider a well-mixed population consisting of N species of bacteria, and N/2 types of resources as well as

N/2 types of toxins (without loss of generality, N is assumed to be even). Our system can exhibit di�erent

levels of species richness at equilibrium depending on parameter values: only one species may persist as species

interact with all resources and toxins, or all species may coexist as the environment has as many limiting factors

(resources and toxins) as the number of species. The special case of a model with a single resource and a single

toxin in a mono-culture is considered for completeness in Section 3.1. Although many models ignore the role

of toxins, they play two important roles in our model: first, sensitivities to toxins changes the strength of DN

because population sizes of sensitive species are low. Second, toxins can enable a pair of species to facilitate

each other (Piccardi et al., 2019) because toxin absorbance or degradation decreases the death rate of other

species. In this manuscript, we consider toxins that are not released from cells when they die, e.g., antibiotics

that inhibit DNA or RNA synthesis (Cangelosi and Meschke, 2014), although the release of toxins from dead

cells could be introduced with a small modification of our model (see Huang et al. (2013) for example). The

absence of toxins is similar to having a low toxin sensitivity (Fig. A.22).
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the model

A chemostat model with environmental switching. A: Interaction network when N = 2. A � B represents that A
increases B while A � B represents that A decreases B. Two species compete for the same resource (R in a circle) but
are killed by the same toxic compound (T in a triangle). As a proxy for species interactions, we follow the net e�ect of
the slower-growing species 2 on species 1 (large arrow from species 2 to 1). B: An example of a chemostat model with
environmental switching and N = 2. Environmental switching is realized by changing the media flowing into a
chemostat. In this example, the current environmental condition is abundant resource supply R+

1 .

In our model, communities follow a continuous-time multi-variate birth-and-death process (see, e.g. Novozhilov

et al. (2006); Allen (2010)) in a time-fluctuating binary environment (see, e.g., Wienand et al. (2017, 2018);

West and Mobilia (2020); Taitelbaum et al. (2020)). More specifically, we consider that at time � the commu-

nity consists of an amount ri(�) of resources of type i (i = 1, . . . , N/2), an amount tj(�) of toxin of type j

(j = 1, . . . , N/2), and an abundance sk(�) of microbial species k (k = 1, . . . , N). Here, resources are assumed to

be nutrients for all species, allowing them to grow at di�erent rates, while the toxins kill all species at di�erent
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rates when species have di�erent toxin sensitivities. hence the species extinction probability.

In a static environment (no EFs), this chemostat model evolves according to the birth-and-death process

defined by the following “birth” and “death” reactions:

ri

�+
ri

��! ri + 1, (1a)

ri

��
ri

��! ri � 1, (1b)

tj
�+

tj
��! tj + 1, (1c)

tj
��

tj
��! tj � 1, (1d)

sk

�+
sk

��! sk + 1, (1e)

sk

��
sk

��! sk � 1, (1f)

occurring with transition rates:

⌧+
ri

= ↵Ri, (2a)

⌧�
ri

=
NX

k=1

µik

Y r
ik

ri

ri + Kr
ik

sk + ↵ri, (2b)

⌧+
tj

= ↵Tj , (2c)

⌧�
tj

=
NX

k=1

�jk

Y t
jk

tj
tj + Kt

jk

sk + ↵tj , (2d)

⌧+
sk

=

N/2X

i=1

µik
ri

ri + Kr
ik

sk, (2e)

⌧�
sk

=

N/2X

j=1

�jk
tj

tj + Kt
jk

sk + ↵sk, (2f)

where ↵ is the dilution rate of the chemostat, � = ±1 (see below) represents changing environmental conditions

in terms of in-flowing resource and/or toxin amount. Ri(�) (Tj(�)) is resource i’s (toxin j’s) supply under the

environmental condition �, Y r
ik (Y t

jk) is species k’s biomass yield for resource i (toxin j), µik is the maximum

growth rate of species k by resource i, �jk is the maximum death rate of species k by toxin j (species k’s

sensitivity to toxin j), and Kr
ik (Kt

jk) is the amount of resource i (toxin j) that gives the half-maximum growth

(death) rate for species k (see also Table A.1). These transition rates hence reflect that (i) the amounts of

resources and toxins increase depending on the product of their in-flow concentrations and the dilution rate,

(ii) the amounts of resources and toxins decrease with the dilution rate and with the consumption/absorption

by species, (iii) the growth and death rates depend in Monod functional forms on the amounts of resources and

toxins, respectively, (iv) the dilution rate ↵ sets the time scale at which the environment attains the state of

abundance or scarcity (after a time ⇠ 1/↵), see below and Appendix 2.2 and (v) all e�ects are additive. When
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Table 1: Di�erent scenarios of environmental switching
Scenario Ri (� = 1) Ri (� = �1) Tj (� = 1) Tj (� = �1)

1 R+
i R�

i �Tj� �Tj�

2 �Ri� �Ri� T�
j T+

j

3 R+
i R�

i T�
j T+

j

R+
i , R�

i , and �Ri� represent abundant, scarce, and mean resource supplies, respectively. R+
i > R�

i and
�Ri� =

�
R+

i + R�
i

�
/2 for i = 1, . . . , N/2. Similar representation and relations hold for toxin supply Tj . In

each condition, � = 1 (� = �1) means mild (harsh) environment, respectively.

Ri and Tj are constant, the environment is static and the birth-and-death process defined by Eqs (1a) – (2f)

naturally accounts for the DN arising in the population, which is the sole source of noise.

We model EFs by considering a time-fluctuating binary environment resulting in Ri and/or Tj to be di-

chotomous random variables, i.e., Ri = Ri(�(�)) and/or Tj(�(�)), where �(�) = ±1 represents the binary state

of the environment (� = 1 represents a mild environment while � = �1 represent a harsh environment). We

hence assume that Ri and/or Tj switch between two values at a rate �, according to a time-continuous colored

dichotomous Markov noise (random telegraph noise) (Bena, 2006; Horsthemke and Lefever, 2006)

�
�
�! ��. (3)

We call � a “switching rate” because we implement a symmetrically switching environment as a simple

example of EFs (but see Appendix 2.2 for a further discussion of this choice and Appendix 5 for other forms of

EFs). Although we use arbitrary units in the model, the unit of the switching rate applies to all events. For

example, if the unit for the dilution rate is per hour, � = 100 means that the environment switches every hour

on average. We investigate three environmental switching scenarios, where either or both resource and toxin

supplies fluctuate over time, see Table 1. In the main text, we focus on the scenario where only resource supplies

switch between abundant and scarce supplies (R+
i and R�

i , respectively, such that R+
i > R�

i > 0) while the

amounts of toxin supplies remain constant over time (�Tj� ⌘ (T+
j + T�

j )/2); see Appendix 3 for the remaining

scenarios. The initial resource supply in the main text is Ri (� (0)) = R+
i with probability 0.5 and otherwise

Ri (� (0)) = R�
i .

We assume that � switches symmetrically between the states ±1 (see Taitelbaum et al. (2020) and Appendix

5 for the cases of asymmetric switching). In all our simulations, � is stationary and thus � has zero mean,

��(�)� = 0, autocorrelation ��(�)�(��)� = exp (�2�|� � ��
|), where �·� denotes the ensemble average over the

environmental noise, and finite correlation time 1/(2�). A great advantage of dichotomous noise is its simplicity:

� is bounded (Ri and Tj are always well defined) and straightforward to simulate. This choice allows us to

model suddenly changing environmental conditions, which reflect situations in microbial life such as exposure to

resource or toxin oscillations that can be reproduced in lab-controlled experiments (Sunya et al., 2013). Other

forms of EFs are also possible, e.g. � could be a Gaussian random variable, but then Ri and Tj would be

unbounded and vary continuously and could take unrealistic values. Modeling EFs with Eq (3) is arguably

the simplest biologically-motivated choice to couple fluctuations in resource/toxin supplies with demographic
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noise, and allows us to investigate questions that are not specific to dichotomous noise, see Appendix 2.2.

Interestingly, the analysis of the long-term dynamics of the two-species, one-resource-one-toxin model under

symmetric dichotomous noise in Appendix 2.2 reveals that this simple form of environmental variability leads

to distributions of the total population size n (i.e., the sum of species, resources and toxins abundances n ⌘

P
k sk +

P
i ri +

P
j tj) that varies greatly with the rate of switching relative to the dilution rate: when

�/↵ � 1 (fast switching), the total population size n is unimodal; when �/↵ ⌧ 1 (slow switching), n is bimodal

and fluctuates between two very di�erent values; intermediate scenarios interpolating between unimodal and

bimodal distribution of n arise when �/↵ ⇠ 1 (intermediate switching), see Wienand et al. (2017, 2018); West

and Mobilia (2020); Taitelbaum et al. (2020) and Fig. A.6. This results in an explicit coupling of DN to EFs in

multi-species communities, via the modulation of the DN intensity by �/↵. This is a distinctive feature of our

model comparing previous studies. For example, some models (Leigh, 1981; Engen and Lande, 1996; Kalyuzhny

et al., 2015) do not couple DN and EFs, while other models (Engen and Lande, 1996; Kamenev et al., 2008;

Chisholm et al., 2014; Fung et al., 2015) study the coupling of DN and EFs in single species scenarios. See

Appendix 2.2 for more detailed discussion and analysis.

The master equation for this model is defined by combining the dynamics of the amounts of resources and

toxins, abundances of species, with the environmental switching (Eqs (1a) - (3)):

d

d�
P

�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

�
=

N/2X

i=1

�
E�

ri
� 1

� �
⌧+
ri

P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

��

+

N/2X

i=1

�
E+

ri
� 1

� �
⌧�
ri

P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

��

+

N/2X

j=1

⇣
E�

tj
� 1

⌘ n
⌧+
tj

P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

�o

+

N/2X

j=1

⇣
E+

tj
� 1

⌘ n
⌧�
tj

P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

�o

+
NX

k=1

�
E�

sk
� 1

� �
⌧+
sk

P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

��

+
NX

k=1

�
E+

sk
� 1

� �
⌧�
sk

P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

��

+ �
�
P

�
~r,~t,~s,��, �

�
� P

�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

��
(4)

where P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

�
gives the probability to find the population in state

�
~r,~t,~s, �

�
at time �, with ~r = (ri),

~t = (tj), ~s = (sk). Here, E±
ri

is a shift operator such that

E±
ri

P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

�
= P

�
r1, . . . , ri ± 1, . . . , rN/2,~t,~s, �, �

�
, (5)

and E±
tj

and E±
sk

are the equivalent shift operators for tj and sk, respectively. Note that P
�
~r,~t,~s, �, �

�
= 0

whenever any of ri, tj , sk < 0. The first to sixth lines on the right-hand-side of Eq (4) represent the birth-and-
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death processes (1), while the last line accounts for environmental switching.

The master equation (4) fully describes the model dynamics and can be simulated exactly with the Gillespie

algorithm (Gillespie, 1977). Owing to the stochastic nature of the model, after a time that diverges exponentially

with the community size, DN will cause the eventual collapse of the population (Spalding et al., 2017; Assaf and

Meerson, 2017). This phenomenon is practically unobservable when resource levels remain su�ciently large,

i.e. if R�
i � 1, and the population settles in a long-lived quasi-stationary distribution. Here we focus on the

quasi-stationary regime that is attained when distributions of species abundances appear to be stationary for

a long time (see supplementary video): the distributions of two species’ abundances change little from time

� = 130 onward when the parameter values are as shown in Table A.1 with � = 10�1 and � = 0.2, which

are typical parameter values used in this study. It would be reasonable then to set �end = 200 expecting that

species’ abundances reach a quasi-stationary state in many of our chosen parameter values.

2.1 Evaluating species interactions

First, we analyze how the net e�ect of species interactions (i.e., resource competition and facilitation via

detoxification) can change under DN and EFs by measuring the extinction probabilities in the presence or

absence of another species at time �end (see Appendix 1.1 for details). We begin with two species (N = 2)

where the sign and magnitude of species interactions can change because the amounts of resources and toxins

can change the net e�ect of resource competition and facilitation via detoxification (Piccardi et al., 2019). We

used parameter values such that species 1, if it persists, always outcompetes species 2 in the absence of DN

(i.e., species 1 grows faster than species 2, see Appendix 2.1 for analysis and Table A.1 for parameter values) to

identify the e�ects of DN. Importantly, EFs alone do not change species 1’s extinction probabilities in mono-

versus co-culture in the absence of DN. Under DN coupled with EFs in our chosen parameter range, either of

the two species or both species tend to go extinct. As a proxy for interactions, we focus on the net e�ect of

species 2 on species 1, which is defined by the extinction probability of species 1 in mono-culture minus that in

co-culture with species 2 (the so-called di�erence in extinction probability, see also Eq (A.1)): species 2 has a

negative (positive) e�ect on species 1 if species 1 more (less) frequently goes extinct in co-culture with species

2 than in mono-culture. When species 2 has a negative e�ect on species 1, one can consider two possibilities

in co-culture: (i) species 2 outcompetes species 1 (see Fig. 4) or (ii) both species 1 and 2 go extinct. As

explained in section 3.3, we focus on the former probability, the so-called probability of exclusion of the fittest to

understand the net e�ect of species 2 on species 1. We performed 105 simulations for each switching rate and

toxin sensitivity in mono- and co-cultures. We calculated 95% of highest posterior density intervals (HPDI) to

measure the uncertainty of species 1’s extinction probabilities (see Appendix 1.1) but these intervals are too

small to be visible on our plots due to the large number of simulations we ran.
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2.2 Evaluating species diversity

To explore how species diversity changes with the switching rate, we ran simulations at di�erent numbers of

species ranging from N = 2 species to N = 10 species and di�erent mean toxin sensitivities (see Appendix 1.3

for details). For each condition (one number of species and one mean toxin sensitivity), we sampled 100 sets

of parameters from certain probability distributions. These sets of parameters represented 100 communities

composed of N species. In this analysis (section 3.5) we consider a more general scenario and all previous

simplifying assumptions on the parameter values are relaxed: all species have randomly drawn (see Appendix

1.3), and hence typically di�erent, growth and death rates.

The dynamics of each community were independently simulated 100 times to see whether the species compo-

sition was robust against DN and EFs. These 100 replicate runs can be seen as 100 independent “patches”that

initially consist of the same species set, but no species migrate from one patch to another. We measured the beta

diversity of each community (Jost, 2007; Chao et al., 2012) and species richness (number of surviving species) as

functions of the environmental switching rate in the quasi-stationary distribution (at time �end). Beta diversity

accounts for the heterogeneity of each community across 100 replicates For example, if beta diversity is larger

than one but species richness is one in all replicates, di�erent species fixate in each replicate. In contrast, beta

diversity is one if all communities show identical species compositions; for example, in the two-species scenario

with parameter values shown by Table A.1 and in the absence of DN, species 1 always outcompetes species

2 and thus beta diversity is one. This baseline corresponds to a perfectly deterministic scenario. One could

instead consider using another baseline corresponding to a perfectly stochastic or neutral scenario where all

species’ parameter values are identical (e.g., Fig. A.21), in which case species compositions are determined

only by demographic noise coupled with environmental fluctuations. We choose to focus on the deterministic

baseline, as beta diversity is always = 1 regardless of the number of species, their parameter values, and the

environmental switching rate. In contrast, beta diversity in the neutral scenario changes with these parameter

values, making it more di�cult to compare across conditions.

We compared the patterns of beta diversity of two- or ten-species communities with the probability of

exclusion of the fittest in species pairs sampled from these communities (see also Appendix 7). The sampled

species pairs may stably coexist, in which case the fittest species in a pair is the one that is more abundant

in the absence of any noise. If both species go extinct in the absence of noise, either of the two species is

randomly labeled as the fittest. This labeling generalizes what is used in the species interaction analysis above

where species 1 (the fittest species) always grows faster than species 2, such that their long term coexistence is

impossible in the absence of DN.

2.3 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with Python 3.7.6 incorporating Scipy 1.4.1. and pymc3 3.10.0. For statistical

tests of Pearson’s correlation and Spearman’s rank-order correlation, scipy.stats.pearsonr and scipy.stats.spearmanr

were used, respectively. For calculation of HPDIs, pymc3.stats.hpd was used.
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3 Results

3.1 Toxin sensitivity determines single species’ response to coupled DN and EFs

A B

C D

Figure 2: Extinction probability and species abundance in mono-culture

A: Extinction probability of species 1 in mono-culture when the toxin sensitivity is low (green), moderate (orange), or
high (blue). 95% HDPIs are too small to see. B–D: violin plots of species 1’s abundance at the end of 105 simulations
with a low (B), moderate (C), or high (D) toxin sensitivity. White dots and black bars represent median values of the
abundances and their interquartile ranges, respectively.

To establish our intuition on how the coupling of EFs and DN a�ects the dynamics, we first analyse the

extinction probabilities of a single species (species 1) in mono-culture with one type of resource and toxin (Fig.

2A). As the switching rate decreases, the duration of the harsh or mild environments become longer. In the

presence of DN, this duration determines whether or not the species goes extinct, together with its sensitivity

to toxins in the environment, which can be seen to modulate environmental harshness. When the switching

rate is very low (� ! 0), the species is exposed to the static environment with either abundant or scarce

resources (with probability 0.5, respectively) depending on the initial environmental condition �(0): it mostly

goes extinct under scarce resource supplies even when their sensitivity to toxins is low (Fig. 2B). On the other

hand, abundant resource supplies maintain species 1 with some probability even if it is very sensitive to the

toxin (Fig. 2D). Over many simulations, low fluctuation rates therefore result in a bimodal distribution of the

species’ abundance (e.g., Fig. 2B). At the other extreme, very high switching rates (� ! 1) expose the bacteria

to an environment with mean abundance of resources (Wienand et al., 2017, 2018; West and Mobilia, 2020;

Taitelbaum et al., 2020). This is enough to rescue the species with a low toxin sensitivity (Fig. 2B) but not
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with a high sensitivity (Fig. 2D). At an intermediate toxin sensitivity (Fig. 2C), the worst situation lies in the

intermediate fluctuation rate: the duration of the harsh environment is long enough to drive them extinct, but

the time with abundant resource supply is not long enough to rescue them fully. In sum, even when only a

single species is present, we see non-trivial patterns in its response to EFs coupled with DN, which depends on

its sensitivity to toxins.

3.2 Toxin sensitivity changes how switching rate a�ects two-species competition

Next, we add another species (species 2) that grows slower than species 1 into the environment and ask how

it interacts with species 1 in our model. Rather than measuring interactions through the e�ect of each species

on the other’s abundances, we focus on species 1 and analyze how its extinction probability is a�ected by the

presence of species 2, compared to mono-culture (Fig. 2). Our reasoning is that (i) species 1 should always

out-compete species 2 in the absence of DN, and that (ii) we already know the extinction probability of species

1 under EFs and DN in mono-culture; measuring any deviation from the mono-culture outcome allows us to

quantify how likely it is for the fitter species to be lost in a given community. Such species loss events can be

seen as ecological drift. We again explore changes in the species’ toxin sensitivity, as we learned above that it

a�ects species abundances via DN (Fig. 2), but also because we expect it to a�ect species interactions (Piccardi

et al., 2019). For now, we varied sensitivity to toxins simultaneously for both species, an assumption that we

relax later.

When both species were highly sensitive to the toxin, species 2 had a positive e�ect on species 1, reducing

its extinction probability. This occurs because in the simulations, toxic compounds are degraded more quickly

in co-culture than in mono-culture due to the larger initial number of individuals (s1(0) + s2(0) > s1(0)).

This e�ect can be recapitulated by a mono-culture with larger initial abundance (Fig. A.20). A larger total

initial species abundance in co-culture decreases death rates, which outweighs competition for nutrients in toxic

environments (Piccardi et al., 2019). However, for most parameter values in Fig. 3A, species 2 has a negative

e�ect on species 1 by increasing its extinction probability. We therefore focus on competitive interactions in

the main text and consider positive interactions in Appendix 4.

As in the single species case (Fig. 2), the extinction of species 1 was highly dependent on the toxin sensitivity

of the two species, as we varied the fluctuation rate: monotonically increasing, monotonically decreasing, or

non-monotonically changing with a minimum or maximum value at an intermediate switching rate (Fig. 3B).

Interestingly, this pattern does not match the single-species behavior (compare Fig. 2A and 3A).

3.3 Behavior at extreme switching rates explains non-monotonic changes in ex-

clusion of the fittest

To better understand why the faster-grower goes extinct in the observed parameter ranges (Fig. 3B), we

decompose species 2’s e�ect on species 1 into the probability that species 2 persists but species 1 goes extinct

(hereafter, called probability of exclusion of the fittest) and the probability of any other outcome (e.g., extinction
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A B

C D

Figure 3: Species interaction strength changes di�erently over the switching rate

A: Di�erence in species 1’s extinction probability in mono-culture minus co-culture with species 2 (Eq A.1) changes

over the switching rate � and the two species’ identical toxin sensitivities. In most of the parameter space, species 2 has

a negative e�ect on species 1 (i.e., species 2 increases the extinction probability of species 1). B: Some illustrative

examples from panel A plotted di�erently to show how species 2’s e�ect on species 1 changes over the switching rate at

given toxin sensitivities. The di�erence in extinction probability can monotonically increase (toxin sensitivity 0.1),

monotonically decrease (toxin sensitivity 0.4), or non-monotonically change with a minimum (toxin sensitivity 0.2) or a

maximum (toxin sensitivity 0.6) value at an intermediate switching rate. C: Probability that species 2 persists but

species 1 goes extinct (i.e., exclusion of the fittest) over the switching rate and the toxin sensitivity. D: probabilities of

exclusion of the fittest over the toxin sensitivity, when the environmental switching rate is slow (� = 10�5),

intermediate (� = 10�1), or fast (� = 103). In panels B and D, 95% HDPIs are too small to see.
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of both species, see Eq (A.2)). We focus on the probability of exclusion of the fittest, as it explains the variation

in species interaction strength in most cases (compare Figs. 3A and C) and investigate how it changes over the

switching rate and depends on toxin sensitivity.

We again let the two extreme switching rates guide our intuition (see also Fig. A.4). At a very slow rate

(� ! 0), the resource supply remains either scarce or abundant, while a very fast environmental switching rate

(� ! 1) drives resource supply to the mean concentration. We explore system behavior at these three constant

resource supplies (scarce, abundant or mean) and di�erent toxin sensitivities, which together represent how

harsh the environment is. When the environment is harsh – due to resource scarcity, high toxin supplies, or

high toxin sensitivity –, both species are most likely to go extinct rather than to outcompete each other (Figs.

5A – C). As toxin sensitivity goes down and species survival becomes more likely, DN becomes more important

and we see a higher probability that even the fitter species (species 1) will be excluded. The more resources are

available, the more likely it is that species survive – in particular, that species 1 out-competes species 2, and

the peak of competitive exclusion moves to a higher toxin sensitivity (see arrows in Figs. 5A – C). When it is

easy for both species to survive (toxin sensitivity is low and/or resources are abundant), DN no longer plays

an important role and the faster-growing species 1 is unlikely to be excluded. ntuitively then, the exclusion of

the fittest is caused by the coupling of DN with EFs: Harsh environments, where both species’ abundances are

positive but low (see Appendix 2.2), lead to stronger DN and a higher probability of extinction of the fittest

species compared to a static or mild environment (Fig. 4). It is important to stress that the exclusion of the

fittest never occurs without DN, regardless of EFs (see Appendix 2).

Hereafter, we refer to the toxin sensitivity that maximizes the probability of exclusion of the fittest in the

absence of environmental switching as the “critical toxin sensitivity” (arrows in Figs. 5A – C). We see two

critical toxin sensitivities (at 0.1 and 0.8 in Figs. 3C and D, Figs. 5A and C) at � ! 0 that correspond to the

long time spent with either scarce or abundant resources. Instead, at � ! 1, where resources remain at mean

abundance, there is a single critical toxin sensitivity (at 0.4 in Figs. 3C and D) where exclusion of the fittest

is most likely (Fig. 5B). Toxin sensitivities between these critical values can show a maximum or minimum

probability of exclusion of the fittest at an intermediate switching rate, resulting in the rugged landscape of

Fig. 3C (see Appendix 1.2 for more detail).

3.4 Competition strength changes non-monotonically under di�erent scenarios

We have shown that using a given set of parameters, the rugged landscape shown in Fig. 3C causes the

competitive exclusion of a faster-growing species to either increase, decrease or vary non-monotonically across

switching rates, depending on toxin sensitivity. We next explore the generality of this finding. In the appendix,

we explore scenarios where (i) switching occurs in toxin rather than resource supplies, where (ii) both resource

and toxin supplies switch (Table 1, see Appendix 3), or where (iii) we change the amounts of scarce and abundant

resource supplies (Appendix 4).

In all these scenarios, the landscapes of species 1’s di�erence in extinction probability and probability of
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A B C

Figure 4: Examples of the dynamics with exclusion of the fittest

In these examples (A: � = 10�3, and � = 0.1, A: � = 10�1, and � = 0.2, C: � = 101, and � = 0.4), species 1 goes extinct

but species 2 survives at the end of simulation �end = 200 due to the DN-EFs coupling. Black lines on the x-axis

represents times when the resource supply is scarce (�(t) = �1) while white lines represent times when the resource

supply is abundant (�(t) = 1). In panels A and B, species 1 decreases its abundance and goes extinct during the scarce

resource supply condition (pointed by arrows). In panel C, the environmental conditions are not shown because they

are not visible due to the fast switching.

BA C

Figure 5: Exclusion of the fittest explains how DN changes with toxin sensitivity and resource supply

Analysis of exclusion of the fittest predicts at which toxin sensitivity DN is strongest. A – C: In the absence of

environmental switching, the probability of exclusion of the fittest (i.e., probability that species 2 excludes species 1

and survives, shown by solid lines and hatched bars) is uni-modal over the toxin sensitivity while the probability of

both species extinction (bars) monotonically increases. The toxin sensitivities giving the peak values of probabilities of

exclusion of the fittest (critical toxin sensitivities, pointed by black arrows) depend on the resource supply: scarce

R1 = R�
1 (A), mean R1 = �R1� (B), or abundant R1 = R+

1 (C). 95% HDPIs are not observable as they are very small.
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exclusion of the fittest are qualitatively similar (Figs.3 C and D, A.7, and A.9). However, each scenario di�ers in

the three critical toxin sensitivities and likelihood that the di�erence in extinction probability non-monotonically

changes over the switching rate. Accordingly, we asked whether the distances between critical toxin sensitivities

might predict the probability of observing non-monotonic behavior. In Table A.2 and Fig. A.14, we show that

the distance between critical sensitivities under harsh and mean environments (i.e., very fast environmental

switching) correlates positively with the likelihood of observing non-monotonic e�ects of the switching rate on

competition (Fig. A.14, black circles; Spearman’s ⇢ = 0.77, P-value: 0.043), but no significant correlation was

found with the distance between the critical toxin sensitivities under the mean and mild, or the harsh and mild

environments (Fig. A.14, grey diamonds and cross marks; Spearman’s ⇢ = �0.22, P-value: 0.64, and ⇢ = 0.42,

P-value: 0.35, respectively). Therefore, the non-monotonic change of the di�erence in extinction probability is

likely when there is a large di�erence in the critical toxin sensitivities under harsh and mean conditions.

3.5 Beta diversity changes similarly to exclusion of the fittest

In the previous sections, we focused on interactions between two species and the conditions under which one

may drive the other extinct. Ultimately, however, our interest is to predict how whole communities comprised

of tens, hundreds or even thousands of species are a�ected by fluctuations in the environment.

We set up a model of 100 communities composed of between 2 and 10 species each. Species within each

community were defined by parameter values that were randomly sampled from the same distributions with

the exception of toxin sensitivity �, which was sampled from beta distributions with di�erent means, ranging

from �̄ = 0.1 to 1. We generated a new set of 100 communities with di�erent numbers of species and di�erent

fluctuation rates as above, and ran 100 replicate simulations for each of the 100 communities in each set. We then

measured beta diversity across the 100 replicate simulations per community and final species richness (number

of surviving species) over all 100 runs for the 100 communities (total: 10’000). In this model design, the 100

replicate runs represent independent “patches” without migration. Their beta diversity then indicates how

di�erent the species compositions were across all patches in a given environment (e.g. a given fluctuation rate),

and we repeat the exercise 100 times with di�erent species sampled from the same distributions to see generality

of the results. A high beta diversity would then indicate that we have di�erent community compositions in each

patch, while a beta diversity of 1 would tell us that all patches have the same species composition.

In two-species communities, we obtained qualitatively similar patterns of exclusion of the fittest to those in

the species interaction analysis (compare column A in Fig. 6 with Fig. 3C), suggesting that our results in Fig.

3C are unlikely to be specific to the choice of species parameter values in Table A.1. Beta diversity changes over

the environmental switching rate similarly to the probability of exclusion of the fittest for four out of the five

tested mean toxin sensitivities (columns A and B in Fig. 6, see also Fig. A.15): both monotonically decrease

(mean toxin sensitivity �̄ = 0.1 or 1.0), or non-monotonically change with maximum (�̄ = 0.2) or minimum

(�̄ = 0.6) values at intermediate switching rates. This similarity can be explained as follows: ignoring extinction

of both species, a small probability of exclusion of the fittest indicates that the stronger species 1 fixates in most
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simulations, a homogeneous outcome with small beta diversity. In contrast, when the exclusion of the fittest is

more likely, the weaker species 2 is more likely to fixate, leading to significant heterogeneity in the simulation

results and large beta diversity (species 2 survives alone in a fraction of the runs, and species 1 in the rest). At

one mean toxin sensitivity �̄ = 0.4, the patterns of the probability of exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity

over the switching rate do not match. At this toxin sensitivity, beta diversity remains high at low switching

rates (� = 10�5, 10�4, 10�3) because both species go extinct in 50% of the runs but they can coexist in about

7%, as illustrated by our measure of final species richness (column C in Fig. 6). Beta diversity ignores the cases

of both-species extinction but increases in cases of coexistence, see Eq (A.6). Overall, looking at final species

richness (column C in Fig. 6), we see that complete extinction is more likely to occur as sensitivity increases.

At the highest toxin sensitivity, the only way a species can survive is if the switching rate is really low and they

can benefit from abundant resources for a long time, while at lower toxin sensitivity, complete extinctions only

occur at low switching rates, because there is long term exposure to scarce resources.

In communities with ten species (see Figs. A.18 and A.19 for intermediate community sizes), we observe

similar patterns between beta diversity (column D in Fig. 6) and the probability of exclusion of the fittest

(column A in Fig. 6) Studying interactions between species pairs can therefore predict the behavior of a ten-

species community. To explore whether it matters which two species one selects for the interaction analysis, we

next repeatedly sub-sampled species pairs from each ten-species community and compared the exclusion of the

fittest in the pairs with the beta diversity of the whole community (Fig. A.16). Naturally, the more species

pairs one samples, the more accurately we can predict the pattern of beta diversity, but this accuracy appears

to saturate at around five species pairs (Appendix 7, Fig. A.17), which is approximately 11% of all possible

species pairs. In addition, large beta diversity does not necessarily reflect a large variation in species richness;

large beta diversity with small species richness (see mean toxin sensitivity �̄ = 0.4 or 0.6 at switching rate

� � 100 in columns D and E of Fig. 6) indicate that di�erent species fixate in each run, which also supports the

observed relationship between the exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity. In sum, estimating the probability

of exclusion of the fittest between a few randomly selected species pairs (section 3.3) is a good predictor for the

beta diversity of larger communities under those same environmental conditions (see Appendix 7 for detailed

discussion). This similarity is not coincidental: as for the probability of exclusion of the fittest, beta diversity

is also maximized when DN is the strongest, such that di�erent species survive in each patch.

4 Discussion

Understanding how species diversity in microbial communities arises and is maintained is a central question

in microbial ecology and evolution. While many theoretical and experimental studies have addressed this

question in static environments, community diversity is expected to respond to fluctuations between benign

and harsh environmental conditions, which can alter the abundance of di�erent species and the interactions

between them (see e.g., Rodŕıguez-Verdugo et al. (2019)). Strong drops in population sizes caused by harsh

conditions can increase the strength of DN, which, coupled with EFs may lead to non-trivial outcomes (Wienand
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Probabilities of exclusion of the fittest (column A), beta diversities (column B), and species richness (column C) over

the switching rate and the mean toxin sensitivities in two-species communities. Here, competitive exclusion refers the

event where the slower-growing species excludes the faster-growing species. Columns D and E show the beta diversity

and species richness in ten-species communities, respectively. In the plots of probability of exclusion of the fittest and

beta diversity, the black lines show the means and blue areas represent the probability distributions calculated from

10’000 simulations (100 beta diversity and each of them from 100 replicate runs). Each color in the species richness

plots represents the proportion of 10’000 runs where at the end of the run there were that number of species surviving.

Each row represents the mean toxin sensitivity of communities in those runs.
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et al., 2017, 2018; West and Mobilia, 2020; Taitelbaum et al., 2020). Here we have analysed a mathematical

model representing a biological scenario such as a gut or soil microbial community that experiences fluctuations

between benign and harsh conditions, such as feast and famine, or drought and rain. The model shows how

community diversity – mediated by inter-specific interactions and DN – changes with environmental fluctuation

rates.

Our study is centred on two main findings. First, we show that the rate at which resource supplies switch

changes the ability of a slower-growing species to drive a fast-growing one extinct (Fig. 3). While the fitter

species will never be excluded in the absence of DN, in a fluctuating environment with DN, harsh conditions

(e.g. scarce resources) strengthen DN to sometimes drive species extinction in spite of their greater fitness. We

see this as a form of ecological drift, wherein selection by the environment is not strong enough to maintain the

fittest species and thus the fittest species may go extinct due to DN. By changing the length of time spent in

the harsh environment, the environmental switching rate a�ects such competitive exclusion. In addition, the

species’ ability to withstand environmental harshness can also strengthen DN and lead to stronger ecological

drift. We confirmed the generality of these results by exploring various forms of EFs (e.g., asymmetric switching

environments and cyclically changing environments in Appendix 5). When we consider many replicate com-

munities with identical initial species compositions, the increased stochasticity resulting from DN means that

which species go extinct under these harsh conditions is less dependent on their relative competitiveness, and

species composition will be more random in each replicate, leading to greater beta diversity. Recent studies

corroborate this finding: smaller communities show larger varieties in species composition due to DN (Gilbert

and Levine, 2017), while species composition is robust against EFs when species are insensitive to them (Dedrick

et al., 2021).

Although we now understand that beta diversity increases when the probability of exclusion of the fittest is

high, precisely when such ecological drift is maximized will be di�cult to predict in practice, as it is a function

of multiple factors: the form of the EFs (Appendix 3 and Appendix 5), the magnitude of EFs (Appendix 4),

the rate of EFs and the sensitivity of species to environmental harshness. Yet, our simulation approach allows

us to investigate these di�erent e�ects e�ciently.

Our second main finding is that a good way to predict how beta diversity will respond to EFs is to measure

the probability of exclusion of the fittest across fluctuation rates in few pairs of species randomly sampled from a

focal community and use it as an indicator for how the beta diversity of the whole community will behave (Fig.

6, Appendix 7). In two species communities, explaining the similarity between the probability of exclusion of the

fittest and beta diversity is straightforward: the latter accounts for the probabilities that both or either of the

two species persist. We verified that this similarity also holds in neutral scenarios (i.e., two species are identical

except for their labels and thus the fittest species is arbitrarily chosen, Fig. A.21). In larger communities, the

similarity is not straightforward but our first main finding helps to understand this result. EFs a�ecting DN

strength could exclude species that would persist in a community without noise. If the “fittest” species goes

extinct with some probability due to DN, community compositions at time �end are heterogeneous and beta

diversity increases. Therefore, our two findings emphasize the importance of coupling EFs and DN: competition
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results can di�er from those in static environments and this a�ects beta diversity.

This brings us to a hypothesis that has been debated at length in ecology: the intermediate disturbance

hypothesis (Connell, 1978; Grime, 1973), which states that intermediate intensity and frequency of disturbance

maximize species diversity. Fox (2013) argues that the intermediate disturbance hypothesis should be abandoned

because many examples disagree with it (Mackey and Currie, 2001; Miller et al., 2011). In our model, fluctuations

in resource and toxin can be regarded as disturbances. In agreement with Mackey and Currie (2001) and Miller

et al. (2011) then, an intermediate intensity (i.e., toxin sensitivity) or disturbance frequency (environmental

switching rate) does not always maximize beta diversity: our analysis shows that intermediate frequencies of

disturbance maximize beta diversity only when mean toxin sensitivity is within a certain range. Mean toxin

sensitivities at the two thresholds of this range show that beta diversity monotonically decreases or increases

over the switching rate. These thresholds depend on scenarios of environmental switching and amounts of

resource supplies because these parameters change the probability of competitive exclusion (see Appendix 3

and Appendix 4). High beta diversity at intermediate disturbances is then a consequence of a change in

environmental conditions and not expected to apply generally.

The relationship between EFs and species diversity is also an important question in the modern coexistence

theory, which predicts that fluctuations will a�ect species coexistence by changing species growth rates when

rare (Chesson, 2000a,b; Barabás et al., 2018; Ellner et al., 2019; Letten et al., 2018a). Compared to the approach

taken in this study – where we ask how many and which species persist at the end of a long but fixed time frame

(i.e., for a quasi-stationary distribution, Fig. 6) – the modern coexistence theory allows one to analyze whether

or for how long a set of species will all coexist (Schreiber et al., 2020). An interesting future direction would be to

apply the modern coexistence theory to investigate how environmental fluctuation rates and toxin sensitivities

a�ect the duration of all-species coexistence. This approach would help to propose biological mechanisms behind

species coexistence in our setup.

Of course, our model makes some simplifying assumptions and has some limitations. First, we used arbitrary

time units, which in practice can be considered to be hours, corresponding to typical bacterial growth rates in

relevant experiments (Novick and Szilard, 1950; Lin et al., 2002; Zhao and Lin, 2003). This implies that species

interactions and beta diversity will vary when environmental switching ranges from hourly (� = 100) to about

once every four days (� = 10�2) on average, which is shorter than in some experimental studies (Benneir and

Lenski, 1999; Rodŕıguez-Verdugo et al., 2019; Chen and Zhang, 2020) but not impractical. That said, under

this assumption, changing environmental switching from a daily to an hourly scale, for example, would show

di�erent species compositions or diversity.

Second, our model focuses on competitive exclusion but other types of interactions can also a�ect diversity

(Rodŕıguez-Verdugo et al., 2019). Positive interactions between pairs of species (e.g., cross-feeding), for example,

might increase alpha and gamma diversities, because such interactions enable species to coexist (Sun et al.,

2019). This could result in an increase in beta diversity because the extinction of one species increases its

partner species’ extinction probability (Dunn et al., 2009; Goldberg and Friedman, 2020).

Third, one can consider more complex species-resource (and species-toxin) interaction functions. For ex-
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ample, species’ growth rates can be limited by the resource with the smallest amount when the resources are

complementary (León and Tumpson, 1975). In addition, absorption rates of toxin might correlate with species’

growth rate if the toxin targets cell metabolism. These functional forms may enable more species to coexist,

collapsing the similarity between beta diversity and the probability of exclusion of the fittest. Our study would

also be more general if species could change their growth rates depending on resource concentrations (Nguyen

et al., 2020a) or types (Balakrishnan et al., 2021). Introducing such plasticity would a�ect species’ extinction

probability and diversity. One could also consider building species-compounds interaction networks. In the cur-

rent manuscript, we assume that each resource (toxin) has a positive (negative) e�ect on each species. However,

we know that some compounds, (e.g., pesticides) can be resources for some species but toxic to others (Muturi

et al., 2017), and other compounds (e.g., that a�ect pH (Ratzke et al., 2020) and osmolarity (Larsen, 1986;

Oren, 2008)) can have either positive or negative e�ects on growth depending on their concentrations. The way

in which species and compounds interact could a�ect exclusion of the fittest and species diversity.

Although we focused on beta diversity to measure the heterogeneity of communities in this manuscript, other

metrics of species diversity could be considered. For example, Fung et al. (2015) and Kalyuzhny et al. (2015)

analyze how demographic noise and environmental fluctuations a�ect species abundance distributions (SAD).

Grilli (2020) instead calculate the mean abundance distribution (MAD), which is defined as the distribution

of mean species abundances over communities and follows a log-normal distribution. While SAD characterizes

species diversity within a single community, it does not explain the heterogeneity of species compositions across

communities, which is what we can capture with beta diversity. Combining multiple SADs or probability

distributions of SADs is possible, but would not be as easy to analyze. Similarly, MAD ignores the variation of

species’ abundances across communities and may therefore not capture the heterogeneity of communities caused

by demographic noise and environmental fluctuations.

Finally, our community analysis considers up to ten microbial species, which is orders of magnitude below

the size of natural microbial communities, according to genomic sampling (Gans, 2005; Roesch et al., 2007).

However, it may also be reasonable to assume that species live in structured environments where they cannot

possibly interact with more than a handful of other genotypes (Tecon et al., 2019). This suggests that a

10-species community may already be biologically meaningful.

In conclusion, the time scale of environmental fluctuations changes the importance of species fitness for

survival and thus community beta diversity. This occurs in our model when EFs a�ect the strength of DN,

leading to the occasional exclusion of strong species. Predicting how the strength of DN changes is not simple

because it is a�ected by both environmental and species’ parameters (resource and/or toxin supplies and toxin

sensitivities in our model). This may be one explanation as to why the intermediate disturbance hypothesis

does not always hold, but rather there are many relations between diversity and disturbance (Mackey and

Currie, 2001; Miller et al., 2011). Nevertheless, we found similarities between how competitive exclusion plays

out between species pairs and beta diversity at the community level. In the event that we would like to predict

how the diversity of a given ecosystem, such as a soil community or a bioremediation ecosystem, responds to

environmental fluctuations, it may be su�cient to isolate a few culturable species and analyze their interactions
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over di�erent fluctuation rates. This approach promises to greatly facilitate our ability to study large and

complex natural communities and their response to harsh conditions.
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Chapter 4

Spatial structures to maximize

community functions

4.1 Brief summary

In this chapter, I return to the optimization of microbial community functions as in Chapter 2.
While the previous two chapters analyze the effects of the environmental fluctuations (changing
inflow media in a chemostat), this chapter investigates an alternative way to design optimal
microbial communities: using networks of multi-stage chemostats, I consider the best spatial
structures in which to organise microbial species. This chapter has two goals: (i) building
algorithms that efficiently find the best allocations of microorganisms to multi-stage chemostats,
and (ii) predicting the best allocation of microorganisms from experimental data. For the first goal,
I introduce two simple algorithms whose computational costs are smaller than a brute force search.
For the second goal, I show the best order of the following four bacterial species: Agrobacterium
tumefaciens, Comamonas testosteroni, Microbacterium saperdae, and Ochrobactrum anthropi to
degrade ampicillin.

4.2 Introduction

Co-culturing multiple species or strains has advantages over a mono-culture of a single species
or a strain in biotechnology. For example, the production of biofuels is more efficient in co-cultures
of multiple strains than in mono-cultures (Eiteman et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2010). In some cases,
multi-species communities are suggested to have higher efficiency in bioremediation or productivity
in biomass than mono-cultures of single species (Kazamia et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2021). For
example, Demeter (2015) demonstrates that multi-species communities degrade more naphthenic
acids than any mono-cultures of single species in the community. In addition, Dell’Anno et al.
(2012) reported that the bioremediation efficiency of hydrocarbons positively correlates with
species diversity.

However, the usage of multi-species 1 communities in biotechnology has a problem that species

1. Hereafter, I stick to the word “species” but the analyses in this chapter can also be used in multi-strain cases.
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interactions can drive the communities to undesired states and decrease their community functions.
In uranium bioremediation, for example, the efficiency of bioremediation decreases as time passes
because Geobacter species, the main removers of uranium, are outcompeted by other species in
three months (Anderson et al., 2003). Ecological theories have shown that the stable coexistence of
many species is a non-trivial problem (May, 1972; Chesson, 2000a; Meszéna et al., 2006; Barabás
et al., 2018; Landi et al., 2018; Amarasekare, 2019). One of the most important challenges in
biotechnology is, therefore, how to stabilize the community dynamics while making community
functions as high as possible.

There are three types of approaches to such optimization problems: modifying species
compositions in communities, controlling dynamics by introducing environmental fluctuations,
and allocating species into a pre-defined spatial structures, see Subsection 1.1.3 in Chapter 1 for
more details. In this chapter, I use the third approach, which enables species to coexist even
when they cannot coexist in a well-mixed structure (Kim et al., 2008). The potential obstacle of
this approach is how to determine the positions of microbial species (i.e., microbial allocations).
If we have N microbial species and allocate each species to one of � positions, we have N�

candidate allocations in total. Analyzing all of them (i.e., the brute force search) in experiments
is time-consuming even with a small number of N and � (e.g., N = 4 and � = 3 gives 64
allocations). Running simulations would be more time-efficient than performing experiments, but
the brute force search in simulations takes a long time with a large number of N or �. In addition,
simulations require specifying parameter values in the models but the estimated parameter values
typically have some uncertainties which are given by confidence or credible intervals. In such
cases, we need to run simulations many times with changing parameter values to include the
uncertainties, which results in a large computational cost in total. Therefore, it is necessary to
build an algorithm that can find the best microbial allocation efficiently.

In this chapter, I introduce an algorithm that can effectively find the best microbial allocations
that maximize community functions. Here, I consider the multi-stage chemostats as an example
of spatial structures. Multi-stage chemostats, chemostats connected by tubes to share the media,
have been used in producing ethanol (Bayrock and Michael Ingledew, 2001; Lin et al., 2002) or
proteases (Raninger and Steiner, 2003), and studying gut microbiota (Cinquin et al., 2006; Payne
et al., 2012b). In this chapter, I do not consider species migration between chemostats assuming
ideal filters that media can pass through but species cannot. I introduce a simple algorithm that
can efficiently find the best microbial allocations that maximize target community functions in
this chapter. In Appendix C.2, I improve this algorithm by introducing stochasticity. In the
latter part of this chapter, I predict the best allocations of four microbial species, A. tumefaciens,
C. testosteroni, M. saperdae, and O. anthropi, to degrade ampicillin using experimental data from
Dos Santos (2019) and Oliveira Sudário (2022).
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A

B

Figure 4.1 – Schematic representation of network structures

Schematic representations of acyclic networks of multi-stage chemostats. Different species are represented
by different colors and each species are grown in each chemostat. In the main text, I analyze the acyclic
networks without branches (A) while Appendix C.3 introduces the branches in the networks (B).

4.3 Model

4.3.1 Defining dynamics and community functions

To efficiently find the best allocations of microbial species that maximize targeted community
functions, I first show a mathematical model of microbial species and chemical compounds in
the multi-stage chemostats. In the main text, I assume that the network of the chemostats is
non-branching and acyclic (i.e., linear or chain, Fig. 4.1A). This is because introducing branching
(Fig. 4.1B) rarely improves community function but increases computational costs (see Appendix
C.3). I do not consider chemostat networks with cycles because the motivation of introducing
spatial structures is restricting species interactions; in acyclic networks, upstream species affect
the growth of downstream species while downstream species cannot affect the growth of upstream
species. This chapter explores two topics: (i) comparing the computational costs of my algorithms
with a brute force search; i.e., analyzing all possible allocations, and (ii) predicting the best order
of species combining experimental data from Dos Santos (2019) and Oliveira Sudário (2022).

I assume to allocate one of N species to stage (chemostat) i = 1, . . . , � with allowing allocation
of one species to multiple stages. The number of N is determined by how many species one can
prepare to maximize the target community functions (i.e., N represents the number of species in
the library). The number of stages � can be increased to its maximum �m (1  �  �m). This is
because there is no reason to always use as many chemostats as one has. In this system, M types
of chemical compounds are considered. When we use � chemostats, a community function can be
defined by the difference in compounds’ concentrations between inflow and outflow of the �-stage
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chemostat at a locally stable equilibrium:

� (A; ↵, ~w) ⌘ ↵
MX

j=1

wj
�
C0j � C⇤

�j

�
, (4.1)

where A = (A1, . . . , A�) represents a species allocation to each stage, ~w = (w1, . . . , wM ) represents
a weight vector for each compound’s concentration change (wj > 0: aiming at degrading compound
j, and wj < 0: aiming at producing compound j), ↵ is the dilution rate of the chemostats (↵ = 0.05

for calculating computational costs of the algorithms, and ↵ = 0.01 for fitting experimental
results), C0j is compound j’ concentration flowing into the first chemostat, and C⇤

�j is compound
j’s outflow concentration from stage � at an equilibrium state. Once an appropriate weight
vector is given, the object function can deal with productions of biofuels, degradation of toxin, or
combinations of them.

To evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms, I calculated the computational costs of them
using the elapsed time of each simulations. The dynamics of chemical compounds and species k’s
abundance in stage i are given by the following consumer-resource model:

dCij

dt
= ↵ (Ci�1j � Cij) + fjk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
Sk (4.2a)

dSk

dt
=
n

gk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
� ↵

o
Sk (4.2b)

where fjk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
is species k’s impact vector on compound j, and gk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
is species k’s growth

function. Note that ~Ci = (Ci1, . . . CiM ) represent compound concentration vector in stage i. I
implemented various forms of fjk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
and gk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
that would be applicable to many species-

compound interactions in nature. Notably, I assume only species k is allocated to stage i, and
allocated species cannot migrate from one chemostat to another because of filters between the
chemostats in this chapters. The details of the mathematical model are explained in Appendix
C.1.1.

Eqs (4.2a) and (4.2b) clarify that the dynamics at stage i depend on those at stage i � 1.
To equilibriate the dynamics at stage i, it is necessary that the dynamics at stage i � 1 is
equilibrated, see Appendix C.1.2 for more details. Therefore, it is convenient to assume that the
initial compound concentration in stage i and the compound concentrations flowing into stage i

are given by ~C⇤
i�1, the compounds’ concentration vector flowing from the previous stage i � 1 at

an equilibrium state. In short, I assume the following outflow

Ci�1j =

(
C0j (i = 1)

C⇤
i�1j otherwise,

(4.3)

and the initial condition

Cij(0) =

(
C0j (i = 1)

C⇤
i�1j otherwise,

(4.4)
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where C0j = 1 if wj > 0 otherwise C0j = 0. This is an assumption for an ideal situation: a new
species allocate to stage i after the dynamics in stage i � 1 equilibriates. This assumption can be
relaxed by modifying the dynamics (see Appendix C.4), which could affect the best allocations to
maximize the community functions.

In the optimal allocation problem, we search the allocation that maximize the community
function defined by Eq (4.1) at equilibrium using �m chemostats or less. In other words,the object
function is written as follows:

max � (A; ↵, ~w)

s.t. A = (A1, . . . , A�) stabilizes the dynamics Eqs(4.2a) and (4.2b)

1  �  �m.

4.3.2 Computational cost of the brute force search

We pay attention to the computational costs of solving this optimization problem. If we use
the brute force search, we allocate of each of N in stage i = 1, . . . , �, and the maximum number
of stages is �m. Then, we need to analyze the following numbers of allocations:

�mX

�=1

N� = O (N�m) (4.5)

where O represents Landau notation. If we increase the number of species available N , the brute
force search becomes experimentally and computationally unfeasible because the computational
costs exponential increases over the maximum number of stages �m (see dashed lines in Fig.
4.2A).

4.3.3 Algorithm 1: the deterministic algorithm

Here, I introduce the deterministic algorithm, a kind of prune and search algorithm, into
the optimal allocation problem (Algorithm 1). Suppose we have an allocation with length i � 1

(A = (A1, . . . , Ai�1)) and want to add new species to stage i. Recall that the dynamics in stages
1, . . . , i � 1 equbiliate before the species allocation to stage i. In stage i, we do not have to
consider the allocation of species that is allocated to stage i � 1 (i.e., Ai�1 6= Ai); the growth
rate of this species in stage i is non-positive and therefore this species should go extinct. Then,
there is no change in the concentrations of chemical compounds in stage i (~C⇤

i = ~C⇤
i�1).

This rule can be expanded to other species: we do not have to analyze the allocation of species
j to stage i if species j cannot survive in stage i at an equilibrium state. If allocated species goes
extinct in stage i, we do not have to consider the allocations of species to stages i + 1, . . . , � and
we can stop the search. In other words, it is sufficient to analyze the allocations that all-allocated
species survive at a linearly stable equilibrium in the optimal allocation problems.

The upper boundary of the computational costs of this algorithm is easily derived. In the
worst scenario, we can allocate N species in the first chemostat and N � 1 species in the other
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chemostats because we cannot allocate species j to stage i if species j is allocated to stage
i � 1. In this case, the computational cost is given by

P�m
�=1 N(N � 1)��1. Therefore, the upper

boundary of the computational cost of the deterministic algorithm exponentially increases over
�m, although it is smaller than the computational cost of the brute force search.

4.3.4 Predicting best allocations from experimental data

Although I have considered the consumer-resource Eqs (4.2a) and (4.2b), this type of models
is not always useful to fit experimental data. The consumer-resource models require information
about how all species and all chemical compounds in the system interact. However, such data are
not always available or easy to collect from experiments. For this reason, I used a generalized
Lotka-Volterra (gLV) model to predict the best allocation of our four-species community, A.
tumefaciens, C. testosteroni, M. saperdae, and O. anthropito degrade ampicillin using three
chemostats (�m = 3).

The gLV model needs to include the dynamics of species and chemical compounds that affect
the target community functions (|wi| > 0). I ignore the dynamic of chemical compounds that do
not affect the community functions (wi = 0) but can affect the growth of species. The effects
from such compounds are summarized in a species interaction matrix. In this chapter, I consider
the dynamics of the concentration of ampicillin and the four species:

dCi

dt
= ↵ (Ci�1 � Ci) �

4X

k=1

bk
Ci

Ci + Ak
Sik (4.6a)

dSik

dt
= rkSik

 
Kk +

i�1X

h=1

4X

l=1

aklShl � Sik

!
� ↵Sik � dkSik

Ci

Ci + Ak
(4.6b)

where Ci represents the concentration of ampicillin in stage i, bk represents species k’s degradation
efficiency of ampicillin, Sik represent the abundance of species k in stage i (measured by colony
forming unit, CFU), Kk represents the maximum population size of species k in mono-culture
without ampicillin, Ak represents the concentration of ampicillin that gives the half-maximum
effect of ampicillin on species k, rk is the re-parametarized growth rate of species k so that rkKk

represents the maximum per capita growth rate of species k, akl represents the effect of species
l on species k, and dk represents the maximum death rate caused by ampicillin. Intraspecific
interactions are given by akk = �1 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4.

To implement the model, I used the experimental data of mono-culture and pairwise co-culture
data of the four species in batch culture (the dilution rate ↵ = 0), obtained by Andrea Dos
Santos and Marina Oliveira Sudário, in Mitri group (Dos Santos, 2019; Oliveira Sudário, 2022).
These species were grown in minimal media composed of glucose and citric acid, with or without
ampicillin. The concentrations of ampicillin in the media was estimated by the growth of A.
tumefaciens in the spent media. See Oliveira Sudário (2022) for the details of the experiments.
The parameter values related to the mono-culture growth (i.e., intrinsic growth rates and carrying
capacities) and interspecific interactions were estimated by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
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Algorithm 1: Deterministic algorithm
1 Function Main(~C0, �m, N , ↵, ~w):
2 Initialization: Let � = 0 and B (�) = {}, which represents a list of allocations and

outflow compound concentrations;
3 A⇤

� denotes the allocation whose community function is the largest in the allocations
using � stages;

4 while �  �m do

5 B (� + 1) =ADD_Species(B (�) , �);
6 Find A⇤

�+1 from B (� + 1);
7 � = � + 1;
8 end

9 return max� � (A⇤
�);

10 Function ADD_Species(B (�) , �):
11 Initialize B̃ = {};
12 if � = 0 then

13 for k = 1, . . . , N do

14 Add species k to stage 1;
15 if Species k persist then

16 Add A = (k), its outflow compounds’ concentrations, and its community
function to B̃;

17 end

18 end

19 else

20 while B is not empty do

21 Ã, ~C⇤
� = pop(B);

22 Note that Ã =
⇣
Ã1, . . . , Ã�

⌘
;

23 for k = 1, . . . , N do

24 if k 6= Ã� then

25 Add species k to stage � + 1;
26 if Species k persist then

27 Add new allocation
⇣
Ã, k

⌘
, its outflow compounds’ concentrations,

and its community function to B̃;
28 end

29 end

30 end

31 end

32 end

33 return return B̃;
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using pymc3 package (version 3.11.4) (Salvatier et al., 2016) in Python (version 3.8.8). One
advantage of using MCMC is that it provides posterior probability distributions of the parameter
values and the ampicillin concentrations in the media; we can thus intuitively calculate the
uncertainty of the community function given a microbial allocation.

However, due to the limited number of growth data of species in the minimal media with
ampicillin, I could not run MCMC to predict the posterior probability distributions of the
parameters related to species-ampicillin interactions (i.e., resistance to the ampicillin and the
degradation efficiency of ampicillin). To avoid this problem, I estimated the parameter values
related to the species-ampicillin interactions using the least squares estimation (LSE) in lmfit
package (version 1.0.2) (Newville et al., 2014) while fixing mono-culture and species interaction
parameters as the means of their posterior probability distributions. For this reason, I could not
estimate the probability distributions of community functions in this study.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Comparison of computational costs

Fig. 4.2A shows the computational costs of the brute force search and the deterministic
algorithm with various numbers of species N over the maximum number of chemostats �m.
As expected from Eq (4.5), the computational costs of the brute force search exponentially
increase over �m and the computational costs have small variations given N and �m. In contrast,
the deterministic algorithm has larger variations in the computational costs than in the brute
force search for each N and �m. This is because the number of analyzed allocations depends
on the growth functions and the impact vectors of the species. Nevertheless, the average
computational costs of the deterministic algorithm are smaller than the brute force search except
for (N, �m) = (1, 8).

Although the upper boundary of the deterministic algorithm ’s computational cost expo-
nentially increases with �m, Fig. 4.2B suggests that such worst cases rarely happen. As the
maximum number of chemostats increases, the increase of computational costs gets smaller and
the computational costs saturate around �m = 2 (when N = 2), 8 (when N = 4), and 10 (when
N = 8). This implies that this algorithm analyzes a few numbers of allocations that use many
chemostats. As the deterministic algorithm takes less time to find the brute force search and
saturate its computational costs with a large number of �m, this algorithm efficiently finds the best
microbial allocation. In Appendix C.2, I improved this algorithm by introducing the stochasticity
on the choices of species allocation. This stochastic algorithm has smaller computational costs
than the deterministic algorithm and able to find the best or quasi-best microbial allocations in
most cases.

4.4.2 Parameter estimation of four species

To validate the concept of the algorithm, I investigated the best order of the four species,
A. tumefaciens, C. testosteroni, M. saperdae, and O. anthropi to degrade ampicillin, using the
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A B

Figure 4.2 – Deterministic algorithm is more effective than the brute force search

Elapsed times of the brute force search and the deterministic search algorithms. A: Comparison of the
brute force search and the deterministic search algorithms when �m  4. Each dot and error bar
represents the mean and the standard deviations of computational costs of 100 simulations (exceptionally,
I used 30 simulations for the brute force search with 8 species due to the large computational costs) to
find the best allocations. B: computational costs of the deterministic algorithm for larger numbers of
chemostats �m  16.

experimental data from Dos Santos (2019) and Oliveira Sudário (2022).
Fig 4.3 shows the co-culture data of all pairs (dashed lines) in the absence of ampicillin

and the model prediction (solids lines) from the posterior probability distributions in batch
culture. The model captures the pattern of the growth curves in the experimental data and the
abundances of the four species at equilibrium. Interspecific interactions are summarized in Fig.
4.4 and Table 4.1, while the other parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. The dynamics of
each species’ mono-culture growth in the presence of ampicillin are shown in Fig 4.5. Except for
A. tumefaciens’s dynamics, the model fits the mono-culture dynamics and the final estimated
concentration of ampicillin. Two species, C. testosteroniand O. anthropi degrade ampicillin while
M. saperdae cannot degrade at all. A. tumefaciens can also degrade ampicillin but its degradation
efficiency is estimated lower than C. testosteroni and O. anthropi.
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Figure 4.3 – Fitting to co-culture data without ampicillin

Each panel represents the fitting to pairwise co-culture data of our four bacteria. The dashed lines
represent the experimental data (five replicates in each) from Dos Santos (2019) and Oliveira Sudário
(2022) while the solid lines represent the simulations where the dynamics follow Eqs (4.6a) and (4.6b)
with parameter values sampled from the posterior probability distributions (100 samples in each).
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Table 4.2 – Estimated parameter values except for species interactions

ri Ki bi di Mi

A. tumefaciens 1.4 9.7 1.8 9.9 351.9
C. testosteroni 1.5 9.0 1.7 6.5 27.1
M. saperdae 1.6 8.4 0.0 0.4 146.9
O. anthropi 1.4 10.0 1.5 7.2 105.0

Parameter values estimated by LSE (bi, di, and Ki) and mean of the posterior probability distributions
(ri and Ki).

AtCt

OaMs

0.180

-0
.0
29

0.0
48

0.
05

9 0.052

-0.014
0.054

Figure 4.4 – Summary of species interactions

Species interactions estimated by our experiments without ampicillin. The width, color, and head type of
each arrow are determined by the mean value of the posterior probability distribution of each parameter.
I ignored the interactions whose 95% HDI includes zeros because the effects of these interactions are very
weak and uncertain. See also Table 4.1 for details.At: A. tumefaciens, Ct: C. testosteroni, Ms: M.

saperdae, and Oa: O. anthropi.

4.4.3 Predicting the best allocations for degrading ampicillin

Fig. 4.6 indicates the predicted concentrations of ampicillin left in the media given allocations
when I assume the idealized setup (i.e., allocating species after the dynamics in the previous stage
equilibrate). While the degradation efficiencies of C. testosteroni and O. anthropi are estimated
similar in batch culture (↵ = 0, Fig. 4.5), the degradation efficiency of C. testosteroni is higher
than O. anthropi in 1-stage chemostat (↵ = 0.01), probably due to the differences in dk and Mk

(Fig. 4.6A). In the 2-stage cases, the allocations using C. testosteroniand O. anthropi degrade
ampicillin efficiently, but their orders of the species matter: allocating O. anthropi first degrades
more ampicillin than allocating C. testosteroni first. This is because C. testosteroni has a negative
effect on O. anthropi while O. anthropi has a positive one on C. testosteroni although these
interspecific interactions are weak (Table 4.2). In the 3-stage cases, allocating C. testosteroni
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A. tumefaciens C. testosteroni

O. anthropi M.saperdae

Figure 4.5 – Fitting to the mono-culture experiments with ampicilin

Top Left: A. tumefaciens, Top right: C. testosteroni, Bottom Left: O. anthropi, and Bottom right: M.

saperdae. In each, left panels show the growth of focal species while right panels show the estimated
ampicillin concentrations. Parameter values are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.1. The green solid lines
represent experimental data, where each symbol corresponds to each experimental replicate. The dashed
lines show the dynamics of the simulations with the parameter values estimated by LSE. I do not show
the green solid lines in the right panels (ampicillin) to emphasize that we have missing data at 24 and 48
hours.

to the first and third stages, and O. anthropi to the second stage maximizes the degradation
efficiency of ampicillin, which would be intuitive from the results in 1- and 2-stage scenarios.

Interestingly, the second-, third-, and fourth-best allocations in the 3-stage scenario use A.
tumefaciens, and C. testosteroni is always allocated after A. tumefaciens. This would be because
A. tumefaciens has a strong positive effect on C. testosteroni, which increases the degradation
efficiency of C. testosteroni in the next stage. This strong positive interaction from A. tumefaciens
to C. testosteroni would be why the second-, third-, and fourth-best allocations degrade ampicillin
more than the sixth-best one, which allocates O. anthropi to the first and third chemostats
and C. testosteroni to the second chemostat. This indicates that using efficient degradaters in
mono-culture is not always a good strategy.

I also predicted the degradation efficiencies of three of the four species or all-four species
co-cultures in a chemostat (Fig. 4.6D). In these cases, we cannot use two or more chemostats
because no species can grow in the second chemostat. The model predicts that the degradation
efficiencies of the mixtures of the three or four species are lower than the best allocations in
2- and 3-stage models (compare Fig 4.6D with Figs. 4.6B and C, respectively). These results
indicate the advantages of introducing spatial structure over mixing species, although this does
not hold in another condition (Appendix C.4).
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A B

C D

Figure 4.6 – Estimated ranks of detoxification in the idealized setup

The predicted concentrations of ampicillin left in the outflow media at equilibrium in the idealized setup.
The number of stages are A: � = 1, B: � = 2, C: � = 3. D: mixtures of three or four species with � = 1;
species cannot grow � � 2 in this case. Allocation X/Y/Z means we allocate species X to the first
chemostat, Y to the second, and Z to the third. At: A. tumefaciens, Ct: C. testosteroni, Ms: M. saperdae,
Oa: O. anthropi.
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4.5 Discussion

In this study, I first introduced the deterministic algorithm, which is a kind of prune and
search algorithm. This algorithm can find the best microbial allocation effectively. The motivation
behind is that the brute force search is not feasible both in experiments and simulations. In
experiments, it is obvious that performing experiments in all (i.e., roughly N�m) allocations is
time-consuming. In simulations, the brute force search might be feasible when all parameter
values are specified; however, the parameter values have some uncertainty in most cases and
thus we need to repeat the brute force search with various parameter values to include such
uncertainty, which is not feasible in the end. The deterministic algorithm can more efficiently
find the optimal allocations than the brute force search and thus its total computational cost
to include parameters’ uncertainty would not be too large. In the latter part of this chapter, I
used the deterministic algorithm to find the best allocation of four species – A. tumefaciens, C.
testosteroni, O. anthropi, and M. saperdae – to degrade ampicillin using the experimental data
from Dos Santos (2019) and Oliveira Sudário (2022). After statistical estimation of the parameter
values, the best order of our four species is predicted as allocating species in the following order:
C. testosteroni, O. anthropi, and C. testosteroni.

One advantage of the deterministic algorithm is that we can always find the best microbial
allocation with this algorithm. For example, George and Korolev (2021) analyze the similar
problem without spatial structures (i.e., finding the best species compositions) using a kind of
greedy algorithm, but this algorithm sometime fails in finding the best compositions and suggests
local optima. Indeed, the greedy algorithm does not always work in the optimal allocation
problems. In Fig. 4.6B for example, the best allocation is allocating O. anthropi first and C.
testosteroni next, while the greedy algorithm suggests allocating C. testosteroni first and O.
anthropi next: C. testosteroni degrades ampicillin the most when � = 1 and then the second
degrading species, O. anthropi is allocated to the second chemostat as C. testosteroni cannot
growth there. The problem of the greedy algorithms is that it cannot include the species interaction
effects: even if species cannot directly contribute to community functions, they can indirectly
increase the community functions by facilitating the growth of downstream species that directly
contribute to community functions. The second-, third- and fourth-best allocations in Fig. 4.6C
are such examples because they use A. tumefaciens, which degrades ampicillin less than C.
testosteroni and O. anthropi but strongly facilitates the growth of C. testosteroni(Fig. 4.4). The
deterministic algorithm, on the other hand, analyze all allocations where all-allocated species
survive because the species that go extinct cannot contribute to either the community functions
or the growth of downstream species. For this reason, the deterministic algorithm always enables
us to find the global maximum of the community function.

Of course, this advantage reflects the disadvantage of the deterministic algorithm: the upper
boundary of the computational costs exponentially increase over the number of chemostats,
although the exact computational costs depend on the parameter values in the system. Fig.
4.2 shows that such worst cases rarely happen and the computational costs saturate over the
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maximum number of stages. This is because one cannot grow many species in stages with a
large �. In Fig. 4.6C, for example, the deterministic algorithm analyzes only 28 allocations from
43 = 64 possible allocations. From its computational costs and the ability to always find the best
allocation, the deterministic algorithm would be useful in reality.

Although I used the ecological dynamics (Eqs (4.2a) and (4.2b), or Eqs (4.6a) and (4.6b)) in
the deterministic algorithm, this algorithm can be used with other mathematical models. The
deterministic algorithm requires a map from the compound concentrations in inflow media and
allocated species to the compound concentrations in outflow media at equilibrium. If genome-scale
data are available, for example, one can use dynamics flux balance analysis as Xu et al. (2019)
did in stead of the ecological dynamics. Extremely speaking, we may not need a dynamical model
to use the deterministic model. With massive amount of data, one might be able to build a
statistical model that predict the outflow media given the inflow medium and allocated species.
Therefore, the choice of the model in the deterministic algorithm depends on the amount and
type of available data.

In the latter part of this chapter, I use the deterministic algorithm to predict the best of
the four species to degrade ampicillin combining experimental data from Dos Santos (2019) and
Oliveira Sudário (2022). Although these predictions should be experimentally tested in future,
there are some statistical problems. First, the experimental data of the ampicillin concentration
in the media is estimated by the growth of A. tumefaciens in the spend media of one of the four
species (Oliveira Sudário, 2022). The estimated concentrations of ampicillin may be biased due
to the species interaction effects from species cultured in the media to A. tumefaciens. Another
statistical problem is the limited number of data of mono-culture data in the media with ampicillin.
Currently, we have only data of estimated ampicillin concentrations at the beginning and the
end of experiments. This makes it difficult to perform statistical estimations on the parameters
related to species-ampicillin interactions. Indeed, I could not perform MCMC with these data and
used LSE instead. The growth of A. tumefaciens with ampicillin (Fig. 4.5) seems overestimated,
which may result in overestimating the community function of the second-, third-, and fourth-best
allocations in Fig. 4.6C. These problems could be solved by using, for example, Ampicillin
ELISA Kit (BioVision Inc., California„ USA), which enables us to get more time-series data of
ampicillin concentrations with higher accuracy. In addition, we could use the consumer-resource
model, Eqs (4.2a) and (4.2b), instead of the gLV model, Eqs (4.6a) and (4.6b), if we could obtain
the time series-data of compound concentrations in the media. Such data may be obtained
by Gas Chromatography, for example. One advantage of the consumer-resource model is to
explicitly include the environmentally mediated species interactions, while the gLV model cannot.
If ampicillin can mediate species interactions, the prediction based on the consumer-resource
model would be more accurate than those based on the Lotka-Volterra model. I suggest therefore
that more experiments are needed before the experimental validation of Fig. 4.6.

In conclusion, I introduced the the deterministic algorithm that can always find the best
allocations of microbes effectively. This algorithm searches the spatial organization of microbes
using a model (e.g., ordinary differential equations) that predict the compound concentrations in
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the outflow medium given the inflow medium and allocated species. As an example, I predicted
the best order of four species to degrade ampicillin. Thanks to the small computational costs
and the ability to always find the best allocations, the deterministic algorithm would be useful in
other cases as well.
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Chapter 5

Community stability in the hierarchical

structure

5.1 Brief summary

This chapter continues to analyze microbial communities in a hierarchical spatial structure.
This spatial structure can be seen as a simplification of a gastrointestinal tract. Although many
studies in ecology assume that spatial structures affect species migration, we can also consider
cases where the spatial structures affect species interactions. In a hierarchical network, upstream
species can affect the dynamics of downstream species if species interactions are mediated by
chemical compounds and the compounds flow from the upstream to the downstream. In this case,
we can ask how upstream species affect the stability of downstream communities. I simulated
meta-community dynamics composed of two patches in the hierarchical network and performed
statistical analysis. Here, I defined stability as the probability that the downstream species
composition is maintained after a species invasion either in the upstream community or the
downstream one. The statistical analyses suggest that (i) assembled downstream communities
tend to be more stable than randomly generated ones, (ii) migration from the outside of the
meta-communities has the strongest effect on the downstream stability, and (iii) positive effects
from the upstream to the downstream stabilize the downstream communities. These results can
be used to design gut microbiota that are beneficial to hosts and stable over time.

5.2 Author contribution

This study was conceived by S.S. and S.M. The simulations and statistical analyses were
performed by S.S. The figures were made by S.S. and S.M., partially using Biorender. The first
draft was written by S.S, and revised by S.S. and S.M. The manuscript of this project appears in
the next pages and will be submitted to a journal and bioRxiv once it is ready.
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Abstract

Spatial structures are essential for meta-community dynamics and the stability of local communities.

While many studies of meta-community dynamics assume species interactions within each patch, species

could interact with those in connected patches if species interactions are mediated by chemical compounds

that flow into the connected patches. A gut microbiota within a host is such an example with a hierarchical

spatial structure. In this example, upstream species can interact with species in the same and downstream

patches. By analyzing a mathematical model, we found that (i) assembled downstream communities are more

stable than randomly generated ones, that (ii) species migration from the outside of the meta-communities

has the strongest e�ect on the downstream stability, and that (iii) positive interactions from upstream

to downstream species stabilize the downstream communities. These results can be used to design a gut

microbiota that is beneficial to its host and stable over time.
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1 Introduction

Spatial structures are important for local community dynamics in meta-community (Leibold et al., 2004).

Previous studies show that spatial structures of meta-communities a�ect species invasions and diversity in local

communities (Economo and Keitt, 2007; Chisholm et al., 2011; Seymour et al., 2015; Holenstein et al., 2022).

In other words, the stability of local communities against invasion depends on the spatial networks. Although

many studies of meta-community dynamics assume that species interact within each local community and that

the spatial structures a�ect species migration, species could a�ect the growth of species in other connected

communities, which can a�ect the stability of these communities. Let us consider microbial species interactions

with environmental mediation: e.g., microbial species indirectly interact with one another by, for example,

consuming resources or producing toxins (Estrela et al., 2019). If these environmental factors can flow into

connected patches, microbial species can a�ect the growth of species that exist in the connected patches. These

flows of the environmental factors are considered in the context of meta-ecosystem studies (Loreau et al., 2003;

Gravel et al., 2010; Massol et al., 2011; Guichard, 2019). If the flows of the environmental factors are one-

directional (i.e., hierarchical spatial structures), upstream microbial species can a�ect the growth of upstream

and downstream species, while downstream species interact only with other downstream species. In this case,

we can ask whether and how interactions from upstream species to downstream species a�ect the stability of

downstream communities.

A gastrointestinal tract is an example of such a hierarchical spatial structure, which can be simplified as

patches in a chain network (Cinquin et al., 2006; Payne et al., 2012). Although the temporal stability of human

gut microbiota has been investigated (Costello et al., 2009; Dethlefsen and Relman, 2011; Lozupone et al., 2012;

Byrd et al., 2020; Fassarella et al., 2021), the e�ects of the spatial structure on the stability of gut microbiota

have been overlooked. While many recent studies suggest the relationship between gut microbiota and human

health (Vrieze et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013; Lee and Hase, 2014; Marchesi et al., 2016; Selber-Hnatiw et al., 2017;

Sánchez et al., 2017; Ley et al., 2006; Sanna et al., 2019; Fan and Pedersen, 2021), these studies have inspired

researchers to design gut microbiota to improve human health (Pham et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2020; Clark

et al., 2021). As the designed gut microbiota should be beneficial to the hosts and stable over time, we need to

consider how the spatial structure of a gut a�ects the stability of microbial communities there.

In this manuscript, we focus on the stability of the species compositions rather than the species abundances.

This is because we can expect that the functions of the designed communities would not collapse when the species

compositions are maintained, although the changes in the abundances of species may quantitatively a�ect the

community functions. In ecology, many criteria of stability have been used (Landi et al., 2018) and we consider

the stability by combining two criteria in this manuscript. One is the resistance to invasion (Post and Pimm,

1983): i.e., whether a new species (an invader) can colonize or not. We care this stability because the invaders

may decrease the community functions or drive one or more species in the community to extinction. Previous

studies suggest that species richness (i.e., the number of species in a community) increases the resistance to

invasion both in theory (Case, 1990) and experiments (Stachowicz et al., 1999; Bonanomi et al., 2014; Hromada

3



et al., 2021). The mechanism behind is considered that a species-rich community exploits the resources and

decreases the resource availability for invaders in the environment (Mallon et al., 2015).

The second stability criterion in this study is the resistance to the environmental changes caused by the

upstream communities. As the upstream and downstream patches are connected, changes in the upstream

community caused by species’ invasion there lead to the environmental changes in the downstream patch, which

may lead to the extinction of one or more species in the downstream community. This idea is similar to structural

stability. In the context of ecology, structural stability refers to the volume of parameter space, typically that

of species’ growth rates given a species interaction matrix, where species composition does not change (Rohr

et al., 2014; Butler and ODwyer, 2018; Song and Saavedra, 2018; Saavedra et al., 2017; Cenci and Saavedra,

2018; OSullivan et al., 2019). We can understand structural stability as the stability against perturbations

in parameters that can be caused by, for example, environmental changes. However, our resistance to the

environmental changes di�ers from structural stability in the sense that we consider gradual changes of the

growth rates in the downstream patch over time, not sudden changes.

In this study, we investigate the stability of the downstream communities using a mathematical model.

Although we do not pay attention to the stability of the upstream communities in the main text, we can easily

examine the upstream stability by the analysis without the spatial structure: species richness increases the

stability in this case. We simplified the spatial structure of a gastrointestinal tract by considering the chain

network composed of two patches (the upstream and downstream patches). First, we introduce the definition

of the stability and two scenarios from which we sampled communities: whether the meta-communities are

naturally assembled or artificially generated. If the assembled communities tend to be stable, we can justify

transferring microbiota from healthy hosts to unhealthy hosts (Vrieze et al., 2012). However, the data from the

assembled meta-communities are di�cult to statistically analyze because the data are not randomly sampled.

Instead, we used the data of randomly generated meta-communities so that we can perform simple statistical

analyses and infer the relationships between community features and the downstream stability. We also analyze

how parameters related to species migration a�ect the downstream stability. Finally, we show that increasing

the strength of positive interactions from an upstream community to a downstream community increases the

downstream stability.

2 Results

2.1 Stability with no spatial structure

In this manuscript, we analyze the stability of downstream communities in the chain network with two patches.

Before introducing this spatial structure, we first show the results without the spatial structure (i.e, we have

only one patch) so that reader can understand the definition of the stability and two sampling scenarios. We

define the stability in this manuscript as the probability that species composition (i.e., presence or absence

of each species) does not change after an invasion of a randomly chosen species: see Eq (2). For any species

4
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Figure 1: Stability with no spatial structure

(A) We define the stability of a community at time step T as the probability that the identical species composition is

observed at time step T + 1 (i.e., after invasion of one species and the stabilization of the dynamics), q0(T + 1). Species

composition can change if an invader establishes and/or one or more resident species go extinct. For example, the

probability that a new species establishes (q2(T + 1)) is decomposed into the probability that the focal species invades

the community , and whether the invader establishes or not (given by solving Eq (1b)). See Section 4.2 for more

details. (B)We allowed 60 communities to assemble to simulate microbial assembly as it could occur in nature through

250 sequential invasion events, where stability is measured at each time step T . Between time steps T , community

dynamics play out over 300 time steps t. The plot shows the changes in 60 community stability over the 250 time steps

T . (C)In the designing scenario, we generated locally stable communities whose species composition is randomly

chosen. The plot shows the distribution of randomly generated 60 communities. Created with BioRender.com.

composition, the stability at time step T is given by the probability (q0(T+1) in Fig. 1A) that the community has

the identical species composition when the community dynamics equilibriate (i.e., solving ordinary di�erential

equations, ODEs, until t = 300) after the invasion. Without the spatial structure, the stability represents the

probability that an invader does not ether establish or remove the resident species.

We sampled communities’ stability using two scenarios. One is the assembly scenario, where communities

are assembled over time. Without the spatial structure, the species composition would not change once the

stability reaches at one. Fig. 1B shows that the stability tends to increase over time except for some cases,

where the stability suddenly decreases but recovers at the following time steps. In these cases, the dynamics

equilibriate very slowly and t = 300 is not enough long to remove species that go extinct at equilibrium. While

we can sample many communities in the assembly scenario (we sampled one community at each time step in

each simulation), these samples are not independent: species composition at T depends on that at T � 1, which

makes it di�cult to perform statistical analyses.

To overcome this problem, we used the the designing scenario (Fig. 1C): we randomly generated communities

where species coexistence is locally stable. We used the data from this scenario to perform statistical analyses.

In SI 2, we show that species richness increases stability in the absence of the spatial structure.
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Figure 2: Adding hierarchical spatial structure under two scenarios

(A) In our hierarchical spatial structure, we consider the meta-community dynamics with two patches: upstream and

downstream. Species can either migrate from the migration pool to (i) the upstream patch, (ii) or the downstream

patch with likelihood � or � � 1, respectively, or (iii) from the upstream patch to the downstream patch with likelihood

scaled by µ. (B) An example of upstream and downstream communities and their features (see also Table 1). Here,

species richness is two in the upstream and three in the downstream, respectively. The upstream community has only

positive interspecific interactions and thus their total and mean strength are 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. The downstream

community has one positive interspecific interaction and two negative ones. The total and mean strength of positive

interactions there are 0.7, while the total and mean strength of negative interactions are 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. In

addition, there are a positive and a negative interaction between the two communities: total (and mean) strength of

positive interaction from the upstream community to the downstream community is 0.5 and that of negative interaction

is 0.2. The mean degrees within the upstream community and the downstream one are 1.0 (upstream: (1 + 1)/2 = 1,

downstream: (1 + 2 + 0)/3 = 1). The mean degree from the upstream to the downstream is 0.667(= (1 + 1 + 0)/3). (C)

The assembly scenario is as Fig. 1, but with an upstream community that can a�ect the downstream community

(because of interactions as show in panel B). At each time step, one species migrates into either the up- or downstream

community according to parameters � and µ. Stability is calculated for the downstream community only, and can

change if the composition of the upstream community changes. Community longevity is calculated for a given

community composition by counting the number of time steps T in which it persisted: see also Fig. S5. We assembled

60 such communities for each parameter set (�, µ). (D) In the design scenario, 60 target downstream communities were

generated for each parameter set (�, µ), and for each target, we generated 200 upstream communities and analyzed the

stability of the downstream community using logistic regression. (E-J) The stability of the downstream communities

sampled from the assembly (E, G and I) and designing (F, H and J) scenarios. The top panels (E and F) represent the

whole distributions of the stability under hierarchical spatial structure (with insets showing the distribution with no

spatial structure), while the middle (G and H) and bottom panels (I and J) show the distributions given migration

parameters � (migration from the migration pool to the upstream patch versus to the downstream) and µ (migration

from the upstream patch to the downstream patch), respectively. Created with BioRender.com.
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2.2 Migration parameters a�ect the stability in the structured model

Next, we consider the meta-community dynamics in the chain network composed of two patches, which can

be seen as simplified gut microbiota. In the structured model, we focused on the stability of the downstream

patch: the upstream stability can be analyzed as in the cases without the spatial structure because the spatial

structure does not a�ect the dynamics in the upstream patch (see Sections 2.1, 4.2, and SI 2). The spatial

structure requires us to classify three types of migration: (i) from the outside of the system (i.e., the migration

pool) to the upstream patch, (ii) from the migration pool to the downstream patch, and (iii) from the upstream

patch to the downstream patch. we introduce two migration parameters ⇢ and µ to implement these migrations.

While µ represents the migration from the upstream patch to the downstream patch, ⇢ and 1 � ⇢ represent

the migration from the migration pool to the upstream and downstream patches, respectively (Fig. 2A). If µ

is larger (smaller) than 1, migration from the upstream to the downstream is more (less) likely to occur than

migration from the migration pool. See Section 4.2 for more details.

Importantly, the spatial structure also a�ects species interactions: upstream species can a�ect the growth of

downstream species (Fig. 2B and Eq (1b)): for example, resources produced by upstream species can flow into

the downstream patch, which downstream species may consume. This type of interactions were implemented

by modifying a generalized Lotka-Volterra model in the downstream patch: see Eq (1b) for mathematical

representation.

To investigate the stability of downstream communities, we again used the two scenarios to sample the

meta-communities. In the assembly scenario, species i invades either the upstream or the downstream with

probabilities pi1 and pi2, respectively. We sampled 60 time-series of meta-communities until T = 250 given a

parameter set (⇢, µ). In contrast to the case without spatial structure, the stability of downstream communities

depends both on upstream and downstream communities: if upstream species composition changes, the down-

stream stability can change (Fig. 2C) because upstream species can a�ect the downstream dynamics. This

suggests that the downstream species composition can change even after the downstream community’s stability

reaches at one. However, Fig. S5 shows that the downstream communities are maintained longer when the

initial stability (i.e., the downstream stability when the focal community is generated) is larger. This indicates

the benefit of designing initially stable downstream communities.

To statistically analyze how we can design stable downstream communities (see also Section 2.3), we also

sampled meta-communities from the designing scenario. In this scenario, we generated 60 randomly target

downstream communities given a parameter set (⇢, µ), and we randomly generated 200 upstream communities

for each target downstream community (fig. 2D). However, it is di�cult to generate locally stable meta-

communities: many randomly generated meta-communities lose species in either or both the upstream and

downstream patches before the dynamics stabilize (Fig. S2). SI 3 discusses conditions for the coexistence in

the meta-community.

Figs. 2E and F show the distributions of the stability sampled from the assembly (n = 209260) and designing

scenarios (n = 16160), respectively. In the assembly scenarios, we removed the data where invasion does not
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change any species abundances to avoid oversampling stable communities. In the designing scenario, on the other

hand, we removed the data where one or more species in the generated meta-communities went extinct. Figs.

2E and F indicate that downstream communities in the assembly scenario are more stable than in the designing

scenario (one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test: T = 161.888 and p < 10�3). In the assembly scenario, the sampled

stability of the downstream community is typically close to one (median: 0.949) and the distribution is biased

toward the high stability. The stability also correlates with the time step (Spearman correlation coe�cient:0.671

and p < 10�3, see also Fig. S1). As these pattern also appear with no spatial structure (see Fig. 1B and the

inset of Fig. 2E), the community assembly is likely to generate stable communities regardless of the spatial

structure. In the designing scenario, on the other hand, the distribution of the stability is close to symmetric

and its median is 0.692. Because the stability with no spatial structure (Fig. 1C or the inset of Fig. 2F) has

smaller stability (median is 0.24 and the maximum stability is lower than 0.6), we can expect that the spatial

structure and or the upstream species can increase the stability of downstream communities.

We then investigated how the stability changes over the two migration parameters, ⇢ and µ (Figs. 2G–J).

These parameters change the e�ects of two types of the resistance on the stability: see Eq (2). For example,

if µ = 0 and ⇢ > 0.5, we expect that the resistance to invasion has a smaller e�ect than the resistance to the

environmental changes because species migrate more frequently into the upstream patch than the downstream

patch. In both two sampling scenarios, ⇢ increased the stability while µ decreased the stability (the coe�cient

in the logistic regression are ⇢ : 0.439 and µ : �0.0426 in the assembly scenario while ⇢ : 0.557 and µ : �0.0585

in the designing scenario. All p-values are smaller than 10�3). As the absolute values of the coe�cients of ⇢s

are about 10 times larger than µs, the migration from the migration pool has stronger e�ects on the stability

than the migration from the upstream to the downstream. Indeed, the causal inference suggests that increasing

⇢ stabilizes the downstream communities more than any analyzed communities’ features and µ (Table S9).

2.3 Positive interactions increase the stability

To design stable downstream communities, we measures community features listed in Table 1 in the designing

scenario. Assuming the causal diagram shown in Fig. 3, we considered the manipulations of the upstream

community to increase the stability of the downstream community (but see SI 6 for the analyses on other

community features). This corresponds to the cases where we have a target downstream community that is

beneficial to the host and we want to stabilize the downstream community by designing an upstream community.

Then, we can control the five features: species richness in the upstream, total strength of positive or negative

interactions within the upstream community, and total strength of positive or negative interactions from the

upstream to the downstream. Although we can also manipulate the mean degree within the upstream and

the mean degree between the upstream and downstream communities, we do not consider these two features

because Fig. 3 does not include causal relations from the degrees to the stability. The causal e�ects from

the five features to the stability were estimated from di�erent logistic regression models using the designing

scenario data (see also SI 6 for more details). Table 2 summarizes the e�ect of each feature on the stability of
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Figure 3: A full model of the causal diagram

The assumed causal diagram is represented by a directed acyclic graph. The features in blue are expected to be

manipulated. The unobserved factor in this study, resistance to invasion in the upstream community, is written in a

box. See the main text for the rationale of this model. The explanations of the features are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of analyzed features
Feature or symbol Explanation
Total positive up total strength of positive interactions in the upstream
Mean positive up mean strength of positive interactions in the upstream
Total negative up total strength of negative interactions in the upstream
Mean negative up mean strength of negative interactions in the upstream
Degree up mean degree in the upstream
Richness up species richness in the upstream
Total positive down total strength of positive interactions in the downstream
Mean positive down mean strength of interactions in the downstream
Total negative down total strength of negative interactions in the downstream
Mean negative down mean strength of negative interactions in the downstream
Degree down Mean degree in the downstream
Richness down species richness in the downstream
Total positive trans total strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream
Mean positive trans mean strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream
Total negative trans total strength of negative interactions from the upstream to the downstream
Mean negative trans mean strength of negative interactions from the upstream to the downstream
Degree trans Mean degree from the upstream to the downstream
⇢ migration from the migration pool to the upstream (1 � ⇢: to the downstream)
µ migration from the upstream to the downstream

Note: some features are only used for predicting the stability. See SI 5.

downstream communities: only the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream

significantly increases the stability, and the coe�cient of this feature is the largest within the five community

features.

We tested the e�ect of the positive interactions from the upstream communities to the downstream commu-

nities with the following three additional analyses. First, we compared the total strength of positive interactions

from the upstream communities to the downstream communities in the assembly scenario and the designing

scenario. This type of positive interactions are stronger in the assembly scenario (median: 4.764) than in

the designing one (median: 1.497, Wilcoxon rank-sum test: U = �75.621, p < 10�3). This can be why the

downstream communities in the assembly scenario are more stable than in the designing scenario (Fig. 2E and

F).

Second, we manipulated the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream

communities by adding or removing one species in the data of the assembly scenario (n = 20308, and 4023,

respectively). Fig. 4A shows that introducing species tends to slightly increase the stability (median of changes

in the logit function of the stability: 0.018, one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test: T = 117072109.5 and p =

4.8⇥10�88) while removing species slightly decrease the stability (median of changes in the logit function of the

stability: -0.031, one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test: T = 3199368 and p = 7.9 ⇥ 10�31). The changes in the

total strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream communities positively correlate

with the changes in the stability but the correlation is weak (Spearman correlation: correlation coe�cient is

0.15, and p < 3.0 ⇥ 10�127): Fig. 4B does not show a clear pattern. This would be because adding or removing

species changes community features other than the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream to

the downstream communities (e.g., the total strength of positive and negative interactions within the upstream

communities).
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The third analysis overcomes this problem by generating 110 meta-communities where species compositions

in the upstream and downstream do not overlap at all. In this case, we can change the total strength of positive

interactions from the upstream to the downstream communities without changing the other community features.

Figs. 4C and D show that the downstream communities become more stable by increasing the total strength of

positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream communities. In this analysis, however, interactions

from downstream species to upstream species are assumed negative. This assumption obviously increases the

resistance to invasion because the upstream species receive many negative interactions when they invade the

downstream patch. In other words, the increase of the stability can be because of these negative interactions,

not because of the positive interactions we are interested in. To remove this bias, we also performed similar

analysis while assuming species interaction e�ects from downstream species to upstream species are zeros (i.e.,

b�
i,k = 0 for all (i, k)). In this case, we can also find that the strength of positive interactions from upstream

species to downstream species tends to positively correlate with the stability. See SI 7 for more details. From

these results, we can conclude that positive interactions from upstream species to downstream species stabilize

the downstream communities.

Table 2: Summary of estimated causation on stability
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value

Richness up 0.0057 0.016 0.726
Total positive up 0.0194 0.029 0.500
Total negative up 0.0319 0.029 0.265

Total positive trans 0.0487 0.022 0.029
Total negative trans 0.0193 0.022 0.387

3 Discussion

In this manuscript, we built a mathematical model of the meta-community dynamics which simplified gut

microbiota and analyzed the stability of the downstream communities. Because many previous studies suggest

the relationship between gut microbiota and hosts’ health, current research focuses on designing beneficial gut

microbiota (Pham et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2020; Clark et al., 2021). However, we need to care about the

stability of the designed microbiota so that the beneficial e�ects from the microbes are maintained for a long

time (Fig. S5). Our stability is composed of the resistance to the invasion in the downstream community and the

resistance to the environmental changes caused by the upstream community. With the motivation of stabilizing

the gut microbiota, we investigated the stability of the downstream community where the spatial structure has

an e�ect. For the stability of the upstream community, we could analyze the stability in the absence of spatial

structure (SI 2). In such cases, the species richness increases the stability.

First, we investigated the two sampling scenarios: assembly and designing. The assembly scenario simulates

the natural process that a gut microbiota can be assembled. The designing scenario, on the other hand,

randomly generated the meta-communities so that we can easily perform the statistical analysis. Figs. 2E

and F show that the downstream communities in the assembly scenario are more stable than in the designing

11
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Figure 4: Manipulating positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream

We manipulated the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream communities by

adding/removing one species to/from the upstream communities in the assembly scenario (A and B), or by changing

only the interactions between the communities (C and D). A: Introducing species tends to increases the stability

(n = 20308, median of changes in the logit function of the stability: 0.018, one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test:

U = 117072109.5 and p = 4.8 � 10�88) while removing species decrease the stability (n = 4023, median of changes in

the logit function of the stability: -0.031, one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test: U = 3199368 and p = 7.9 � 10�31)). B:

By adding or removing species, we can also manipulate the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream

and the downstream communities, which positively correlate with the changes in the stability (Spearman correlation:

correlation=0.15, and p < 3.0 � 10�127). However, this correlation is very weak, and increasing/decreasing the positive

interactions does not necessarily increase/decrease the stability, respectively. C: We manipulated only the total

strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream communities while remaining other community

features. Each line represents a di�erent meta-community (n = 110). We calculated Spearman correlation coe�cient

between the stability and the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream community to the downstream

community in each meta-community. D: We summarized the Spearman correlations calculated in panel C in the

histogram. Except for one meta-community, the downstream stability positively correlates with the total strength of

positive interactions and the correlation coe�cients are large (> 0.8) in many cases.
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scenario. Especially, the downstream communities in the assembly scenario are very stable (median stability:

0.949), which is consistent with the previous studies that show temporal stability of gut microbiota within hosts

(Costello et al., 2009; Byrd et al., 2020). In addition, Fig. S2 and SI 3 suggest the di�culty in designing

an upstream community that does not collapse the target downstream communities. From these results, we

suggest that imitating meta-communities of healthy hosts would be more reasonable than artificially generating

gut-microbiota for designing gut-microbiota.

Second, we analyzed the e�ects of the two migration parameters, ⇢ (migration from the outside the meta-

community to the upstream community comparing the migration to the downstream community) and µ (mi-

gration from the upstream to the downstream). These parameters relate the downstream stability because

they determine whether migration to the upstream (and then a�ecting resistance to the environmental changes)

or to the downstream (and a�ecting resistance to invasion) more frequently occurs. Figs. 2G – J show that

⇢ has a stronger e�ect on the stability than µ in both assembly and designing scenarios. Indeed, the causal

inference suggests that ⇢ has the strongest e�ect on the downstream stability in the measured features (Table

S9). Intuitively, large ⇢ indicates that species migration to the downstream is unlikely and thus the downstream

species composition is unlikely to change due to the migration. In addition, when an invader colonizes the

upstream patch, this does not necessarily change the downstream species composition. As ⇢ does not a�ect

the coexistence of the species in the upstream and downstream communities, increasing ⇢ would increase the

stability without collapsing the meta-community in the gut. However, we do not know how easy it is to modify

species migration in nature because the migration parameters would depend on both hosts and microbes.

Instead, we can consider the manipulation of the upstream species compositions to stabilize target down-

stream communities. The causal inference (Table 2) suggests that positive e�ects from the upstream to the

downstream increase the downstream stability. Intuitively, increasing such positive e�ects prevent the extinction

of the downstream species when an invader species arrives either in the upstream or the downstream commu-

nities. To increase the positive e�ects from the upstream to the downstream, one may increase the species

richness in the upstream. However, we need to keep in mind that (i) increasing upstream species richness may

collapse the coexistence in the upstream patch (May, 1972), (ii) introduction of species into the upstream patch

may drive one or more species extinction in the downstream patch, (iii) species richness alone cannot increase

the stability (Table 2), and (iv) other community features can change while changing species richness (Figs. 4A

and B). To stabilize the downstream community, therefore, we carefully choose which species to introduce into

the upstream community: we need to choose the species that (a) do not drive other species extinction either in

upstream and downstream communities, and (b) have positive e�ects on the downstream species while a�ecting

little on other community features (Figs. 4C and D, and Figs. S9A and B). As discussed in SI 3, deriving

conditions to satisfy (a) in general is di�cult. If we could increase the positive e�ects from the upstream to the

downstream by increasing the upstream species richness, we can also expect that the upstream stability (i.e.,

the resistance to invasion in the upstream patch) increases as suggested by previous studies without the spatial

structures (Stachowicz et al., 1999; Bonanomi et al., 2014; Hromada et al., 2021). See also SI 2.

In this study, we considered the abstract spatial structure composed of the upstream and downstream
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patches. In reality, we need to define where we put these patches, which would a�ect the parameter values

related to species migration. For example, we may define the two patches as an upstream and a downstream

of a small intestine. Then, we could expect that species migration from the upstream to the downstream is

frequent (large µ) because species migration would be easy when the distance between the patches is small. In

this case, we can also assume that the frequencies of species migration from the migration pool to the upstream

are similar to those from the migration pool to the downstream community (i.e., ⇢ is around 0.5). From the

results of this manuscript, we argue that the downstream stability in the small intestine increases when the

upstream community in the small intestine has a strong positive e�ect on the downstream community. Of course,

we may be able to define the upstream community as an oral microbiome and the downstream community as

a gut microbiome in the small intestine, assuming large ⇢ and small µ. However, species interactions between

the patches could di�er from those within the patches, because there would be many intermediate communities

between the two patches which mediate the species interactions from the upstream to the downstream. In this

case, our assumption that species interactions are identical within and between patches is violated.

One limitation of our study is that the results are based on the gLV model. Although gLV models are

widely used in ecology due to their simplicity, Momeni et al. (2017) show that these models fail in capturing

diverse microbial pairwise interactions. This is because many microbial interactions are mediated by chemical

compounds such as resources and toxins while gLV models represent phenomenological species interactions. Due

to these chemically mediated interactions, the strength and the sign of microbial species interactions can change

depending on the environmental conditions (Hoek et al., 2016; Estrela et al., 2019; Piccardi et al., 2019; Zuñiga

et al., 2019). One way to overcome this problem is building a consumer-resource model, where the dynamics of

species, resources, and toxins are explicitly included. According to the analysis of this manuscript, we expect

that introducing the species in the upstream community that secrete resources or degrade/deactivate toxins for

the downstream species would increase the downstream stability.

In summary, we investigated the stability of simplified gut microbiota using the meta-community dynamics.

We propose three ideas to stabilize the downstream communities. First, imitating gut microbiota of healthy

hosts is reasonable because naturally assembled communities are more stable than randomly generated ones.

Second, if possible, we suggest the modification of migration from outside the meta-community so that species

more frequently migrate into the upstream patch than the downstream patch. This increases the downstream

stability most in the analyzed features. However, such modification may be di�cult. Alternatively, we can

stabilize the focal downstream community by designing an upstream community so that the upstream species

have strong positive e�ects on the downstream species.
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4 STAR Methods

4.1 Resource availability

4.1.1 Lead contact

Further information should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Sara Mitri (sara.mitri@unil.ch).

4.1.2 Materials availability

This study did not generate any new materials.

4.1.3 Data and code avaiolability

All original codes with Jupyter notebook and csv files, have been deposited at Zenod and is publicly available

as of the date of submission. The DOI appears in the key resources table.

4.2 Method details

Dynamics within each patch

In this manuscript, we consider meta-community dynamics in the simplest chain network composed of two

patches: an upstream and a downstream patch. While species interact within each patch, species in the

upstream patch can also a�ect the dynamics in the downstream community because chemical compounds flow

from the upstream patch into the downstream patch. For example, if an upstream species consumes a resource

that a downstream species needs, the upstream species will have a negative e�ect on the growth of that species

in the downstream patch. In contrast, if species in the upstream community produce beneficial byproducts,

they have positive e�ects on the species’ growth in the downstream patch. Without migration of species, we can

represent the dynamics of species i’s abundance (i = 1, . . . , N) in patch j (where j = 1, 2 represents upstream

and downstream patch, respectively) using a generalized Lotka-Volterra (gLV) model:

dxi1

dt
= xi1

 
ri1 +

NX

k=1

aikxk1

!
(1a)

dxi2

dt
= xi2

(
ri2 +

NX

k=1

aik(xk1 + xk2)

)
, (1b)
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where xij represents species i’s abundance in patch j, rij is the intrinsic growth rate of species i in patch j, and

aik represents the net interaction from species k to i. Here, we assume that species’ intrinsic growth rates can

di�er between the two patches due to environmental conditions that species cannot change (e.g., temperature),

while species interactions remain constant between patches. Although gLV models represent species interactions

phenomenologically, we assume that all species interact with one another in indirect ways: secreting or absorbing

chemical compounds which are not explicitly written in this model. For simplicity, we scaled the interaction

parameters so that aii = �1 for all i so that the abundance of species i in patch j is x�
ij = rij at equilibrium

in mono-culture. See SI 1 for more details and how we could fit this model to empirical data. For simulating

cases without the spatial structure, we used Eq (1b) while xk1 = 0 for all k.

Defining stability

This manuscript investigates the e�ect of hierarchical spatial structure on the stability of downstream commu-

nities. By assuming rare species migration, our model has two time scales: the short time scale t, when we

consider the growth of species in the ordinary di�erential equations Eqs (1a) and (1b), and the long time scale

T when we consider species invasion and stability of the communities. We ran the simulations given by Eqs

(1a) and (1b) for a long time (t = 300) using solve ivp function with LSODA in scipy packages (Virtanen et al.,

2020), after which a new species migrates into either upstream and downstream communities.

We define the stability at T as the probability that downstream species composition (i.e., presence/absence

of each species) does not change after one species invades either the upstream or downstream patch (Fig. 1A).

Without loss of generality, we can denote q0(T +1) as the probability that the downstream species composition

is identical to that at T . Then,

Stability(T ) ⌘ q0(T + 1)

= 1 �

X

i �=0

qi(T + 1), (2)

where qi(T + 1), i 6= 1 represents the probability that the downstream species composition changes to state i at

time step T + 1.

Our stability can be divided into two criteria: resistance to invasion and resistance to environmental changes.

Resistance to invasion is the probability that an invader species fails to colonize the downstream community ad

do not exclude any resident species. We use Ri(i, T ) to represents whether downstream species composition at

time step T is maintained or not when species i invades the downstream community:

Ri(i, T )=

8
><

>:

1 (maintained)

0 (otherwise).
(3)

Resistance to environmental change represents the maintenance of the downstream community when a species

invades the upstream community, changing the environment, i.e. the growth rates of downstream species. Such
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upstream changes can thereby cause the extinction of one or more downstream species. This e�ect can be

clarified by rewriting Eq (1b) as follows:

dxi2

dt
= xi2

(
r̂i2 (~x1) +

NX

k=1

aikxk2

)
, (4)

where

r̂i2 (~x1) ⌘ ri2 +
NX

k=1

aikxk1 (5)

and ~x1 = (x11, x21, . . . , xN1). In other words, the realized intrinsic growth rate of species i in the downstream

patch r̂i2 is decomposed into its baseline ri2 (given by the growth rate when no species exist in the upstream

patch) and the e�ects from the upstream community
PN

k=1 aikxk1. As the downstream species cannot a�ect

the upstream dynamics, changes in the upstream community can be seen as environmental changes from the

perspective of the downstream communities. We use Re(i, T ) to represent whether the invasion of species i to

the upstream drive one or more downstream species at time step T extinction or not:

Re(i, T ) =

8
><

>:

0 (extinction)

1 (otherwise)
(6)

We emphasize that the resistance to environmental changes di�ers from structural stability, although both

can consider the perturbation in ~̂r2. Structural stability considers the sudden jump of ~̂r2 ! ~̂r2 + ~� where ~�

represents the changes in the growth rates. On the other hand, resistance to the environmental changes indicates

the gradual changes of ~̂r2 because such changes are caused by the dynamics of the upstream community.

Species migration

To calculate stability, we need to know the probability that each species migrates into each patch. We consider

three types of migration: (i) from outside the meta-community (hereafter, called the migration pool) to the

upstream patch, (ii) from the migration pool to the downstream patch, and (iii) from upstream to downstream

patch (Fig. 2A). We emphasize that an invader should exist in the upstream patch in migration type (iii) while

the existence of this species in the upstream patch is not necessary in migration type (ii). In all migration types,

the abundances of invader species are fixed at 0.01.

The probabilities of species migration in each patch can be written as follows:

pi1 =
⇢

N + µ
PN

i=1 � (xi1)
(7a)

pi2 =
(1 � ⇢) + µ�(xi1)

N + µ
PN

i=1 � (xi1)
, (7b)

where pij represents the probability of species i’s migration to patch j, ⇢ and 1 � ⇢ represent the frequencies of

migration events from the migration pool to the upstream and downstream patches, respectively, µ scales the
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frequencies of migration events of species i from the upstream to downstream patch, and � (xi1) is a function

to give the frequency of species i’s migration from the upstream to the downstream patch, depending on the

abundance of the focal species in the upstream patch. In this manuscript, we consider the simplest form of this

function: species abundances do not a�ect the frequency of migration from the upstream to the downstream

patch if species exist in the upstream patch. This form of � clarifies the interpretation of µ’s e�ect: we can

scale the migration from the upstream to the downstream against the migration from the migration pool. If �

has another functional form, the interpretation of µ gets more complicated. The form of � in this manuscript

is written as follows:

�(x) =

8
><

>:

= 1 (x > 0)

= 0 (x  0).
(8)

Some parameter sets of (⇢, µ) correspond to intuitive scenarios of meta-community dynamics. For example,

(⇢, µ) = (1, 0) and ⇢ = 0 are the cases where species migrate only to upstream and downstream patches,

respectively. (⇢, µ) = (0.5, 0) represents the mainland-island model (Hanski and Gyllenberg, 1993), except that

the upstream community a�ects the downstream dynamics. ⇢ = 1 with µ > 0 represents the cases where the

migration is perfectly hierarchical: migration only occurs from the migration pool to the upstream patch and

from the upstream to the downstream, although µ changes which types of migration are more likely to occur.

The downstream stability at time point T (or q0(T + 1)) is then written as follows:

q0(T + 1) = 1 �

X

i �=0

qi(T + 1)

= 1 �

NX

i=1

pi1 (1 � Re(i, T )) �

NX

i=1

pi2 (1 � Ri(i, T ))

=
NX

i=1

(pi1Re(i, T ) + pi2Ri(i, T )) . (9)

This equation clarifies that the migration parameters, ⇢ and µ, weight the e�ects of the two types of resistance

on the downstream stability.

Two sampling scenarios

We analyzed the stability of downstream communities in two scenarios. For each scenario, we generated 60 sets

of N = 25 species. A, ~r1, and ~r2 and varied the migration parameters for each set. See SI 1.2 for more details.

, while fixing the number of species in the migration pool to

In the first, the assembly scenario (Fig. 2C), we simulate how a community might assemble in nature:

starting from two empty patches, we simulate 250 migration events (T = 1, 2, . . . , 250)given the values of

A = (aik), ~r1 = (r11, . . . , rN1), ~r2 = (r21, . . . , rN2), ⇢, and µ. We then measure the longevity of downstream

species composition and sample many meta-communities. However, this method does not randomly sample

meta-communities as the sampled upstream and downstream communities depend on them at the previous
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time step; the statistical analysis for this sampling method would be very di�cult.

The second is the design scenario (Fig. 2D), which represents how one might want to design a target commu-

nity with known properties: we define 60 target downstream communities composed of randomly chosen species

(species richness is randomly chosen from 1 to 10). These target communities are feasible and locally stable in

the absence of upstream communities. We calculated the stability of each target downstream community over

randomly generated 200 upstream communities. In this scenario, we assume that we know the downstream

species composition that is the most beneficial to the host and we want to stabilize this composition. Then,

we can ask what are designs of upstream communities to increase the downstream stability. In contrast to the

assemble scenario, we randomly sample the upstream and downstream communities in the designing scenario:

we can use these data in regression analysis. However, as some upstream communities collapse the target down-

stream communities, this sampling method is not e�ective to collect data (Fig. S2). Although it is di�cult to

derive the general conditions where the upstream community does not collapse the target downstream species

composition, we can derive what kinds of upstream communities would not collapse a target downstream com-

munity when all interactions in the downstream community is negative by using the results of Chesson (2000)

and Saavedra et al. (2017). See SI 3 for more details.

Manipulating upstream species richness

The causal inference suggested that the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream community

to the downstream community increases the stability (Table 2). To validate this result, we performed two

additional analyses.

One intuitive method to manipulate the positive interactions between the communities is changing the

upstream species richness: adding species increases the total strength of the positive interactions while removing

species decreases it. We added/removed one species to/from the upstream communities which experienced 10

migration events in the assemble scenario because the variation of the stability at the time step is large and

the stability is unlikely to be one (see Fig. S1). Then, we calculated how adding or removing species changed

the stability and the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream communities.

We also calculated Spearman correlation coe�cients between the stability and the total strength of positive

interactions.

Manipulating positive interactions

The above manipulation can change community features other than the total strength of positive interactions

from the upstream to the downstream communities. To avoid this problem, we generated meta-communities

where species compositions in the upstream and the downstream communities do not overlap (e.g., species

1– 8 existed in the upstream patch while species 9 – 16 existed in the downstream patch). To generate such

meta-communities, we first generated 11 eight-species communities where species can coexist in the absence of

the spatial structure. The coexistence was tested given two growth vectors, which represent the species’ growth

vector in the upstream patch and downstream patch, respectively. This means that these eight species should
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coexist (i) in the upstream patch and (ii) in the downstream patch when no species interactions between the

communities exist. The growth rates and the species interaction matrices were sampled as explained in SI 1.2.

Then, we allocated one of the 11 eight-species communities in the upstream patch and another to the down-

stream patch (in total, we have 11 ⇥ 10 = 110 meta-communities). As we assumed that species compositions

did not overlap, we can manipulate the species interactions between communities without changing species

interactions within upstream and downstream communities, respectively. To clarify the e�ect of positive inter-

actions from the upstream to the downstream communities, we assumed that all interactions from the upstream

species to the downstream species were positive. On the other hand, we assumed that all interactions from the

downstream species to the upstream species were negative, which makes the mean of the o�-diagonal elements

of the interaction matrix zero. To do so, we sampled species interactions between communities from modified

half-normal probability distributions. In short, a species interaction matrix is given by the following 16 ⇥ 16

block matrix:

0

B@
Aup B�

B+ Adown

1

CA (10)

where Aup and Adown represents species interactions within the upstream and the downstream patches, respec-

tively, while B± represents interactions from the upstream species to the downstream species and vice versa.

(i, k) element of either Aup or Adown (we use aik for simplicity) is give as below:

aik

8
><

>:

= �1 if i = k

⇠ N (0, 0.252) otherwise.
(11)

On the other hand, (i, k) element of matrix B±, b±
ik, follows the following probability distribution with parameter

�:

b±
ik ⇠ ±

h(y)

�
(12)

where

y =
b±
ik

�
� 1 (13)

h(y) =

�
2

�
exp

�
�y2

2

�
(half-normal distribution). (14)

We manipulated the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream community to the downstream

community by charging �.

We fixed the migration parameter values as (⇢, µ) = (0.5, 0.5) to exclude the e�ects of these parameters on

the stability.
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4.3 Statistical analysis

Causal inference

After calculating the stability of the downstream communities, we statistically analyzed how features of commu-

nities (Table 1) relate to the stability of the downstream communities. As the stability is the probability that

the downstream composition is maintained, we performed the logistic regression analysis using logit function in

statsmodels.formula.api (Seabold and Perktold, 2010). The community features were calculated from realized

species interactions within or between the two patches, the number of species in each patch, and the two migra-

tion parameters (Table 1). These features were standardized so that means are 0s and the standard deviations

are 1s using preprocessing.StandardScaler.fit().transform() function in package scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,

2011). This enabled us to compare the e�ects of each feature without considering the di�erence in their scales.

In the main text, we analyzed the causal e�ects of the following five features related to the upstream commu-

nities: species richness in the upstream, total strength of positive or negative interactions within the upstream

community, and total strength of positive or negative interactions from the upstream to the downstream. The

rationale of this analysis is as follows: if we want to stabilize a certain downstream community that is benefi-

cial to a host but the manipulation of the downstream community is di�cult, we may be able to change the

stability of the downstream community by manipulating the upstream community. For the causal inference in

the absence of the spatial structure or the e�ects of other features, see SI 2 and SI 6, respectively.

To perform the causal inference (Arif and MacNeil, 2022), we assumed the causal relationships between the

community features and the stability metrics represented by Fig. 3. First, we can expect that species richness

increases the total strength of positive/negative interactions as well as the mean degree within upstream and

downstream communities, respectively, because the number of species interactions increases with the number of

species. Species richness in both communities should increase the total strength of positive/negative interactions

and a degree from the upstream community to the downstream community for the same reason. According to the

previous studies (Stachowicz et al., 1999; Bonanomi et al., 2014; Hromada et al., 2021), species richness increases

the resistance to invasion because of resource competition. Although our model (Eqs (1a) and (1b)) does not

explicitly include resource competition, species interaction in the model can relate to resource competition (i.e.,

positive interactions: providing resources, and negative interactions: competing for resources). Then, we can

expect that the total strength of interactions a�ects the resistance to invasion within upstream and downstream

communities, respectively. To our best knowledge, there is no study that suggests the causal relationship between

the degrees and the two types of resistance, and Eqs (1a) and (1b) do not include the degrees. For these reasons,

we do not consider the causal relationships from the degrees to the stability metrics. We do not consider the

causal e�ects of mean strength of positive or negative interactions on the stability metrics for similar reasons.

The resistance to invasion in the upstream community would increase the resistance to the environmental change

because the downstream environment would not change if no species can colonize the upstream community. In

addition, we can expect that the total strength of positive and negative interactions from the upstream to

the downstream communities a�ect the resistance to the environmental change and resistance to invasion: the
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strong interactions indicate that the changes in the upstream community propagate the downstream dynamics,

and the interactions from the upstream to the downstream a�ect the growth rates of invader species in the

downstream community (see Eq (5)). Finally, the two migration parameters ⇢ and µ a�ect the resistance to the

environmental change and resistance to invasion as these migration parameters determine whether species are

more frequently invade the upstream communities or the downstream communities. We changed which features

should be included in the logistic regression depending on whose e�ects we want to estimate (Table S9) to

satisfy the backdoor criterion (Hernán and Robins, 2020) in the causal diagram of Fig 3.

Statistical tests

In this manuscript, we performed Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and Spearman correlation

analysis using scipy version 1.6.2 (Virtanen et al., 2020) with Python version 3.8.8.

4.3.1 Programming

All mathematical and statistical analyses were performed in Python (version 3.8.8) with the following packages:

numpy version 1.20.1 (Harris et al., 2020), scipy version 1.6.2 (Virtanen et al., 2020), statsmodels version 0.13.1

(Seabold and Perktold, 2010), and scikit-learn version 0.24.1 (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
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Chapter 6

General discussion

6.1 Synthesis of the results

In this thesis, I investigated two design approaches to optimize microbial community functions
and analyzed how these approaches relate to the fundamental aspects of microbial ecology. The
first approach is introducing environmental fluctuations to control the dynamics without feedback.
The second approach is, on the other hand, allocating species in acyclic (or hierarchical) networks
to restrict species interactions. In Chapter1, I introduced the following research questions:

1. How can one maximize community function by fluctuating the environment without
feedback?

2. How do environmental fluctuations affect species composition and diversity while affecting
the intensity of demographic noise?

3. How can one maximize community function by introducing hierarchical spatial structures?

(a) What is the best spatial structure to maximize community function?

(b) What are efficient methods to find the best allocations of species to a given network
structure?

4. How does an upstream community affect the stability of a downstream community in a
hierarchical network?

From the studies in Chapters 2 – 5, the answers are as follows:

1. We can derive the optimal fluctuations of inflow toxin concentrations to maximize long-term
detoxification efficiency.

2. The coupling effects of the environmental fluctuations and demographic noise enable slower-
growing species to outcompete the faster-growing species, but the probability of such
events shows complex patterns. These complex patterns also appear in the heterogeneity
of communities (beta diversity).

3. I derive the conditions for efficiently maximizing the community functions in hierarchical
(or acyclic) networks of chemostats.

(a) The chain networks tend to maximize the community functions.
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(b) It is sufficient to analyze the microbial allocations where all allocated species survive
to maximize the community functions.

4. Positive interactions from upstream species to downstream species stabilize the downstream
communities.

In Chapter 2, I addressed the optimization of detoxification in a chemostat model. Because
detoxification can be seen as a kind of public good games (Samuelson, 1954; Broom et al., 2018),
mutants that do not degrade the toxin (i.e., non-detoxifiers) can spread in the population (Ellis
et al., 2007; O’Brien et al., 2014). However, Chapter 2 suggests that if individuals can also differ
in the private resistance to the toxin (e.g., due to efflux pumps (Blair et al., 2015; Bottery et al.,
2016; Rojo-Molinero et al., 2019)), we can recover the detoxification by re-inoculating detoxifiers
that have a different private resistance level from the resident non-detoxifiers while manipulating
the toxin concentration flowing into the chemostat. In addition, we can calculate the optimal
frequencies of the manipulation of the inflow toxin concentration and inoculation of detoxifiers
without observing what kind of individuals exist in the population.

Although Chapter 2 assumed the deterministic dynamics (i.e., the model does not include
demographic noise), Chapter 3 suggested a non-trivial effect of demographic noise under the
environmental fluctuations. Due to the demographic noise, species (or strains) that should go
extinct in the deterministic dynamics can outcompete the competitors with some probability, and
this probability depends on the rate of environmental changes (changes in the inflow resource
and/or toxin concentrations, see Table 1 of Chapter 3) and species’ sensitivities to the toxin
(affecting species abundances and the intensity of demographic noise). In other words, the
optimization protocol in Chapter 2 may fail due to the demographic noise coupled with the
environmental fluctuations. Therefore, I add two remarks to the optimization protocol of Chapter
2. First, inoculation sizes of detoxifiers should be enough large so that demographic noise can
be ignored. Second, we should have a long duration between the inoculations (or environmental
fluctuations) so that non-detoxifiers should go extinct before the next inoculation; as we should
change environments when inoculating detoxifiers, demographic noise and the environmental
fluctuations might help the non-detoxifies.

In Chapter 4, I addressed optimization of general microbial community functions in acyclic
networks of multi-stage chemostats. Spatial structures enable species to coexist by restricting
species interactions (Kim et al., 2008). Acyclic networks prevent the species interactions from
the downstream chemostats to the upstream ones. Although there are many possible microbial
allocations to the chemostats, I implemented two algorithms to find the best allocation efficiently
(Algorithms 1 and 2). In addition, Appendix C.3 shows that chain networks tend to maximize
microbial community functions and that we do not have to analyze other acyclic networks.

Although the model in Chapter 4 considers the local stability, other stability metrics should
be considered. For example, upstream species may contaminate in the downstream chemostats,
which can affect the community functions. In the model of Chapter 4, I assumed an ideal filter:
species cannot move between the chemostats due to the filters but the media can flow between the
chemostats. However, in the master project of Oliveira Sudário (2022), making such filters was
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difficult: species were clogged in the chemostats. Chapter 5 provides solutions to this problem. For
example, we can introduce resistance to invasion into the model while removing the filters between
the chemostats: we consider only allocations that upstream species have smaller growth rates
than the dilution rate in the downstream chemostats. In this case, the upstream species cannot
colonize downstream chemostats. Another way is to consider resistance to the environmental
changes defined in Chapter 5. If we know which species contribute to the community functions
(e.g., A. tumefaciens, C. testosteroni, and O. anthropi for degrading ampicillin in Fig. 4.6), we
may allow the invasion of species to the downstream chemostats unless the target species do not
go extinct. From these points of view, we can combine the results of Chapters 4 and 5. According
to Chapter 5, we can increase resistance to invasion and/or the environmental changes when we
have strong positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream. Although the model in
Chapter 5 assumes only the two patches (or chemostats), we can speculate that this may also be
the case with more patches. Fig. C.6 suggests that the optimal allocations allocate species so that
positive interactions from the upstream to the downstream tend to occur. Then, resistance to
invasion and/or the environmental changes in the optimal allocations in Chapter 4 may be high.

6.2 Outlook and future directions

6.2.1 Comparing three approaches

In this thesis, I investigated two of the three approaches (i.e., optimal compositions, optimal
control, and optimal allocation) to optimize microbial community functions. I have not, however,
compared the performances of these three approaches given a microbial community and a target
community function. Although the optimal composition approach would be the easiest to
experimentally implement, we can implement environmental fluctuations in a chemostat and
build multi-stage chemostats (at least in a chain network) using Chi.Bio. (Steel et al., 2019,
2020). Then, we need to consider which optimization approach we should use to maximize the
community function given by Eqs (1.1) or (1.2).

Let us consider the example of degrading ampicillin with the four microbial species in Chapter
4 to compare the optimal allocation approach with the optimal composition approach. Fig. 4.6
indicates that cultivating two or three species in the multi-stage chemostats can have higher
community functions than those when three or four species are co-cultured without the spatial
structure. However, this might not be the case if all interspecific interactions were positive.
Species abundances would be lower in the hierarchical structure than in the well-mixed co-culture
because the hierarchical spatial structures remove species interactions from downstream species
to upstream species. This would decrease the degradation efficiency of ampicillin because the
species can degrade ampicillin more with larger abundances. I speculate that species-species
and/or species-compounds interaction networks affect whether the optimal composition approach
or the optional allocation approach gives higher community functions.

We can also compare the optimal control approach with the optimal composition. One
advantage of the controlling approach is that we can generate species coexistence that could not
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happen without environmental fluctuations. However, this does not necessarily imply that the
optimal control approach provides a higher community function than the optimal composition
approach. If a target community function requires the coexistence of species that cannot coexist
without environmental fluctuations, and/or if species richness positively correlates with the
community function (Dell’Anno et al., 2012; Demeter, 2015), the control approach would be a
better option than the optimal composition approach.

Comparison between the optimal allocation and the optimal control is difficult because the
optimal allocation approach partially includes the optimal composition and control problems.
In the optimal allocation, we need to choose species to culture as in the optimal composition
problem and we can manipulate the medium flowing into a focal chemostat by changing the order
of species allocated to the upstream chemostats. The manipulation of the medium flowing into
stage i in the optimal allocation problem then depends on the possible allocations with length
i� 1: if we have only a few allocations with length i� 1, we have a small capacity of manipulating
the medium flowing into stage i. In addition, the number of allocations with length i � 1 depends
on the species coexistence from stage 1 to stage i � 1, which would depend on the species-species
or species-compound interactions. I expect that we first need to compare the optimal composition
approach with the optimal control and the optimal allocation approaches, respectively; then we
can hypothesize when the optimal allocation approach gives the higher community functions than
the optimal control approach.

From these considerations, I emphasize the connections between maximizing microbial commu-
nity functions and the fundamental microbial ecology. To understand which is the best approach
to maximize a community function, species-species or species-compound interaction networks, and
species diversity would be useful. Understanding these fundamental aspects could help researchers
to decide how to maximize a target community function.

6.2.2 Computational costs of algorithms

We may also care about the computational costs of each approach and algorithm. If the
difference in the maximum community functions is similar among the optimal composition, control,
and, allocation approaches, we may choose the approach with the smallest computational cost.
However, there are three obstacles to compare the computational costs. Firstly, we cannot always
explicitly write the (upper boundaries of) computational costs of the algorithms. This means that
we need to evaluate the computational costs in simulations. Secondly, some studies do not report
their computational costs (Angulo et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; George and Korolev, 2021).
Finally, the measures for the computational costs can differ depending on the mathematical
backgrounds of the algorithms. In the control approach with the reinforcement learning, Treloar
et al. (2020) reported the number of episodes, as many studies of the neural network did. In
Fig. 4.2 in Chapter 4, on the other hand, I show the elapsed time of the deterministic algorithm
(Algorithm 1). Reporting elapsed time may be a good option because we can report this measure
for any simulations and analyses. However, we need to keep in mind that the elapsed time
depends both on the algorithm and the details of programming codes such as used computer
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languages and libraries. We, therefore, need to standardize the details of the code to compare the
computational costs.

6.2.3 Reformulating community functions

In addition, we may reformulate the objective function given by Eqs (1.1). In Chapters 2
and 4, I evaluate the community functions with Eq (1.1) at linearly stable equilibria. With
this stability, I did not consider the invasion of species (or mutants in Chapter 2) from the
inflow media. In reality, contamination in the inflow media or non-ideal filter in the multi-stage
chemostats would cause such species invasion, which can change community functions. Then, we
can introduce the resistance to invasion and resistance to environmental changes (see Chapter 5)
into the objective function. One simple objective function with the resistance is given by

�
⇣

~C(t)
⌘

/ ~w ~CT(t) + WR, (6.1)

where R � 0 represents the resistance to invasion and resistance to environmental changes, and
W � 0 is a weight for the resistance. Instead of R, we can use f(R) > 0 with df/dR � 0 (i.e.,
high resistance increases the objective function value) to include non-linear evaluations on the
resistance. For example, we may neglect the slight loss of the resistance when the resistance is
enough high.

Another idea to include these types of resistance in the objective function is to evaluate the
mean of the community function at each time step while considering the stochastic migration of
species as in Chapter 5. Similar to Eq (1.2), we can evaluate the long-term community functions:

�(T ) ⌘

Z T

0
dtE

h
�
⇣

~C(t)
⌘i

, (6.2)

where E
h
�
⇣

~C(t)
⌘i

represents the mean community function value at time t. If the resistance of

the designed community is high, E
h
�
⇣

~C(t)
⌘i

would be close to the designed value at each time
step because invades rarely colonize the community and the community function value is unlikely
to change. Indeed, we used such an objective function to evaluate the long-term detoxification
efficiency in Chapter 2, although we considered the invasion of mutants and a discrete time
scale in that paper. In this example, the resistance is small because the mutants that differ in
the resistance to the toxin but do not detoxify can always invade the population. See Box 1 of
Chapter 2 or S7 in Appendix A for more details.

6.2.4 Modelling the dynamics

All my analyses in this thesis assumed that the governing dynamics of the systems are given.
However, formulating the dynamics is also challenging. Here, I discuss (i) how to estimate the
parameter values of the equation, and (ii) how to determine the equations to represent the
dynamics.
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Parameter estimation

Specifying the parameter values is essential to predict the dynamics and their equilibrium.
In addition, we need to consider the uncertainty of parameter values because experimental
data typically have noise. I used the two methods to estimate the parameter values from
the experimental data (Dos Santos, 2019; Oliveira Sudário, 2022) in Chapter 4: the Bayesian
estimation and least squares estimation (LSE). In the Bayesian statistics, we can calculate the
posterior probability distributions of the parameter values. One advantage of the Bayesian
estimation is that we can intuitively understand the results: using the parameter values sampled
from the posterior probability distributions, we can calculate the probability distributions of
community functions. These probability distributions of the community functions are useful when
we compare the community functions. Let us consider the case where we want to know whether
allocation 1 or allocation 2 has a higher community function. The probability distributions of
the two allocations’ community functions tell us the probability distribution of the difference in
the two allocations’ community functions. Then, we can calculate how likely allocation 1 is to
have a higher community function than allocation 2. As in Chapter 4, however, we need a certain
amount of data to perform the Bayesian estimation with Markov Chain Monte Carlo.

The other way to estimate models’ parameter values in Chapter 4 is LSE. LSE provides a set
of parameter values but does not show the uncertainty of the parameter values. To calculate the
uncertainty of the parameter values (and community functions), we need to perform a bootstrap
analysis. We keep in mind, however, that we deal with the time-series data, where each observation
is not independent. This leads the technical difficulty in bootstrapping time-series data (Buhlman,
2002). Of course, if we have many time-series data, we may not have to consider the uncertainty of
the parameter values and it would be sufficient to perform LSE. We could collect many time-series
data by, for example, automatically measuring species abundances using Chi.Bio (Steel et al.,
2019, 2020).

Formulating model

It is also challenging to determine an appropriate model to predict microbial community
dynamics. As discussed in Subsection 1.1.3, there are two frameworks to represent the dynamics:
generalized Lotka-Volterra (gLV) models or consumer-resource (CR) models. gLV models consider
phenomenological interactions typically in linear equations while CR models explicitly represent
species interactions via chemical compounds. Momeni et al. (2017) show that gLV models
sometimes quantitatively or qualitatively fail in predicting microbial dynamics, which suggests
the advantage of CR models over gLV models. However, time-series data of chemical compounds
in media are not always available (see Chapter 4). In such cases, using gLV models with the
dynamics of target compounds would be a good option. To avoid the problem suggested by
Momeni et al. (2017), we may need to formulate gLV models with non-linear interaction terms
and to choose the best formulations by calculating information criteria (Hooten and Hobbs, 2015)
such as Akaike information criterion (using likelihood functions) or Watanabe-Akaike information
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criterion (with posterior probability distributions) (Watanabe, 2010).
Alternatively, we may be able to infer governing equations from time-series data (i.e., model

discovery). For example, Bongard and Lipson (2007) and Schmidt and Lipson (2009) use symbolic
regression to perform model discovery. Brunton et al. (2016) proposed sparse identification of
nonlinear dynamics (SINDy), which predicts the governing dynamics when the time-series data
of all variables are given. As it is difficult to obtain the time series data of chemical compounds
in media, SINDy would be used to predict the dynamics of gLV models but not CR models.
Recently, Bakarji et al. (2022) expand SINDy so that we can infer the dynamics with hidden
variables. This means that we may be able to infer CR models from the time-series data of
species abundances (and some chemical compounds that can be measured). In addition, Daniels
and Nemenman (2015) suggest another method to infer phenomenological models (e.g., gLV
models) with hidden variables. Using these methods, we may be able to infer ordinary differential
equations from time-series data, and to optimize microbial community functions.

6.3 Conclusion

In my thesis, I have analyzed two design approaches to maximize microbial community
functions: the optimal control approach via environmental fluctuations, and the optimal alloca-
tion approach in hierarchical spatial structures. In addition, I investigated the effects of these
approaches on the fundamental aspects of ecology such as diversity and stability. In Chapter
2, I showed the optimization of the detoxification efficiency over the evolutionary time scale by
modifying the inflow toxin concentration into a chemostat. These environmental fluctuations can
change the magnitude of demographic noise, and I analyzed the coupling effects of the environ-
mental fluctuations with demographic noise on species composition and diversity (Chapter 3). In
Chapter 4, I introduced two algorithms that find the best microbial allocations in a hierarchical
network of multi-stage chemostats and showed the predicted allocation of microbial species to
degrade ampicillin using experimental data. I also investigated how upstream communities affect
the stability of downstream communities in the simple hierarchical spatial structure in Chapter 5.
The positive interactions from the upstream community to the downstream community stabilize
the downstream community. These results showcase the importance of environmental fluctuations
and spatial structures in both fundamental and applied microbial ecology and evolution, which
are strongly connected.
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Appendix A

Appendices of Chapter 2

The following appendices are also available at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.
1111/eva.13050
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Supplementary information

Appendix S1 Mono-culture analysis

In this section, we analyze the mono-culture of each of the four strategies. From Eqs (1) and (5) in the
main text, the null-clines for strategy i are written as follows:

T =
↵Tin

↵ + f
�
xCo

� (S.1a)

xi = 1 �
�i (T ) + ↵

ri
(S.1b)

xi = 0. (S.1c)

Eq (S.1a) represents a decreasing function of xCo (the density of the cooperators; i.e., in the mono-culture
xCo = xi where i � {sCo, rCo}, otherwise xCo = 0) and this function converges to T = ↵Tin/(↵+fmax)
in the limit xCo ! 1. Eq (S.1b) is, on the other hand, a decreasing function of T . The last null-cline,
Eq (S.1c) is the T axis.

There exist two equilibria. One is the trivial equilibrium
�
T, x) = (Tin, 0

�
, which is an intersection of

Eqs (S.1a) and (S.1c). The other is a non-trivial one (T, x) = (T �, x�
i ) where T � and x�

i are defined in
Eqs (9a) and (9b). Such an equilibrium is the intersection of Eqs (S.1a) and (S.1b). To investigate the
linear stability of this equilibrium, we evaluate the 2 ⇥ 2 Jacobian matrix:
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An equilibrium is linearly stable if and only if the maximum value of the real part of the eigenvalue
of the Jacobian matrix is negative. From the Routh-Hurwitz criteria (Murray, 2002, Appendix B), the
maximum value of the real part of the eigenvalue of the 2 ⇥ 2 Jacobian matrix is negative if and only if
the following two inequalities are satisfied:

trJ < 0, (S.3a)

detJ > 0. (S.3b)

At the trivial equilibrium in the mono-culture of cooperators i � {sCo, rCo}, the trace and the
determinant of the Jacobian matrix are

trJ = ri � �i

�
Tin

�
� 2↵, (S.4a)

detJ = �↵
�
ri � �i

�
Tin

�
� ↵

�
. (S.4b)

If ri > �i

�
Tin

�
+ ↵, the trivial equilibrium is unstable because detJ < 0. On the other hand, the

trivial equilibrium is stable if ri < �i

�
Tin

�
+ ↵ as the trace of the Jacobian matrix is negative and the

determinant of the Jacobian matrix is positive. When the former condition holds, cooperators can invade
from rare.

At the non-trivial equilibrium for cooperators i � {sCo, rCo}, the trace of the Jacobian matrix is
always negative because
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Therefore, the non-trivial equilibrium is stable if and only if

detJ > 0
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Figure S.1: Phase plane analysis

Two examples of the phase plane analysis of a mono-culture of sensitive cooperators are shown (i = sCo). The

red solid line represents the null-clines defined by Eq (S.1a) and the two blue solid lines show the null-clines of

Eqs (S.1b) and (S.1c). The dashed lines represent the tangents of the null-clines at the non-trivial equilibria given

by Eqs (S.7a) and (S.7b), respectively. Left: When ri > �i

�
Tin

�
+ �, the dynamics converge to the non-trivial

stable equilibrium (black circle). Right: When ri < �i

�
Tin

�
+ �, the non-trivial equilibrium closest to the trivial

equilibrium is unstable (white circle), although there exists another non-trivial equilibrium that is stable. Notice

that the trivial equilibrium
�
Tin, 0

�
is unstable if ri > �i

�
Tin

�
+ � (left) but stable if ri < �i

�
Tin

�
+ � (right).

The parameter values are: left Tin = 0.3, n = 3, cd = 0.15, r = 1, Kd = 0.2, Ks = 0.3, dmax = 1.0, fmax = 0.5,

and � = 0.1; right T0 = 0.8 and the other parameter values are the same as in the left panel. Notice that in the

case of the mono-culture of resistant cooperators, the parameters should be changed as follows: Ks � Kr and

cd � cd + cr.

Inequality (S.6) represents the relationship between the slope of the tangent lines of the two null-clines
of Eqs (S.1a) and (S.1b) at the non-trivial equilibrium. The two tangent lines are given as below:

T = �
↵Tinf �(x�)

{↵ + f(x�)}2 (x � x�) + T �, (S.7a)

T = �
ri

��
i (T �)

(x � x�) + T �. (S.7b)

If inequality (S.6) is satisfied, the null-cline Eq (S.1a) should exist under (above) the null-cline Eq (S.1b)
at xi = x�

i + � (or, xi = x�
i � �) where 0 < � ⌧ 1.

When ri > �i

�
Tin

�
+ ↵ is satisfied, there exists at least one stable and non-trivial equilibrium point.

In a mono-culture of cooperators, the null-cline Eq (S.1a) is a decreasing function of the density of the
cooperators xi and converges to ↵Tin/ (↵ + fmax) in the limit of xi ! 1 while the null-cline Eq (S.1b)
is a decreasing function of the toxic concentration T and converges to 1 � ↵/ri in the limit of T ! 0.
Notice that ri > ↵ is a necessary condition for ri > �i

�
Tin

�
+ ↵. When ri > �i

�
Tin

�
+ ↵ is satisfied,

0 < 1 � ↵/ri < 1, and therefore, there exists at least one intersection of the two null-clines. If a unique
intersection exists, this point is a stable and non-trivial equilibrium point because the null-cline Eq (S.1b)
exists above the null-cline Eq (S.1a) within x � [0, x�

i ) (Figure S.1 left). If instead multiple intersections
exist, all those that satisfy inequality (S.6) are stable and the dynamics from

�
x0, Tin

�
converge to the

intersection with the smallest value of x�
i . It should be noted that when ri < �i

�
Tin

�
+ ↵, the trivial

equilibrium is stable, and the dynamics from
�
x0, Tin

�
converge to it, even if a second stable non-trivial

equilibrium exists (Figure S.1 right). In summary, cooperators can grow and the population dynamics
converge to a non-trivial equilibrium if and only if and only if ri > �i

�
Tin

�
+ ↵ where i � {sCo, rCo}.

In the case of a mono-culture of cheaters, the null-cline Eq (S.1a) is a line T = Tin. If cooperator i
satisfies ri > �

�
Tin

�
+ ↵, there exist a unique stable equilibrium for cheaters that have the same level

of resistance as the cooperators, because the cheaters’ intrinsic growth rate is larger than that of the
cooperators. To sum up, we obtain inequality (8) in the main text.
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Appendix S2 Conditions where cooperators invade cheaters

Here, we analyze the conditions where one strategy i can invade a population of strategy j. It is assumed
here that the population of strategy j converges to the mono-culture equilibrium state prior to invasion
(i.e., (xj , T ) =

�
x�

j , T
�
j

�
). From Eq (9b), the following equation is satisfied:

rj

�
1 � x�

j

�
� �j

�
T �

j

�
� ↵ = 0. (S.8)

Now, let us assume that a small number of cells in the population mutate into strategy i. Then, strategy
i can invade the population if and only if

ri

�
1 � x�

j

�
� �i

�
T �

j

�
� ↵ > 0, (S.9)

because the total cell density is still x�
j .

For ease of following the analysis, let us define Wi(T ) as shown in Eq (2) in the main text. Note

that strategy i can grow at toxin concentration T if Wi(T ) > 1/
⇣
1 �

P
j xj

⌘
. However, Wi(T ) > Wj(T )

implies that strategy i can increase faster or decrease slower than strategy j. From Eq (S.8) and inequality
(S.9), strategy i invades the population of strategy j if and only if

Wi

�
T �

j

�
> Wj

�
T �

j

�
. (S.10)

Note that cooperators cannot invade a population of cheaters which have the same level of resistance
(i, j) � {(sCo, sCh) , (rCo, rCh)} because cooperators have a lower growth rate than cheaters due to the
cost of cooperation (ri < rj), while the death rates are the same at any toxin concentration (�i(T ) =
�j(T )):

Wi(T ) < Wj(T ), (i, j) � {(sCo, sCh) , (rCo, rCh)}. (S.11)

For the same reason, cheaters exclude a population of cooperators that have the same level of resistance
once the cheaters appear.

However, it is possible that cooperators can invade a population of cheaters with a di�erent level
of resistance at certain toxin concentrations. In addition, resistant cooperators (cheaters) can invade
sensitive cooperators (cheaters), respectively, and vice versa. For such cases, inequality (S.10) is simplified
using Eqs (3) and (4) in the main text as follows:

Wi

�
T �

j

�
> Wi

�
T �

j

�

,
ri

�i

�
T �

j

�
+ ↵

>
rj

�j

�
T �

j

�
+ ↵

,
ri

dmax
T �n

j

T �n
j +Kn

i
+ ↵

>
rj

dmax
T �n

j

T �n
j +Kn

j
+ ↵

, ↵ (ri � rj)
�
⌧�
j + Kn

i

� �
⌧�
j + Kn

j

�
+ dmax

�
ri⌧

�
j

�
⌧�
j + Kn

i

�
� rj⌧

�
j

�
⌧�
j + Kn

j

��
> 0

, Fij

�
⌧ = ⌧�

j

�
⌘ (↵ + dmax) (cj � ci) ⌧�2

j +
�
dmax(1 � ci)K

n
i � dmax(1 � cj)K

n
j + ↵(cj � ci)(K

n
i + Kn

j )
�

⌧�
j

+↵(cj � ci)K
n
i Kn

j > 0, (S.12)

where ⌧ = Tn, and ci and cj represent the total cost of strategies i and j, respectively. Note that as
Fij (⌧) is a quadratic function of ⌧ , one can analytically find the range of ⌧�

j where Fij

�
⌧ = ⌧�

j

�
is satisfied

once the parameter values used in inequality (S.12) have been obtained (Figure S.2).
At the point when a small number of resistant (sensitive) cooperators invade a population of sensitive

(resistant) cheaters ((i, j) � {(rCo, sCh), (sCo, rCh)}), the toxin concentration is close to that which is
flowing into the chemostat (T �

j = Tin). In these two cases, the conditions where cooperators successfully
invade cheaters with a di�erent level of resistance at a certain toxin level are analytically derived. First,
it is necessary to derive the range of toxin concentrations where cheaters can be maintained in mono-
culture. In other words, we need to derive the range of Tin where the density of cheaters j is positive
at an equilibrium state. This condition is derived by starting from the population equilibrium x�

j and
solving the inequality for Tin:

x�
j = 1 �

�j (Tin) + ↵

rj
> 0

, rj > �j (Tin) + ↵

, (dmax � aj) ⌧in < ajK
n
j

,

�
⌧in  1 dmax � aj < ajKn

j

⌧in < ajKn
j /(dmax � aj) otherwise

(S.13)
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Figure S.2: Toxin concentration range where invasion of cooperators into a population of cheaters suc-
ceeds.

The range of �in (left) or Tin (right) where the invasion of resistant cooperators into a population of sensitive

cheaters (blue) or the invasion of sensitive cooperators into a population of resistant cheaters (red) succeeds. In

the left panel, one can analytically find the roots of Fij (�in) because Fij (�in) is a quadratic function. The

shaded blue or red area corresponds to the value of �in where invasion succeeds. In the right panel, the ranges of

Tin where the invasion succeeds in the left panel are shown; at low or high toxic concentrations, resistant

cheaters are invaded by sensitive cooperators. On the other hand, at intermediate toxic concentrations, sensitive

cheaters are invaded by resistant cooperators. Parameter values are cd = 0.1, cr = 0.3, Kr = 0.6, Ks = 0.1,

n = 3, � = 0.1, and dmax = 0.5.

where ⌧in = Tn
in and aj = rj � ↵. Note that aj > 0 is a necessary condition that strategy j can grow in

mono-culture. Here, the maximum value of ⌧in is denoted by ⌧̂in:

⌧̂in =

�
1 if dmax � aj < ajKn

j

ajKn
j /(dmax � aj) otherwise

(S.14)

When resistant cooperators can invade sensitive cheaters, the quadratic function FrCosCh (⌧in) should
be positive:

FrCosCh (⌧in) = � (↵ + dmax) c⌧2
in + {dmax (1 � c) Kn

r � dmaxK
n
s � ↵c (Kn

s + Kn
r )} ⌧in

�↵cKn
s Kn

r > 0 (S.15)

, F1 (⌧in) ⌘ �FrCosCh (⌧in) < 0 (S.16)

where c = cd + cr. The condition that F1 (⌧in) is negative for di�erent values of ⌧in = [0., ⌧̂in] is either (i)
the existence of one real root of F1 (⌧) within ⌧in = [0, .⌧̂in]

F1(⌧̂in) < 0 (S.17)

or (ii) the existence of two real roots of F1 (⌧in) (Eq (S.15)) within ⌧in = [0, ⌧̂in]

8
<

:

F1

�
⌧̂in

�
� 0,

D ⌘ {dmax(1 � c)Kn
r � dmaxKn

s � ↵c(Kn
r + Kn

s )}2
� 4(dmax + ↵)↵(KrKs)nc2 > 0

⌧̂in > 1
2(dmax+�)c {dmax(1 � c)Kn

r � dmaxKn
s � ↵c(Kn

r + Kn
s )} > 0,

(S.18)

because F1 (0) > 0. Note that the second and third inequalities of inequalities (S.18) represents the
conditions where there exist two real roots of F1 (⌧), and where the axis of symmetry exists within
⌧in = [0, ⌧̂in], respectively. Inequality (S.17) is simplified as below:

F1(⌧̂in) < 0

, c <
dmax (Kn

r � Kn
s ) ⌧̂in

(dmax + ↵)⌧̂2
in + {dKn

r + ↵(Kn
r + Kn

s )} ⌧̂in + ↵Kn
r Kn

s

. (S.19)
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Inequalities (S.18) are, on the other hand, rewritten as below:

F1(⌧̂in) � 0

, c �
dmax (Kn

r � Kn
s ) ⌧̂in

(dmax + ↵)⌧̂2
in + {dmaxKn

r + ↵(Kn
r + Kn

s )} ⌧̂in + ↵Kn
r Kn

s

, (S.20a)

⌧̂in >
1

2(dmax + ↵)c
{dmax(1 � c)Kn

r � dmaxK
n
s � ↵c(Kn

r + Kn
s )} > 0

,
dmax (Kn

r � Kn
s )

dmaxKn
r + ↵ (Kn

r + Kn
s )

> c >
dmax (Kn

r � Kn
s )

2(dmax + ↵)⌧̂in + dmaxKn
r + ↵ (Kn

r + Kn
s )

, (S.20b)

D > 0

,

(
c < dmax(Kn

r �Kn
s )

dmaxKn
r +�(Kn

r +Kn
s )+2{�(�+dmax)Kn

r Kn
s }1/2 or

(dmax � c)Kn
r � dmaxKn

s � ↵c(Kn
r + Kn

s ) < �2 {(1 + ↵)↵}
1/2 (KrKs)n/2c < 0.

(S.20c)

Note that one can ignore the case of (dmax � c)Kn
r � dmaxKn

s � ↵c(Kn
r + Kn

s ) < 0 when analyzing D > 0
because of the left-hand side of inequality (S.20b). Then, inequalities (S.18) are summarized as follows:

dmax (Kn
r � Kn

s )

A + 2{↵(↵ + 1)Kn
r Kn

s }1/2
> c � max

�
dmax (Kn

r � Kn
s )

(dmax + ↵)⌧̂in + A + ↵Kn
r Kn

s /⌧̂in
,

dmax (Kn
r � Kn

s )

2(dmax + ↵)⌧̂max + A

�
,(S.21)

where A = dmaxKn
r + ↵ (Kn

r + Kn
s ). It should be noted that

dmax (Kn
r � Kn

s )

(dmax + ↵)⌧̂in + A + ↵Kn
r Kn

s /⌧̂in
� dmax (Kn

r � Kn
s )

2(dmax + ↵)⌧̂in + A

,
↵Kn

r Kn
s

dmax + ↵
� ⌧̂2

in

,

�
↵Kn

r Kn
s

dmax + ↵

�1/2

� ⌧̂in (� ⌧̂in > 0) (S.22)

Especially when (↵Kn
r Kn

s /(dmax + ↵))1/2 < ⌧̂in, the condition where resistant cooperators can invade a
population of sensitive cheaters is simplified because inequalities (S.19) and (S.21) are combined:

dmax (Kn
r � Kn

s )

A + 2{↵(↵ + 1)Kn
r Kn

s }1/2
> c. (S.23)

When sensitive cooperators invade a population of resistant cheaters ((i, j) = (sCO, rCh)), on the
other hand, the sign of cj � ci = cr � cd = �c determines the shape of FsCorCh (⌧). Sensitive cooperators
can invade a population of resistant cheaters if and only if

FsCorCh (⌧in) = (dmax + ↵)�c⌧2
in (S.24)

+ {dmax(1 � cd)K
n
s � dmax(1 � cr)K

n
r + ↵�c (Kn

r + Kn
s )} ⌧in

+↵�cKn
r Kn

s > 0.

When �c = 0, this inequality is simplified as Kn
s > Kn

r , which never holds. When instead �c > 0, sensi-
tive cooperators can invade resistant cheaters at least at a low toxin concentration because FsCorCh(0) > 0.
However, one would be interested in whether sensitive cooperators can invade resistant cheaters at a high
toxin concentration. The necessary and su�cient condition for the successful invasion at a high toxin
concentration is given by

FsCorCh (⌧̂in) > 0

, �c {(dmax + ↵)⌧̂in + ↵ (Kn
r + Kn

s ) + ↵Kn
r Kn

s /⌧̂in}| {z }
=B(�̂in)

+dmaxK
n
r cr + dmax (Kn

s � Kn
r ) > dmaxK

n
s cd

, {B (⌧̂in) + dmaxK
n
r } cr + dmax (Kn

s � Kn
r ) > (B + dmaxK

n
s ) cd

,
{B (⌧̂in) + dmaxKn

r } cr + dmax (Kn
s � Kn

r )

B (⌧̂in) + dmaxKn
s

> cd. (S.25)

Note that ⌧̂in is a function of cr in this case as rj = r(1 � cr). If �c < 0 , cr < cd, sensitive cooperators
cannot invade resistant cheaters at any toxin concentration. In this case, FsCorCh (⌧0) is an upper convex
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Figure S.3: The regions of the two costs where the two cooperators can invade the cheaters.

In each panel, the blue triangle area represents the region of cr and cd where the invasion of resistant cooperators

to the sensitive cheaters, and the invasion of the sensitive cooperators to the resistant cheaters are successful. In

the fist, second, and the third column, (Ks, Kr) = (0.1, 0.3), (0.2, 0.3), and (0.1, 0.3), respectively. In the first,

second, and third row, n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The value of dmax is fixed as dmax = 0.5 in all panels.

function and FsCorCh(0) < 0. In addition, the axis of the symmetry of FsCorCh (⌧in) is negative as below:

cr < cd

� (1 � cd)K
n
s < (1 � cr)K

n
r (� Ks < Kr)

� dmax(1 � cd)K
n
s � dmax(1 � cr)K

n
r + ↵�c (Kn

r + Kn
s ) < 0 (� �c < 0). (S.26)

In other words, FsCorCh (⌧0) is a decreasing function of ⌧ within ⌧ = [0., ⌧̂0] when cr < cd. In summary,
sensitive cooperators can invade resistant cheaters when both cr > cd and inequality (S.25) hold. Figure
S.3 shows the region of cr and cd and toxin concentrations where resistant cooperators can invade sensitive
cheaters and sensitive cooperators can invade resistant cheaters given the values of Kr, Ks, n and dmax.

Of course, it is possible to analyze the condition where resistant cheaters can invade sensitive cheaters,
and vice versa. The resistant (sensitive) cheaters invade the sensitive (resistant) cheaters when

WrCh (Tin) � WsCh (Tin) (S.27)

holds, respectively. As FrChsCh is a quadratic function, one can analytically find the range of ⌧in where
the invasion is successful once the parameter values are obtained. When resistant (sensitive) cooperators
invade the sensitive (resistant) cooperators, on the other hand, it should be noted that it is impossible
to analytically calculate the value of the toxin concentration at which invasion occurs (T �

j ). Once this
toxin concentration when invasion occurs is numerically calculated by finding the equilibrium in the
mono-culture, however, one can find whether the invasion is successful or not using inequality (S.12).

Appendix S3 Stability of the equilibria in evolutionary dynam-
ics

As shown in Appendix S2, there can exist a range of toxin concentrations where resistant (sensitive)
cooperators can invade a population of sensitive (resistant) cheaters, respectively. After the successful
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invasion, however, it is unclear whether resistant (sensitive) cooperators sweep out sensitive (resistant)
cheaters or they coexist because the invasion of cooperators decreases the toxin concentration, thereby
decreasing the death rate of each strategy. In this section, we fist show the equilibrium where two
strategies i and j coexist. Then, we derive the conditions for which the equilibria are stable and the
invader i sweeps out the resident strategy j or where these two strategies coexist. Although these analyses
can be performed using arbitrary pairs of the four strategies (sCo, rCo, sCh, and rCh), we mainly focus
on the pairs of cooperators and cheaters whose resistance levels are di�erent (i.e., (i, j) � {(rCo, sCh),
(sCo, rCh)}), because they are the only cases where a pair of strains can stably coexist.

When strategy i coexists with strategy j at toxin concentration T †
ij the following equation should be

satisfied:

Wi

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
= Wj

⇣
T †

ij

⌘

,
ri

�i

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
� ↵

=
rj

�j

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
� ↵

, Fij

⇣
⌧ †
ij

⌘
= 0, (S.28)

where ⌧ †
ij = T †n

ij . In other words, ⌧ †
ij is a real root of Fij (⌧). Therefore, cooperators cannot coexist with

cheaters which have the same level of resistance (i.e., (i, j) � {(sCo, sCh), (rCo, rCh)}) because the fitness
of the cooperator is always lower than that of the cheaters as shown in inequality (S.11). When resistant
(sensitive) cooperators coexist with sensitive (resistant) cheaters (i.e., (i, j) � {(rCo, sCh), (sCo, rCh)}),
the densities of cooperators x†

i and cheaters x†
j are uniquely determined because the density of cooperators

is determined by the toxin concentration T †
ij at equilibrium (by setting Eq (5) to 0 and solving for x†

i

and x†
j):

T †
ij =

↵Tin

↵ + f
⇣
x†

i

⌘

, x†
i =

↵Kd(Tin � T †
ij)

fmaxT
†
ij � ↵(Tin � T †

ij)
, (S.29a)

rj

⇣
1 � x†

i � x†
j

⌘
= �j

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
+ ↵

, x†
j = 1 � x†

i �

�j

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
+ ↵

rj

= 1 � x†
i �

�i

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
+ ↵

ri
(S.29b)

because Wi

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
= Wj

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
.

When two types of cooperators or cheaters coexist (i.e., (i, j) � {(sCo, rCo), (sCh, rCh)}), the densities
of two strategies i and j are not uniquely determined. When two types of cooperators coexist, we can
find the toxin density T †

ij where they can coexist by calculating roots of Fi,j (⌧). This toxin concentration
is, however, determined only by the total density of cooperators, and therefore, the density of each
cooperator type is not uniquely determined. When the two types of cheaters coexist, on the other hand,
the toxin concentration remains Tin. In other words, the necessary condition that two types of cheaters
coexist is that the relative fitness of each type of cheater is the same. As the toxin density is not a�ected
by the density of cheaters, the densities of the two types of cheaters cannot be determined. Notice that

0 < x†
i , x

†
j < 1 should be satisfied; otherwise the dynamics never converge to the equilibrium

⇣
T †, x†

i , x
†
j

⌘
.
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These inequalities are rewritten as follows when (i, j) � {(sCo, rCo), (sCh, rCh)}:
(

0 < x†
i < 1

0 < x†
j < 1

, 0 < x†
i < 1 �

�j

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
+ ↵

rj

,

(
0 < x†

i ,
�Tin

�+fmax
< T †

ij < Tin

0 < x†
j

(S.30)

When strategy i can invade the population of strategy j at toxin concentration T = T �
j , there exist two

types of equilibria. One is where strategy i excludes strategy j; i.e., (T, xi, xj) = (T �
i , x�

i , 0) where (T �
i , x�

1)
represents the stable equilibrium in the mono-culture of strategy i. The other is where the two strategies

coexist; i.e., (T, xi, xj) =
⇣
T †

ij , x
†
i , x

†
j

⌘
, where x†

i , x
†
j is uniquely determined when (i, j) � {(rCo, sCh),

(sCo, rCh)}. Although there exist at most two values of T † in each pair of i, j as Fij (⌧) is a quadratic
function, we shall find that only one value of T † can provide a stable equilibrium.

To analyze the linear stability of each equilibrium, we evaluate 3 ⇥ 3 Jacobian matrix given as below:

J =

0

@
� {↵ + f(xCo)} �T@f(xCo)/@xi �T@f(xCo)/@xj

�xi��
i (T ) ri (1 � 2xi � xj) � �i(T ) � ↵ �rixi

�xj��
j (T ) �rjxj rj (1 � xi � 2xj) � �j(T ) � ↵

1

A (S.31)

where xCo is the total density of cooperators. The partial di�erentiation of f(xCo) is

@f(xCo)

@xi
=

�
fmax

Kd
(xCo+Kd)2 i = sCo, rCo

0 otherwise.
(S.32)

From the Routh-Hurwizt criteria, an equilibrium is linearly stable if and only if

trJ < 0 (S.33a)

detJ < 0 (S.33b)
3X

k=1

Mkk > 0. (S.33c)

where Mkk is the (k, k) minor of the Jacobian matrix defined by Eq (S.31).
At the equilibrium where resistant (sensitive) cooperators exclude sensitive (resistant) cheaters (T �, x�

i , 0),
the trace, the determinant, and the minors of the Jacobian matrix are

trJ = � {f (x�
i ) + ↵} � rx�

i + {rj (1 � x�
i ) � �j (T �

i ) � ↵} , (S.34a)

detJ = {rj (1 � x�
i ) � �j (T �

i ) � ↵} M33, (S.34b)

M11 = �rx�
i {rj (1 � x�

i ) � �j(T
�) � ↵} , (S.34c)

M22 = � (f(x�
i ) + ↵) {rj (1 � x�

i ) � �j(T
�
i ) � ↵} , (S.34d)

M33 = {↵ + f (x�
i )} rix

�
i � T �

i f � (x�
i ) x�

i �
�
i (T �) . (S.34e)

It should be noted that M33 should be positive because strategy i persists in mono-culture. Therefore,
the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is negative if and only if

rj (1 � x�
1) � �j (T �) � ↵ < 0. (S.35)

Then, M11 and M22 are positive and the trace of the Jacobian is negative. In short, the necessary and
su�cient condition for the linear stability of the equilibrium where only strategy i exists while strategy
j goes extinct is given by inequality (S.35). Note that at this equilibrium, the following equation should
hold:

ri (1 � x�
i ) � �i (T �

i ) � ↵ = 0. (S.36)

Combining with this equation, inequality (S.35) is rewritten as below:

Wi (T �
i ) > Wj (T �

i )

, Fij (⌧�
i ) > 0. (S.37)
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In other words, if the relative fitness of strategy i is larger than strategy j at toxin concentration T �
i , the

equilibrium where strategy i excludes j is stable.

At an equilibrium where two strategies i and j coexist
⇣
T †

ij , x
†
i , x

†
j

⌘
, the Jacobian matrix is simplified

as below:

J =

0

B@
�

n
↵ + f(x†

Co)
o

�T †@f
⇣
x†

Co

⌘
/@xi �T †@f

⇣
x†

Co

⌘
/@xj

�x†
i �

�
i

�
T †�

�rix
†
i �rix

†
i

�x†
j�

�
j

�
T †�

�rjx
†
j �rjx

†
j

1

CA . (S.38)

Obviously trJ < 0 and M11 = 0, and therefore, we should evaluate detJ and M22 + M33. When
(i, j) = (sCo, rCo), or (sCh, rCh), J12 = J13, which leads to:

detJ = 0. (S.39)

In other words, at least one eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix is zero. Therefore, the coexistence of
two types or cooperators or cheaters (i.e., (i, j) � {(sCo, rCo), (sCh, rCh)}) is not stable because the
maximum value of the real part of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix is zero or positive. Indeed,

the coexistence of two types of cheaters is neutrally stable because
P

i Mii = ↵
⇣
rix

†
i + rjx

†
j

⌘
> 0 and

trJ < 0, suggesting that the other two eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are negative. Intuitively, this is
because neutral selection works when sCh coexists with rCh; when one cheater changes its resistance level
by mutation, there is no force to recover the densities of each type of cheater before the mutation. The
coexistence of two types of cooperators, on the other hand, is neutrally stable if

P
i Mii > 0; otherwise

this equilibrium is unstable because a positive eigenvalue exists.
When cooperators coexist with cheaters of di�erent resistance levels (i.e., (i, j) � {(rCo, sCh), (sCo, rCh)}),

however, coexistence can be stable. In this case J13 = 0, and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is

detJ = � T †x†
ix

†
j@f/@xi| {z }
>0

n
ri�

�
j

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
� rj�

�
i

⇣
T †

ij

⌘o
< 0

, rj�
�
i

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
< ri�

�
j

⇣
T †

ij

⌘

, rj {�i (T ) + ↵}
���

T=T †
ij

< ri {�j (T ) + ↵}
�
|T=T †

ij

,
dGij

dT

����
T=T †

ij

< 0, (S.40)

where Gij (T ) = rj {�i (T ) + ↵} � ri {�j (T ) + ↵}. Then, one can find

dG

dT
=

dG

d⌧

d⌧

dT
< 0 (S.41)

,
dG

d⌧
< 0 � d⌧

dT
= nTn�1 > 0. (S.42)

It should be noted that Gij (⌧) is a part of Fij (⌧) as below:

Fij (⌧) = �Gij (⌧) (⌧ + Kn
i )

�
⌧ + Kn

j

�
/r. (S.43)

As ⌧ †
ij is non-negative, the roots of Fij (⌧) (i.e., ⌧ †

ij) should be roots of Gij (⌧). Then,

dGij

d⌧

����
�=�†

ij

< 0

,
dFij

d⌧

����
�=�†

= �
dGij

d⌧

����
�=�†

ij

⇣
⌧ †
ij + Kn

i

⌘ ⇣
⌧ †
ij + Kn

j

⌘
/r

| {z }
>0

+ G
⇣
⌧ †
ij

⌘

| {z }
=0

2⌧ †
ij + Kn

r + Kn
s

r
> 0. (S.44)

� detJ > 0 ,
dF

d⌧

����
�=�†

ij

> 0. (S.45)
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As shown in Appendix S2, Fij (⌧) is a convex (concave) quadratic function when resistant (sensitive)
cooperators coexist with sensitive (resistant) cheaters, and therefore, only the smaller (larger) root of
Fij (⌧) satisfies inequality (S.45). From here, ⌧ †

ij is assumed to represent the smaller (larger) root of F
when resistant (sensitive) cooperators invade a population of sensitive (resistant) cheaters.

The last necessary and su�cient condition for the stable coexistence of two strategies ((i, j) �

{(rCo, sCh), (sCo, rCh)}) is that the sum of the three minors of the Jacobian matrix given by Eqs
(S.34c) - (S.34e) is positive:

X

i

Mii > 0 ,

n
↵ + f

⇣
x†

i

⌘o ⇣
rix

†
i + rjx

†
j

⌘
> T †

ijf
�(x†

i )xi�
�
i(T

†
ij),

, �
rix

†
i + rjx

†
j

x†
i �

�
i

⇣
T †

ij

⌘ < �

↵Tinf �
⇣
x†

i

⌘

n
↵ + f

⇣
x†

i

⌘o2 , (S.46)

because M11 = 0. Notice that the su�cient condition of inequality (S.46) is:

�
ri

��
i

⇣
T †

ij

⌘ < �

↵Tinf �
⇣
x†

i

⌘

n
↵ + f

⇣
x†

i

⌘o2 (S.47)

because x†
j > 0. As we have shown in Appendix S1, inequality (S.47) represents the relationship between

the slopes of the two tangent lines of the two null-clines below:

T =
↵Tin

↵ + f (xi)
, (S.48a)

xi = 1 �
�i(T ) + ↵

ri
� xj . (S.48b)

By fixing xj = x†
j , one can find that Eq (S.1b) is a special case of Eq (S.48b) when x†

j = 0. In other
words, the null-cline given by Eq (S.48b) is obtained by parallel moving the null-cline Eq (S.1b) along the
xi axis, and the intersection(s) of the two null-clines given by Eqs (S.48a) and (S.48b) is an equilibrium⇣
T †, x†

j , x
†
j

⌘
(Fig. S.4). When x†

j = 0, on the other hand, the intersection(s) of the two null-clines

represents the equilibrium of (T �
i , x�

i , 0). It should be noted that the dynamics never converge to the
equilibrium where strategies i and j coexist when T �

i > T †
ij , ⌧�

i > ⌧ †
ij , because x†

2 < 0. As FrCo,sCh (⌧)
is a convex quadratic function, the equilibrium (T �

rCo, x
�
rCo, 0) is stable when the equilibrium where these

two strategies coexist is not feasible. In other words, there exists at most one stable equilibrium when
resistant cooperators invade sensitive cheaters. When sensitive cooperators invade resistant cheaters, on
the other hand, there exist at most two stable equilibria as FsCo,rCh (⌧) is a concave quadratic function
(Fig. S.5). If the two equilibria are unstable, oscillations occur (Fig. S.6). However, Monte-Carlo
simulations suggest that the parameter range which causes the oscillations is very small (Fig. S.7).
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Figure S.4: Schematic illustration of the phase plane analysis in the evolutionary dynamics

Fixing xj = x†
j , one can find the equilibria in xi � T phase plane. The equilibrium where cooperators exclude

cheaters is the intersection of the null-clines given by Eqs (S.1a) and (S.1b) with x†
j = 0 (solid red and blue

lines, respectively). If the equilibrium where cooperators and cheaters coexist exists, x†
2 should be positive

(dashed navy line). In this case T †
ij > T �

i . If T †
ij < T �

i , on the other hand, x†
2 < 0 (dashed sky blue line),

meaning that no such equilibrium exists within 0 < T, xi, xj < 1.
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Figure S.5: Schematic illustrations of Fij(⌧) and the stability of two equilibria

Schematic illustrations of the quadratic function of Fij(�) and examples of two equilibria when

(i, j) = (rCo, sCh) (top) or (i, j) = (sCo, rCh) (bottom) are shown. Fij

�
��

j

�
> 0 is a necessary and su�cient

condition for the invasion of strategy i into the population of strategy j in both cases. When (i, j) = (rCo, sCh),

Fij (�) is a convex function and � †
ij is the smaller root of Fij (�). If ��

i > � †
ij (top left), the equilibrium where the

resistant cooperators exclude the sensitive cheaters is stable when Fij

�
� †

ij

�
> 0 while the equilibrium of the

coexistence does not exist as x†
j < 0. When ��

i < � †
ij , on the other hand, the equilibrium where the resistant

cooperators exclude the sensitive cheaters is unstable but the equilibrium of the coexistence exists. In the case

of (i, j) = (sCo, rCh), Fij (�) is a concave function and � † is the larger root of Fij (�). As in the case of

(i, j) = (rCo, sCh), the equilibrium where the sensitive cooperators exclude the resistant cheaters is stable but

the equilibrium of the coexistence does not exist (bottom left). However, � †
ij > ��

i does not mean the

equilibrium of the exclusion of the resistant cheaters is unstable; when ��
i is larger than the smaller root of

Fij (�), only the equilibrium of the coexistence can be stable (bottom center). On the other hand, if ��
i is

smaller than the smaller root of Fij (�), the equilibrium of the exclusion is again stable, suggesting that both

equilibria can be stable (bottom right).
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Figure S.6: Oscillation in evolutionary dynamics

Oscillation appears when the equilibria of exclusion and coexistence are unstable. These figures show an

example of (i, j) = (sCo, rCh). Parameter values are cr = 0.672595,, cd = 0.175532, Ks = 0.087769,

Kr = 0.759002, n = 1, T0 = 0.197481, � = 0.120010, dmax = 1, fmax = 0.5, Kd = 0.2, and r = 1.
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Figure S.7: Stability analysis with Monte Carlo simulation

To check whether at least one equilibrium is stable when cooperators invade cheaters, the linear stability of the

equilibria of coexistence and exclusion are analyzed with a set of parameters Ks, Kr, cr, cd, T0, � sampled using

the Monte Carlo method with three values of the Hill coe�cient (n = 1, 2, 3). Each parameter except Kr is

sampled from the uniform distribution U(0, 1) and Kr is sampled from U(Ks, 1). The Monte Carlo simulation

sampled 106 sets of parameters in each case. First row: (i, j) = (rCo, sCh). Regardless of the value of n, the

majority of parameter sets show the failure of mono-culture of rCo and/or sCh (green in left), or the failure of

the invasion of rCo into sCh (yellow in left). When rCo can invade sCh, either the equilibrium of exclusion

(purple) or that of coexistence (red) is stable. In other words, there is no parameter set wherein both equilibria

are unstable (blue). As n gets larger, the frequency of stable exclusion (purple) becomes smaller while that of

coexistence (red) becomes larger when rCo invades sCh. Second row: (i, j) = (sCo, rCh). The frequency of stable

exclusion increases as n grows while that of coexistence decreases. Notice that in this case, it is possible that

both equilibria are stable (orange). The fixed parameter values are dmax = 1, fmax = 0.5, Kd = 0.2, and r = 1.
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Appendix S4 Three-strategy situations

If two strategies i, j stably coexist, mutation can provide the third strategy. Notice that the stable coex-
istence of the two strategies occurs only if (i, j) � {(rCo, sCh), (sCo, rCh)}. As the fitness of cooperators
is lower than that of cheaters which have the same level of the resistance, these cooperators (i.e., sCo and
rCo, respectively) disappear even when they arrive by mutation. In this section, we shall see the evolu-
tionary dynamics where the new cheaters (i.e., rCh or sCh) invade the population where two strategies,
rCo and sCh, or sCo and rCh coexist.

At the beginning, two strategies i and j ((i, j) � {(rCo, sCh), (sCo, rCh)}) coexist and the following
equation should hold in Appendix S3:

Wi

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
= Wj

⇣
T †

ij

⌘
. (S.49)

Then, a new strategy k, a cheater with the same level of resistance as strategy i ((i, k) � {(sCo, sCh) , (rCo, rCh)}),
can invade the population once it appears by the mutation. This is because

Wk (T ) > Wi (T ) (S.50)

holds regardless the value of T . Hence, the two strategies i and k never coexist. In addition, the coexis-
tence of two strategies j and k cannot be stable as the cheaters cannot change the toxin concentration (see
Appendix S3). Therefore, the only stable equilibrium is the mono-culture of one of the three strategies.

Indeed, the only stable equilibrium is the mono-culture of strategy k. At the equilibrium of the
mono-culture of strategy k ((T, xi, xj , xk) = (Tin, 0, 0, x�

k)), the Jacobian matrix is written as below:

J =

0

BB@

�↵ �T@f/@xi 0 0
0 ri(1 � x�

k) � �i (Tin) � ↵ 0 0
0 0 rj(1 � x�

k) � �j (Tin) � ↵ 0
�x�

k��
k (Tin) �rkx�

k �rkx�
k �rkx�

k

1

CCA . (S.51)

Then, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix � are the diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix by
cofactor expansion:

|�I � J | = 0

,

4Y

l=1

(� � Jll) = 0 (S.52)

� � = Jll, l = 1, 2, 3, 4. (S.53)

J11 and J44 are negative. In addition, J22 is also negative for the following reason:

Wi (Tin) < Wk (Tin) =
1

1 � x�
k

, ri(1 � x�
k) � �i (Tin) � ↵ < rk(1 � x�

k) � �k (Tin) � ↵ = 0. (S.54)

To evaluate the sign of J33, it should be noted that

Wj (Tin) < Wi (Tin) , (S.55)

which is satisfied due to the invasion of strategy i to j. Therefore,

Wj (Tin) < Wk (Tin) , (S.56)

which suggests that J33 < 0 as shown in inequality(S.54). Thus, all eigenvalues are negative and the
mono-culture of strategy k is stable. The stability of the mono-culture of the other two strategies is
analyzed similarly. However, the mono-culture of strategy i or strategy j is unstable because the sign of
one eigenvalue is the same as Wk (T �

i ) � Wi (T �
i ) > 0 or Wk (Tin) � Wj (Tin) > 0, respectively.

Appendix S5 ODE including mutation rates

In the main text, we ignore mutations as shown in Eq (1). This is because it is di�cult to analytically
find an equilibrium and to analyze the stability of the equilibrium when mutations are taken into account.
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In this section, we show some examples of the dynamics when mutations are introduced into Eq (1). In
this case, the dynamics of the density of strategy i are defined by

dxi

dt
=

0

@1 �

X

j

xj

1

A
X

j

Qjirjxj � {�i (T ) + ↵} xi, (S.57)

where Qji is the probability that strategy j mutates into i. In our scenario, there exist two independent
mutations: (i) changing cooperators to cheaters and vice versa, and (ii) changing the level of resistance.
The mutation probabilities are denoted as µ1 and µ2, respectively. The mutation matrix Q = (Qji) is
composed of µ1 and µ2 as follows:

Qji =

8
>><

>>:

(1 � µ1) (1 � µ2) j = i
µ1 (1 � µ2) mutated only in the detoxification ability
(1 � µ1) µ2 mutated only in the resistance level

µ1µ2 both mutated

(S.58)

At an equilibrium of this case, the density of each strategy i should satisfy:

1 �

X

j

x�
j =

{�i (T �) + ↵} x�
iP

j rjx�
jQji

, (S.59)

where T � = ↵Tin/
n

↵ + f
⇣
x�
sCo + x�

rCo

⌘o
. Note that x�

i > 0. It is di�cult to find the equilibrium

state, or to analyze the stability of this equilibrium as one has to calculate a 5 ⇥ 5 Jacobian matrix.
However, computer simulations show the e�ect of mutation rates on an equilibrium. When both

mutation probabilities are large (µ1 = 10�1, µ2 = 10�1), all four strategies coexist at relatively large
density (Fig. S.8 top left). This is because all strategies produce the other strategies with relatively large
probabilities. In other words, natural selection is weak as mutation probabilities are large.

If we reduce µ2, the majority of cells are sCo or sCh, while the densities of rCo and rCh are close to
(but not equal to) zero (Figure S.8 top right). As µ2 is small, sensitive strains rarely produce resistant
strains, while cheaters produces cooperators of the same level of resistance (and vice versa). In addition,
as the toxin concentration is low, sensitive strains are more advantageous than resistant strains (see
Appendix S2). For these reasons, most cells are sCo and sCh.

If µ1 is small but µ2 is large (Figure S.8 bottom left), cooperators almost go extinct. Cheaters rarely
produce cooperators as µ1 is small, and therefore, cooperators are excluded due to natural selection. On
the other hand, both sensitive and resistant cheaters coexist as µ2 is large.

When both mutation rates are small (Figure S.8 bottom right), one of the four strategies dominates
most of the time. At the beginning, sCo grows and and the toxin concentration decreases. Following that,
sCh increases and sCo are excluded. Then, rCh invades and sCh are swept out as the toxin concentration
is intermediate. Notice that rCo does not increase when sCh is dominant and the toxin concentration is
increasing.

In summary, multiple strategies can coexist when both or either of the two mutation probabilities are
large. As the mutation probabilities decrease, this coexistence collapses because the strength of natural
selection increases. In particular, cooperators almost go extinct if µ1 is small. When both µ1 and µ2 are
small, we can see similar evolutionary dynamics as in the state transition in Figure 3.

Appendix S6 Optimum culture conditions at the equilibrium

Defining the objective function as Eq (7), one can consider optimizing the e�ciency of detoxification at an
equilibrium state. As the equilibria can be classified into three types (the existence of only cheaters, coex-
istence of cooperators with cheaters, and a mono-culture of cooperators), we can consider the optimization
problem in each equilibrium class. In this section, we shall see how to obtain the maximum detoxification
e�ciency at each equilibrium class by changing the dilution rate ↵ and the toxin concentration flowing
into the system Tin.

If there exist only sensitive or resistant cheaters in the population, the toxin concentration remains
that flowing into the system T = Tin, regardless of the density of cheaters. Then, the detoxification
e�ciency is zero.

When cooperators coexist with cheaters of di�erent resistance level, the toxin concentration is T †
rCo,sCh

or T †
sCo,rCh. Here, we denote strategies i and j as cooperators and cheaters, respectively. As shown
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Figure S.8: Evolutionary dynamics including mutation rates in ODE

Examples of evolutionary dynamics with Eq (S.57) with di�erent values of µ1 and µ2. In each panel, the dashed

black line represents the toxin concentration flowing into the chemostat Tin, while the solid black line is the

toxin concentration flowing out of the chemostat T . The other lines represent the densities of each strategy

(solid dark green: sCo, solid thick lime green: sCh, dashed dark green: rCo, and dashed thick lime green rCh).

In each case, the initial condition is T (0) = Tin, xsCo(0) = 0.01, and xi(0) = 0 where i � {rCo, sCh, rCh}. The

other parameter values are � = 0.1, Tin = 0.3, fmax = 0.5, Kd = 0.2, r = 1, cd = 0.15, cr = 0.3, dmax = 1,

Ks = 0.3, Kr = 0.5, and n = 3.
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in Appendix S3, the coexistence equilibrium is analytically calculated. In this case, there exist three
constraints: (i) strategy i can invade the population of j and strategy j can persist in a mono-culture
(Wi

�
Tin

�
> Wj

�
Tin

�
), (ii) there exists a smaller (larger) real root of Fij (⌧), and (iii) the coexistence

equilibrium is stable, which is given by inequality (S.46):

maximize
�,Tin

�
�
↵, Tin

�
= ↵

⇣
Tin � T �†

ij

⌘

subject to Wi (Tin) > Wj (Tin) > 0,

Fij (⌧) has real roots,

�

n
rix

†
i + rjx

†
j

o
/

n
x†

i �
�
i

⇣
T †

ij

⌘o
< �

n
↵Tinf �

⇣
x†

i

⌘o
/

n
↵ + f

⇣
x†

i

⌘o2
.

Notice that T †
ij is independent of Tin. This leads to

@�

@Tin
= ↵ > 0. (S.60)

Therefore, the maximum e�ciency of detoxification at this class of equilibria is given by the maximum
value of Tmax in that satisfies the constraints with each value of ↵. As the constraints are complex,
however, it would be easier to numerically find the maximum detoxification e�ciency (Fig. 4b and d).

If only cooperators i exist, the toxin concentration at equilibrium is T �
i . In this case, one can consider

two types of constraints: (i) the equilibrium (T �
i , x�

i ) is stable (unless mutation occurs), which is defined
by inequality (S.6), or (ii) strategy i can grow from low density (r � di (Tin) � ↵ > 0). Notice that
constraint (ii) is su�cient for constraint (i). If one uses (i) as a constraint, however, the trivial equilibrium
(T, x) = (Tin,0) can be stable (see Fig. S.1 right), which reduces the detoxification e�ciency to zero. In
other words, the e�ciency at equilibrium depends on the initial condition if constraint (i) is used. This
problem is avoided when constraint (ii) is used, because the trivial equilibrium is unstable in this case.
For this reason, we used constraint (ii) for the optimization problem with this class of equilibrium.

maximize
�,Tin

�
�
↵, Tin

�
= ↵ (Tin � T �

i )

subject to ri > �i (Tin) + ↵.

Notice that it is impossible to analytically find the maximum detoxification e�ciency because one
cannot write T �

i in a closed form as shown in Eq (9a). However, due to the low dimensionality of the
objective function, one can numerically find its global optimum (Figure 4a and c). It should be noted that
the mono-culture of cooperators can be invaded by cheaters of opposite resistance only with constraint
(i) or (ii). Therefore, to achieve maximum detoxification e�ciency with this class of equilibrium, it is
necessary that cheaters are excluded from the population before changing the parameters (↵, Tin) so that
the detoxification e�ciency of the mono-culture of cooperators is maximized.

When cooperators can coexist with cheaters of opposite resistance with certain parameter values
(↵, Tin), this parameter set gives the higher detoxification e�ciency when there are only cooperators in
the population. This is because the necessary condition for the existence of equilibria where cooperators
can coexist with cheaters of opposite resistance is that T †

ij > T �
i (see Fig. S.4), although the stability of

these two types of equilibria is unclear. This implies that the detoxification e�ciency of a mono-culture
of cooperators is larger with the parameters (↵, Tin) at which cooperators coexist with cheaters:

�
⇣
↵, Tin, T †

ij (↵, Tin)
⌘

< � (↵, Tin, T �
i (↵, Tin)) . (S.61)

Therefore, the maximum detoxification e�ciency of a mono-culture of cooperators is larger than that of
a co-culture of cooperators with cheaters that di�er in the level of resistance.

max
�,Tin

�
⇣
↵, Tin, T †

ij (↵)
⌘

< max
�,Tin

� (↵, Tin, T �
i (↵, Tin)) . (S.62)

If cheaters can be excluded from coexistence with cooperators of di�erent resistance by changing (↵, Tin),
the e�ciency of detoxification is maximized as follows: (i) change (↵, Tin) so that the equilibrium where a
mono-culture of cooperators is stabilized while the equilibrium of coexistence is destabilized, (ii) maintain
the parameter values until cheaters go extinct, and then, (iii) change the parameters (↵, Tin) so that the
detoxification e�ciency given by the mono-culture of cooperators is maximized. If coexistence cannot be
destabilized, the maximum detoxification e�ciency is achieved just by maximizing it for the co-culture
of cooperators with cheaters.
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Appendix S7 Optimization of cumulative detoxification e�ciency

In Appendix S2, we found that cooperators can invade a population of cheaters at some toxin concentra-
tion if the level of resistance is di�erent. In addition, Appendix S6 shows that cooperators can exclude
cheaters with di�erent resistance level by changing the dilution rate or the toxin concentration flowing
into the system, and then one can maximize detoxification e�ciency in a mono-culture of cooperators.
Once cheaters with the same level of resistance appear by mutation, however, cooperators are swept out
and the detoxification e�ciency defined by Eq (7) becomes zero as cheaters do not detoxify.

To recover detoxification, it is necessary to introduce cooperators which have a di�erent level of resis-
tance from the resident cheaters and to increase the toxin concentration so as to satisfy inequality (S.10),
because cooperators with di�erent resistance are unlikely to appear by mutation as they require double
mutations. When the state of the population (existence of four strategies) is not observable, one problem
is how often sCo and rCo should be introduced into the population in order to maximize detoxification
from the beginning of the inoculation to a certain time. If cooperator inoculation probabilities are too
small, the population will consist of cheaters most of the time and detoxification e�ciency will be low.
If cooperator inoculation probabilities are too large, cooperators are likely to be introduced into a pop-
ulation already containing cooperators unnecessarily, or where the invasion of cooperators fails because
the resident cheaters have the same level of resistance. Such unfavorable introduction of cooperators is
costly because it decreases detoxification e�ciency.

If we assume a small enough mutation probability, we can redefine the time scale to discrete time
steps. Then, focusing on the existence of each strategy rather than their densities, one can consider
discrete population states (e.g., a mono-culture of one of the four strategies, or a transient state where
two strategies coexist and one strategy is invading and sweeping out another). Combining discrete time
steps and discrete population states, the model is defined as a Markov chain. We assume that only one
mutation or introduction of cooperators occurs in one time step and these events never occur during the
transient state. In other words, it is assumed that mutation or the introduction of cooperators occurs
only when the population state is an equilibrium state of mono- or co-culture of one or two of the four
strategies.

In this section, we first show the details of the special case shown in Box 1 where µ2 = 0. Note
that the Markov chain remains ergodic when µ2 > 0 in this case (relaxing assumption (i)) because a
positive µ2 adds transient states between sCo-rCo and sCh-rCh, respectively, and the two states where
sCo (rCo) excludes sCh (rCh) or they coexist but

�
↵, Tin

�
are not optimized. Then, we will investigate

whether relaxing the other three assumptions in Box 1 a�ect the ergodicity of the Markov chain or not:
(ii) mutation and introduction do not occur when the population is in one of the transient states, nor at
the same time, (iii) both types of cooperators can mutually exclude each other, and (iv) sCo and rCo can
exclude cheaters with di�erent resistance levels by changing ↵ and Tin. In the latter part of this section,
we show how to maximize the cumulative detoxification e�ciency when Markov chains are not ergodic.

When µ2 = 0 and the above three assumptions in Box 1 are held, there exist at least 14 states as
shown in Fig. S.9; the mono-culture of sCo (state 1), the transient state (which is unstable in short-term
dynamics Eqs (1) and (5)) when sCh appears in the mono-culture of sCo by mutation (state 2), the
mono-culture of sCh (state 3), the transient state when rCo is introduced to the mono-culture of sCh
(state 4), the mono-culture of rCo (state 5), the transient state when rCh appears in the mono-culture of
rCo by mutation (state 6), the mono-culture of rCh (state 7), the transient state when sCo is introduced
to the mono-culture of rCh (state 8), the transient state when rCo is introduced to the mono-culture
of sCo (state 9), the transient state when sCo is introduced to the mono-culture of rCo (state 10), the
transient state when sCo is unnecessarily introduced to the mono-culture of sCo (state 11), the transient
state when sCo is introduced to the mono-culture of sCh but soon excluded (state 12), the transient
state when rCo is unnecessarily introduced to the mono-culture of rCo (state 13), and the transient
state when rCo is introduced to the mono-culture of rCh but soon excluded (state 14). One can add
more transient states between the mono-culture states when transition from one mono-culture state to
another mono-culture state takes more units of time than other transitions. In addition, the number
of the transition states depends on the time scale of a discrete time step. These points do not change,
however, the ergodicity of the Markov chain, and we will continue the scenario with the least number of
states. When m1, m2 > 0 and m1 + m2 + µ1 < 1, the Markov chain shown in Figure S.9 is ergodic, and
therefore, an arbitrary initial probability distribution of the states of population ��� (0;mmm,µµµ) converges to
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a unique stationary distribution ���� (mmm;µµµ), which is obtained below:

14X
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��
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From the above simultaneous linear equations, the elements of the stationary distribution are rewritten
as follows:
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, (S.64)

where t�� represents a transpose matrix of ��. As the sum of the elements of �� should be one, one can
find

��
1 =

m1m2 (m1 + µ1)

A
, (S.65)

where

A = m1m2 (m1 + µ1) (m1 + m2 + 2µ1 + 1) + m1m2 (m2 + µ1) (m1 + m2 + 2µ1 + 1)

+m1µ1 (m1 + 1) (m1 + µ1) + m2µ1 (m2 + 1) (m2 + µ1) . (S.66)

Now, we analytically obtain the stationary distribution ����. The expected cumulative e�ciency of
detoxification from the beginning of cultivation to time step s + 1, � (s + 1;mmm,µµµ), is given by:

� (s + 1;mmm,µµµ) = � (s;mmm,µµµ) +
14X

i=1

C�i�i (s + 1;mmm,µµµ) , (S.67)
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Figure S.9: The diagram of state transitions when mutation never occurs in the level of resistance

The diagram of the state transitions when µ2 = 0. In this example, there exist 14 states; mono-cultures of one of

four strategies, transient states caused by the invasion of cheaters (solid black arrows) or by the introduction of

cooperators with di�erent resistance levels (solid blue or pink arrows), and the unnecessary introduction of

cooperators which currently exist or cannot invade the population (dashed blue or pink arrows). Here, the

introduction of sCo is represented by the blue arrows while the pink arrows represents the introduction of rCo.

Each value along the arrows represents the corresponding transition probability. The numbers in the roman

numerals correspond to state i; i = 1 represents the mono-culture of sCo. The optimal introduction rates of the

cooperators in this model are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.

where C is a positive constant to change the time scale of �i into a discrete time step. The second term of
Eq (S.67) represents the expected detoxification e�ciency at time step s + 1. The optimization problem
is to find the values of m1 and m2 that maximize the expected cumulative e�ciency given time step s,
which is solved by Dynamic Programming. However, in the limit of s ! 1, ��� (s,mmm;µµµ) ! ���� (mmm;µµµ) due
to the ergodicity of the Markov chain. Once we reach the stationary distribution ����, the second term of
Eq (S.67) becomes C�̂ (mmm;µµµ), which is independent on time step s (see Eq (11)).

Suppose that the probability distribution is enough close to ���� since time step s�. At time step s > s�,
the cumulative expected detoxification e�ciency is approximately:

� (s;mmm,µµµ) � (s � s� + 1) C�̂ (mmm;µµµ) + � (s�
� 1;mmm,µµµ) . (S.68)

At large s, the second term of Eq (S.68) is small relative to its first term. The optimization problem for
the cumulative expected detoxification e�ciency then simplifies to maximizing Eq (11). In other words,
for a large time step, the optimal values of m1 and m2 converge to those which maximize Eq (11) as
shown in Fig. 5B.

Next, we relax the three assumptions in Box 1. If a mutation occurs in the transient states, or if a
mutation and the intentional introduction of cooperators occur at the same time (relaxing assumption
(ii)), the Markov chain does not lose ergodicity (Figure S.10 top left). Although relaxing this assumption
allows the population to hold three strategies at once, there exist at most two strategies in the population
at an equilibrium state (see Appendix S3 and Appendix S4).

If cooperators cannot invade a population of cooperators with di�erent resistance level (relaxing
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assumption (iii)), (a) resident cooperators remain in the population but detoxification e�ciency is not
optimized in that state, or (b) resident cooperators also go extinct because they cannot persist at

�
↵, Tin

�

which maximizes detoxification e�ciency in a mono-culture of invader cooperators (Fig. S.10 top right).
In both cases, however, the Markov chains are still ergodic. In case (a), resident cooperators are excluded
by cheaters that have the same level of resistance regardless of the values of

�
↵, Tin

�
. In case (b), on the

other hand, sensitive or resistant cooperators can be introduced with probability m1 and m2 when the
population size is 0. Indeed, if all microbes go extinct, the Markov chains are always ergodic because the
state can transit to a mono-culture of either type of cooperator from this state. Therefore, the optimal
mmm is found in the same way as in the main text.

If sCo and/or rCo cannot exclude the cheaters that di�er in the level of resistance (relaxing assumption
(iv)), the Markov chains can be non-ergodic. The Markov chain is not ergodic if the initial condition
is a mono-culture of one type of cooperators where the population state never goes back once it has
changed. When the initial condition is a mono-culture of sCo and sCo cannot exclude rCh, for example,
the Markov chain is not ergodic if the state transition cannot occur from a mono-culture of rCo or the
coexistence of rCo with sCh to a mono-culture or sCo (Figure S.10 bottom left and right). Note that
although cooperators cannot invade the population where the other type of cooperators and the cheaters
that di�er in the level of resistance coexist, the manual introduction of cooperators can collapse this
coexistence by changing

�
↵, Tin

�
. In addition, the values of

�
↵, Tin

�
in a mono-culture of sCo should be

the same as in the coexistence of sCo with rCh; otherwise, the initial condition is transient and ergodicity
is lost.

Now we begin the analysis of non-ergodic Markov chains. When sensitive (and/or resistant) coop-
erators cannot exclude cheaters with di�erent resistance level by changing the culture conditions, the
Markov chains are not always ergodic. Indeed, if the initial condition is a mono-culture of cooperators
that cannot exclude cheaters with di�erent level of resistance, and if there is no state transition from
another state to the mono-culture of this type of cooperator, the Markov chain is non-ergodic. In this
case, the set of states is divided into two subsets S1 and S2. Subset S1 is composed of the equilibrium
states where there exist only cooperators that cannot exclude cheaters with di�erent levels of resistance
(the values of two parameters, ↵ and Tin are di�erent at each state), and the transient states from these
equilibrium states to other equilibrium states in subset S1. Subset S2, on the other hand, includes the
rest of the states within the state space, and the Markov chain is ergodic within S2. In such cases, the
expected cumulative e�ciency of detoxification is recursively represented as below:

�(s + 1,mmm;µµµ) = �(s,mmm;µµµ)

+
s+1Y

i=0

{1 � p12 (i,mmm;µµµ)}
X

k�S1

C�k�k (s + 1,mmm;µµµ)

+

�
1 �

s+1Y

i=0

{1 � p12 (i,mmm;µµµ)}

�
X

k�S2

C�k�k (s + 1,mmm;µµµ) , (S.69)

where p12(i) represents the state transition probability from a state in S1 to another in S2 at s = i. Then,
the second and third terms of the above equation represent the expected detoxification e�ciency when
the state of the population is in subset S1 or S2, respectively.

To calculate the state distribution in this case, we separate the probability distribution vector into
two vectors, ���i = (�j) where j � Si for i = 1, 2. Then, each vector at time step s + 1 is calculated as
below:

���1 (s + 1,mmm;µµµ) = ���1 (s,mmm;µµµ) P 11 (mmm;µµµ) , (S.70a)

���2 (s + 1,mmm;µµµ) = ���1 (s,mmm;µµµ) P 21 (mmm;µµµ) + ���2 (s,mmm;µµµ) P 22 (mmm;µµµ) , (S.70b)

where matrix P ij represents the transition probability from a state in Si to another in Sj . Note that
p12 (i,mmm;µµµ) is given by the sum of all elements of ���1 (i,mmm;µµµ) P 21 (mmm;µµµ).

As there is no state transition from a state in S2 to another in S1, ���1 (s,mmm;µµµ) ! 0 in the limit of
s ! 1. Once ���1 (s,mmm;µµµ) P 21 (mmm;µµµ) becomes small enough, the state distribution ���2 is approximated as:

���2 (s + 1,mmm;µµµ) � ���2 (s,mmm;µµµ) P 22 (mmm;µµµ) . (S.71)

In the limit of s ! 1, therefore, ���2 converges to a unique stationary distribution ����
2 as a Markov chain

given by subset S2 is ergodic. In addition,
�s

i=0 {1 � p12 (i,mmm;µµµ)} in Eq(S.69) converges to zero with
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Figure S.10: Diagrams of state transitions

In each panel, the transient states and the states where the manual introduction of cooperators decreases the

e�ciency of detoxification is ignored. In addition, it is assumed that µ2 = 0 to reduce the number of nodes. The

black lines represent the state transitions caused by mutation while the blue and pink lines represent manual

introduction of sCo and rCo, respectively. Top left: when rCo is introduced into a population of sCo, rCo can

mutate into rCh, which can add the node to rCh. Top right: if rCo cannot invade sCo, sCo persists in the

population. However, the values of
�
�, Tin

�
change and the e�ciency of detoxification di�ers before the

invasion. If sCo cannot invade rCo and rCo goes extinct where the e�ciency of detoxification is maximized for a

population of sCo, the population state transits from rCo to the white, slashed circle where all microbes go

extinct. If sCo or rCo are introduced, however, they can grow in the chemostat. Bottom left: if sCo cannot

exclude rCh and sCo cannot invade a population of rCo, the Markov chain is not ergodic, when the initial

condition is a mono-culture of rCo. Notice, however, that the Markov chain can be regraded as ergodic by

ignoring the state of sCo when the initial condition is rCo. Bottom right: Although sCo cannot exclude rCh, the

Markov chain can be ergodic when sCo can exclude rCo.
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Figure S.11: An example when a Markov chain is not ergodic

Left: the state transition diagram of a non-ergodic Markov chain is shown. In this example, it is assumed that

sCo cannot exclude rCh, that µ2 = 0, and that both types of cooperators cannot invade each other. Therefore,

when one type of cooperators is introduced to the population of the other type of cooperators, the resident

cooperators remain in the population but the values of � and Tin are changed. To reduce the number of states,

the transient states are ignored. Notice that there is no state transition from subset S2 to S1. In addition, the

Markov chain within subset S2 is ergodic. Each number corresponds to the index of each state. Right: the

optimal mmm (the solid lines) when the simulation finishes at each time step is shown when µ1 = 0.01 in the left

panel. The dashed lines represent mmm which maximizes
�

k�S2
�k��

k (mmm;µµµ). The other parameter values are

��� = {0.4, 0.2, 0, 0.3, 0.15, 0, 0.2}.

large s. Therefore, Eq (S.69) is simplified in the limit of s ! 1 as below:

�(s + 1,mmm;µµµ) � �(s,mmm;µµµ) +
X

k�S2

C�k��
k (mmm;µµµ) . (S.72)

Thus, the optimal mmm is approximately obtained by maximizing
P

k�S2
�k��

k (mmm;µµµ).
Let us show a simple example of a non-ergodic Markov chain. Here, we assume that sCo cannot

exclude rCh at any
�
↵, Tin

�
. In addition, it is assumed that neither cooperator can invade the population

of the other type of cooperator, and that no state exists where all cells go extinct. In this case, the
Markov chain is ergodic if the initial state is a mono-culture of sCo. For simplicity, we ignore transient
states and assume that µ2 = 0 as in the main text (Figure S.11 left). At more than 1, 000 time steps, the
optimal mmm converges to the values where

P
k�S2

�k��
k (mmm;µµµ) is maximized (Figure S.11 right).
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Supplementary information

Appendix 1 Details of analysis

Appendix 1.1 Species interaction analysis

Here, we summarize the details of the simulations and parameter values used for species interaction analysis

in the main text. In the analysis of species interactions, we used the minimal model (N = 2): two species

compete for one resource and absorb and are killed by one toxin. We assumed that species 1 grows faster

than species 2 but the other parameter values are identical (Table A.1). In each run, the initial condition

is either (r1(0), t1(0), s1(0), s2(0)) = (150, 100, 10, 0) or (150, 100, 10, 10), where species 2 is absent or present,

respectively. The initial environmental condition is � = 1 with a probability of 0.5; otherwise � = �1. Each

simulation continues until at time �end = 200 when the distributions of species abundances converge to a quasi-

stationary distribution and do not change for a long time. The extinction probability was estimated by running

105 simulations for each condition.

In the main text, to investigate how species 2’s e�ect on species 1 changes over the switching rate, we began

by analyzing the di�erence in the extinction probability of species 1 in the presence/absence of species 2 as a

proxy for species interactions:

�P (s1(�end) = 0) ⌘ P (s1(�end) = 0; s2(0) = 0) � P (s1(�end) = 0; s2(0) > 0) . (A.1)

Then, we moved to using the probability of exclusion of the fittest (probability that species 2 excludes species

1) instead:

�P (s1(�end) = 0) = � P (s1(�end) = 0, s2(�end) > 0; s2(0) > 0)| {z }
exclusion of the fittest

+

8
>><

>>:
P (s1(�end) = 0; s2(0) = 0)| {z }

sp 1 goes extinct in mono-culture

� P (s1(�end) = 0, s2(�end) = 0; s2(0) > 0)| {z }
both species go extinct

�
>>�

>>�
.

(A.2)

Although Fig.3A and C show that these two measures give similar results, Fig. A.2 confirms this conclusion as

the ratio of these two measures is around 1. In other words, the second line on the right-hand-side of Eq (A.2)

is ignorable. Intuitively, this is because the environment is very harsh when both species are likely to go extinct

(i.e., small resource supplies and high toxin sensitivity); then species 1 is also likely to go extinct in mono-

culture under such harsh environment. For this reason, the competitive exclusion probability (the first line on

the right-hand-side of Eq (A.2)) changes similarly to di�erence in extinction probability (�P (s1 (�end) = 0))

over environmental switching rates and toxin sensitivities (Fig. 3C), although they di�er in their signs.

We calculated 95% of highest posterior density intervals (HDPIs) to see the uncertainty of species ’1 extinc-
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tion probabilities or the probability of exclusion of the fittest. As we were interested in whether species 1 goes

extinct (or is excluded by species 2) or not in each simulation run, it is reasonable to assume these probabilities

follow beta distributions. As a prior distribution, we assumed the following beta distribution

Beta (1, 1) , (A.3)

which is equivalent to a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. After running 105 simulations and observing

species 1’s extinction (or exclusion) X times, the posterior probability distribution of species 1’s extinction

probability (or the probability of exclusion of the fittest) is given as follows:

Beta
�
X + 1, 105

� X + 1
�
. (A.4)

To calculate the 95% HDPIs, we sampled 10,000 samples from the posterior distributions and used pymc3.stats.hpd

function. However, the 95% HDPIs are very small and not observable in the main text due to the large number

of simulations.

Appendix 1.2 Landscapes of exclusion of the fittest

To understand how the switching rate and toxin sensitivity a�ect the probability of the exclusion of the fittest,

we analyzed three cases in the absence of EFs (Fig. 5), deriving three critical toxin sensitivities where the

probability of exclusion of the fittest is maximized. This analysis clarifies what happens at the two extreme

switching rates. We see two critical toxin sensitivities (at 0.1 and 0.8 in Figs. 3C and D) at � ! 0 that

correspond to the long time spent with either scarce or abundant resources, while at � ! 1, where resources

remain at mean abundance, there is a single critical toxin sensitivity (at 0.4 in Figs. 3C and D). As the switching

rate increases from one extreme to the other, the form of the probability of exclusion of the fittest in Fig. 3C

changes from bi-modal to uni-modal.

We now see that the landscape of competitive exclusion in Fig. 3C contains two “mountain ranges”. The

first includes two peaks corresponding to the critical toxin sensitivities under scarce and mean resources (0.1, 0.4,

respectively). The peak at toxin sensitivity 0.1 converges to the peak at 0.4 (Fig. 3D) with increasing environ-

mental switching. The second mountain range has a single peak corresponding to the critical toxin sensitivity

under abundant resources (0.8), which vanishes by increasing the switching rate (Fig. 3D). At toxin sensitivities

between the critical values under scarce and mean resource supplies (� = 0.2, 0.3), the probability of exclusion

of the fittest changes in a humped shape over the switching rate (species 1’s di�erence in extinction probability

changes in a U shape, see Fig. 3B), as it passes over the first mountain range. When the toxin sensitivity is

between the critical values under mean and abundant resources (e.g. � = 0.6), the probability of exclusion of

the fittest instead has a “valley” over the switching rate (the di�erence in extinction probability changes in a

humped shape, see Fig. 3B). At toxin sensitivities larger than the abundant resource critical value (� > 0.8),

exclusion of the fittest is very unlikely because both species frequently go extinct (Fig. 5C).
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In summary, the transition between the two extreme switching rates results in a highly rugged landscape.

This means that the stochastic exclusion of the fittest species can be very high or very low at an intermediate

switching rate (either in agreement or in contradiction with the intermediate disturbance hypothesis), depending

on species’ toxin sensitivities, our proxy for environmental harshness. This makes predicting the outcome at a

given switching rate very di�cult, as it is dependent on precise parameter values.

Appendix 1.3 Species diversity analysis

In the community diversity analysis, we changed the number of species from N = 2 to N = 10. Some parameter

values were not fixed in this analysis, and we sampled them from the following probability density functions:

µik ⇠ N
�
1, 0.12

�
, (A.5a)

�jk ⇠ Beta
�
100�̄, 100

�
1 � �̄

��
, (A.5b)

Kr
ik, Kt

jk ⇠ N
�
100, 102

�
. (A.5c)

Here, each function is uni-modal with a mean of 1.0 for µik, �̄ for �jk, and 100 for Kr
ik, Kt

jk. For µik, Kr
ik, and

Kt
jk, the mean values are the same as in Table A.1 and they are rarely negative due to the small variances.

We set the mean of µik as 1 so that µik is likely to be larger than �jk unless �̄ = 0.99: species would easily go

extinct when µik < �jk. The means of Kr
ik and Kt

jk are chosen so that amounts of resource and/or toxin inflows

are larger (smaller) than these values under the abundant (scarce) supply condition. We expected that the

growth and/or death rates of species would largely change depending on the environmental conditions with this

setting. We sampled �jk from a beta distribution so that 0  �jk  1. �jk should be non-negative by definition

and not be larger than 1 because a large �jk is likely to drive species k extinct. Beta distribution satisfies these

requirements regardless value of mean �̄. We systematically vary the value of the mean toxin sensitivity �̄ to

be �̄ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 or 0.99 in each set of simulations. We used �̄ = 0.99 instead of �̄ = 1.0 because the beta

distribution did not generate di�erent values of �jk with �̄ = 1.0. For each number of species N (2, 4, 6, 8 or

10) and �̄, 100 sets of parameter values are sampled. With each parameter set, we performed the simulation

100 times until �end = 200 at each value of the switching rate �. Then, we calculated the species richness (the

number of surviving species) and beta diversity.

In each run, initial resource amounts, species abundances, and toxin amounts are given by (ri(0), tj(0), sk(0)) =

(150, 150, 10) for any i, j, k. As an environmental switching scenario, we chose scenario 1 (Table 1) with

R+
i = 200, R�

i = 50, and �Tk� = 125 for any i and k. The initial environmental condition is � = 1 with

probability of 0.5; otherwise � = �1.

Then, at a quasi-stationary distribution (�end), we evaluated beta diversity and species richness. Beta

diversity is calculated as follows:

1D� (�end) ⌘

1D� (�end)
1D� (�end)

, (A.6)
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with alpha and gamma diversities defined as below:

1D� (�end) ⌘ exp

 
�

100X

l=1

NX

k=1

wlplk (�end) ln pln (�end)

!
, (A.7)

1D� (�end) ⌘ exp

 
�

NX

k=1

p̄k ln p̄k (�end)

!
. (A.8)

wl is a weight for community l calculated by size of community l (sum of species abundances in community l

relative to the sum of community sizes over l), plk is the relative abundance of species k in community l (i.e.,

in community l, plk (�end) = sk (�end) /
P

k sk (�end)), and p̄k =
P

l wlplk is the mean relative abundance of

species k among communities l = 1, . . . , 100. If all species go extinct in community l, it does not a�ect alpha,

beta and gamma diversities as wl = 0. If all species go extinct in all communities, beta diversity becomes

1D� (�end) = 1. Fig. A.3 represents how alpha, beta, and gamma diversities change over the switching rate

and mean toxin sensitivities.

Appendix 2 Analysis excluding noise

Appendix 2.1 Deterministic scenarios (absence of DN and EFs)

In this section, we analyse the equilibrium state of a two-species, one-resource, and one-toxin model, in the

absence of environmental switching and demographic noise. Although an equilibrium state cannot be analyt-

ically obtained, we shall see that there exists at most one stable and feasible equilibrium state. By removing

demographic noise and environmental switching from Eq (4) in the main text, the dynamics are governed by

the following ordinary di�erential equations:

ṙ1 = ↵ (R1 � r1) �

X

k=1,2

µ1k

Y r
1k

r1

r1 + Kr
1k

sk, (A.9a)

ṫ1 = ↵ (T1 � t1) �

X

k=1,2

�1k

Y t
1k

t1
t1 + Kt

1k

sk, (A.9b)

ṡk =

�
µ1k

r1

r1 + Kr
1k

� �1k
t1

t1 + Kt
1k

� ↵

�
sk, (A.9c)

where the dot denotes the time derivative. In spite of the simplicity of the model, we learn from (A.9a)

-(A.9c) that, in the absence of consumption by the species, the resources and toxins relax towards the in-flowing

values R1 and T1 on a timescale of order 1/↵. Furthermore, we infer from (A.9a) -(A.9c) that there are feedback

loops between species abundances and resource and toxin concentrations (see Fig. 1A): as sk increases, both r1

and t1 decrease, see (A.9a) and (A.9b), which in turn can result either in a decrease (negative feedback loop)

or in an increase of sk (positive feedback loop), depending on the sign of the parenthesis on the right-hand-side

of (A.9c).

When only species k persists in the system, a feasible1 equilibrium state of Eqs (A.9a) -(A.9c), (r1, t1, sk) =

1Here, feasibility means r�
1k, t�1k, s�

k > 0
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(r�
1k, t�1k, s�

k), should satisfy below:

↵ (R1 � r�
1k) =

µ1k

Y r
1k

r�
1k

r�
1k + Kr

1k

s�
k, (A.10a)

↵ (T1 � t�1k) = �1kY t
1k

t�1k

t�1k + Kt
1k

t�k, (A.10b)

µ1j
r�
1k

r�
1k + Kr

1k

= �1k
t�1k

t�1k + Kt
1k

+ ↵. (A.10c)

By rearranging the first and second equations, we see that they represent quadratic functions of r�
1k and t�1k:

�r�2
1k + {R1 � Kr

1k � µ1ks�
k/(↵Y r

1k)} r�
1k + Kr

1kR1 = 0, (A.11)

�t�2
1k +

�
T1 � Kt

1k � �1ks�
k/(↵Y t

1k)
�

t�1k + Kt
1kT1 = 0. (A.12)

Notice that Kr
1kR1 and Kt

1kT1 are positive. This implies that the above equations always have a unique positive

root. In other words, we can obtain unique solutions for r�
1k and t�1k once we obtain s�

k.

By substituting the positive roots of Eqs (A.11) and (A.12) into Eq (A.10c), we obtain the following equation

whose positive root is s�
k:

f(s) =
1

2↵

n
(�µ1k + 2↵ + �1k) s +

�
Q1 (s) �

�
Q2 (s) + ↵

�
�Kr

1kY r
1k + Kt

1kY t
1k � Y r

1kR1 + Y t
1kT1

�o
(A.13)

where Q1(s) and Q2(s) are quadratic functions of s:

Q1 (s) = {µ1ks + ↵Y r
1k (Kr

1k � R1)}
2 + 4↵Y r

1kKr
1kR1 > 0 (A.14a)

Q2 (s) =
�
�1ks + ↵Y t

1k

�
Kt

1k � T1

��2
+ 4↵Y t

1kKt
1kT1 > 0. (A.14b)

Notice that f(s) always has a root s = 0 because

f(0) =
1

2↵

n�
Q1(0) �

�
Q2(0) + ↵

�
�Kr

1kY r
1k + Kt

1kY t
1k � Y r

1kR1 + Y t
1kT1

�o

=
1

2↵

�
↵Y r

1k (Kr
1k + R1) � ↵Y t

1k

�
Kt

1k + T1

�
+ ↵

�
�Kr

1kY r
1k + Kt

1kY t
1k � Y r

1kT1 + Y t
1kT1

��

= 0. (A.15)

Although Newton’s method numerically provides a root of f(s), this root depends on the initial value used in

Newton’s method. In addition, as f(s) has root s = 0, Newton’s method may provide this root with various

initial values, which does not always mean that f(s) does not have positive roots (i.e., s�
k). In other words, it

is recommended to investigate how many positive roots f(s) has before using Newton’s method.

To investigate the number of f(s)’s positive roots, it is useful to obtain df/ds:

df

ds
=

1

2↵

(
(�µ1k + 2↵ + �1k) +

dQ1/ds

2
�

Q1 (s)
�

dQ2/ds

2
�

Q2 (s)

)
. (A.16)
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Although it is analytically di�cult to obtain the solution(s) of df/ds, we can obtain the maximum number of

positive roots of f(s) by analyzing the number of df/ds’s sign changes. Notice that dQ1/ds and dQ2/ds are

linear functions of s:

dQ1

ds
= 2µ1k {µ1ks + ↵Y r

1k (Kr
1k � R1)} , (A.17a)

dQ2

ds
= 2�1k

�
�1ks + ↵Y t

1k

�
Kt

1k � T1

��
. (A.17b)

In addition, Q1(s) and Q2(s) are always positive. Then, the second and third terms of Eq (A.16) change their

sign at most once by increasing s. The maximum number of df/ds’s sign change is, therefore, two. This implies

that the maximum number of positive roots of f(s) is also two. To obtain the exact number of positive roots of

f(s), it is necessary to numerically calculate the root(s) of df/ds. Substituting the root(s) into Eq (A.13) and

calculating the sign of f(s), it is possible to obtain the exact value of s�
k.

Once we have obtained a feasible equilibrium state (r�
1k, s�

k, t�1k), it is necessary to analyze the stability of

this equilibrium state. Although the stability analysis requires the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix at each

equilibrium state, we can see that there exists at most one feasible and stable equilibrium state without such a

stability analysis. Notice that:

ṡj � 0

, µ1k
r�
1k

r�
1k + Kr

1k

� �1k
t�1k

t�1k + Kt
1k

+ ↵

, f (s) � 0. (A.18)

These inequalities imply that a stable equilibrium state satisfies the following inequality:

df

ds

����
s=s�

k

> 0. (A.19)

Although there can exist at most two feasible equilibria, only one of them satisfies the above inequality (Fig.

A.1). The number of feasible and stable equilibria is, therefore, one at most.

For the sake of simplicity but without loss of generality, in the main text, we assumed that the maximum

growth rate of species 1 is larger than species 2 but the remaining parameter values are identical, resulting in

a per-capita growth rate of species 1 always larger than species 2. In this setting, in the absence of DN, species

2 always goes extinct after a finite time while species 1 persists if it has a feasible and stable equilibrium state.

It is worth noting that this feature also characterizes the two-species, one-resource and one-toxin model in the

presence of environmental switching without DN: in this case species 2 always goes extinct in a finite time, and

at equilibrium one has either s�
1 = s�

2 = 0 (extinction of both species) or s�
1 > 0, s�

2 = 0 (survival of species 1,

extinction of species 2), see Fig. A.5.
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Appendix 2.2 With environmental fluctuations alone

It is also instructive to analyze the long-time dynamics of the two-species, one-resource, one-toxin model in

the presence of EFs and without DN. This describes the dynamics of a su�ciently large community in which

DN is always negligible and whose time evolution is described by Eqs (A.9a)-(A.9c), but now with (R1, T1) =

(R1(�), T1(�)) switching randomly with rate � between two states � = ±1, which is applicable to all three

scenarios in Table 1. Here, for the sake of simplicity and concreteness, we consider the scenario 1 of Table 1

with 1 ⌧ R�
1 < �R1� < R+

1 , while T1 = �T1� does not vary with the environment. In this case, Eqs. (A.9a)-

(A.9c) are a system of stochastic di�erential equations (SDEs). In order to appreciate the e�ect of EFs on DN,

it is useful to study the total population size n ⌘ r1 + t1 + s1 + s2 which, according to (A.9a)-(A.9c), obeys

ṅ = ↵ (R1(�) + �T1� � n) � 2
X

k=1,2

�1,k
t1sk

t1 + Kt
1,k

, (A.20)

where, as in the main text, Y r
ik = Y t

jk = 1. Importantly,
�

n gives the intensity of DN in a total population of

size n. Eq (A.20) is, however, di�cult to analyze, due to the nonlinear coupling of t1 with sk whose dynamics,

according to Eqs (A.9b)-(A.9c), also depend on �. In order to obtain some insight into the stationary probability

density p(n) of the population, we have thus we analyzed n̂ ⌘ r1 � t1 + s1 + s2 which is related to the total

population size, since n̂ = n � 2t1. In this simple example n̂, according to Eqs. (A.9a)-(A.9c), obeys the

following linear SDE

˙̂n = ↵ (R1(�) � �T1� � n̂) . (A.21)

As seen above, the system reaches its equilibrium and (s1, s2, t1) ! (s�
1, s

�
2 = 0, t�1) after a finite time while

the environment varies endlessly .The SDE (A.21) defines a simple piecewise deterministic Markov process

(PDMP) (Davis, 1984) whose (marginal) probability density p�/�(n̂) can be obtained analytically, see Bena

(2006) and Horsthemke and Lefever (2006):

q�/�(n̂) = Z
��

R+
1 � �T1� � n̂

��
n̂ � R�

1 + �T1�
�� �

� �1
, (A.22)

where Z is the normalization constant. Hence, in the absence of DN, with environmental switching as the

sole source of randomness, the dynamics leads to a population consisting of only individuals of species 1 (species

2 is wiped out) and toxin and resources, with respective abundances s1, r1, t1, in a fluctuating population whose

scaled size n̂ = s1 + r1 � t1 is distributed according to q�/�(n̂) of finite support
�
R�

1 � �T1� , R+
1 � �T1�

�
(i.e.

R�
1 ��T1�  n  R+

1 ��T1�). While this PDMP probability density ignores DN, it is known to generally provide

a useful approximate description of how the quasi-stationary (at finite time � �end) distribution varies with

the environment in a large yet finite system, see, e.g., (Wienand et al., 2017, 2018; West and Mobilia, 2020;
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Taitelbaum et al., 2020). Here, Eq. (A.22) readily sheds light on the e�ect of � and ↵ on n̂ = n � 2t1. It is

clear from Eqs. (A.9a)-(A.9c), that t1 varies with � and thus the marginal probability density of population

size, p(n), cannot be immediately obtained from (A.22). Yet, we can obtain useful information about how the

population varies with � and ↵ by focusing on the fast and slow switching regimes (see Fig. A.6):

• when �/↵ ⌧ 1 (slow varying environment), q�/�(n̂) is bimodal and n̂ is as likely to fluctuate about

R+
1 � �T1� or R�

1 � �T1�. Hence, when in this slowly switching regime, the population size fluctuates with

the same probability either about R�
1 � �T1� + 2t�1(� = �1) or R+

1 � �T1� + 2t�1(� = +1) (see, the first

column of Fig. A.6).

• when �/↵ � 1 (fast changing environment), q�/�(n̂) is unimodal and n̂ fluctuates about its average, i.e.

n̂ � �R1���T1�. Hence, in this fast switching regime, the population size fluctuates about n � n̂+2�t1� =

�R1� � �T1� + 2�t1�, where �t1� = (t�1(� = 1) + t�1(� = �1))/2 and t�1(� = ±1) are obtained from the

equilibria of Eqs. (A.9a)-(A.9c) with R1 = R1(� = ±1) (see, the third column of Fig. A.6).

This picture is confirmed by the simulation results reported in Fig. A.6, where we see that the marginal

probability densities p(n) and q�/�(n̂) have qualitatively the same features: both are bimodal and have two

well-separated sharp peaks when �/↵ ⌧ 1, and a single pronounced peak when �/↵ � 1. At intermediate

values of �/↵, the probability densities of n and n̂ are much broader with a generally flat profile (exhibiting one

or two “bumps”), see the second column of Fig. A.6. This analysis, which can be readily extended to N > 2

species and to other scenarios of environmental fluctuations, clearly shows that the population size can greatly

vary as the environment changes. In particular, Eq (A.22) shows that when � is low or ↵ is high, half of the

simulation runs lead to communities of “small sizes” where the e�ect of DN is expected to be significantly larger

than in communities obtained in the faster switching regime (�/↵ � 1) when R+
1 � R�

1 .

It is also worth noting from Eqs (A.9a)-(A.9c) and Eq (A.21) that if, say, only the maximum growth rates

were subject to environmental switching, i.e. µik = µik(�) with all other parameters kept constant, we always

obtain a large constant population size (if R1 � T1) and thus no DN-EFs coupling because the distributions

of n and n̂ are independent on µik. On the other hand, if only the maximum death rates were subject to

environmental switching, i.e. �jk = �jk(�), the DN-EFs coupling would result from a complicated set of coupled

stochastic di�erential equations obtained from (A.9a)-(A.9c) with �jk ! �jk(�). These analyses clarify the

significant di�erence of our model from others. Some previous studies (e.g., Leigh (1981); Kalyuzhny et al.

(2015) and multi-species model of Engen and Lande (1996)) do not include DN-EFs coupling because they

assume that EFs a�ect species’ growth rates, but total species abundances or maximum population sizes do not

change. Other studies (e.g., Kamenev et al. (2008); Chisholm et al. (2014); Fung et al. (2015) and the single

species model of Engen and Lande (1996)) include a form of DN-EF coupling because EFs in their model change

both species’ growth rates and population sizes. However, these models consist of only one species, and hence

do not consider interspecific interactions. Our model includes both DN-EFs and indirect species interactions

(resource competition and facilitation via detoxification, see Fig. 1A), and thus we can analyze how DN-EFs
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coupling a�ect species diversity as in Fig. 6. In summary, here we have attempted to make the simplest choice

to couple DN and EF in a transparent and biologically-relevant way.

Appendix 3 Alternative environmental switching scenarios

In the main text, environmental switching a�ects only the resource supply (scenario 1) while the amount of

toxin supply is fixed. Here, the results of other environmental switching scenarios are shown: In scenario

2, environmental switching a�ects only the toxin supply, while both resource and toxin supplies change and

correlate negatively in scenario 3 (see Table 1).

In both scenarios 2 and 3, the di�erence in species 1’s extinction probability �P (s1(�end) = 0) is very

similar to the negative value of the probability of exclusion of the fittest when the sign of �P (s1(�end) = 0) is

negative (Fig. A.7). This once again confirms that we can use one measure for the other.

In addition, in both scenarios, the probability of exclusion of the fittest are bi-modal across toxin sensitivities

at very slow environmental switching � = 10�5, but uni-modal at very fast environmental switching (� = 103)

(Fig. A.7C, D). As explained in the main text, when � ! 0, there are no switches and the environmental state

is randomly allocated to harsh or mild conditions at t = 0 with the same probability (the mean of � is zero),

yielding a bi-modal distribution at low switching rate. In the limit � ! 1, there are so many switches that

environmental noise averages out, i.e. � is replaced by its mean (that is zero). This results in a uni-modal

distribution when � � 1.

In scenario 2, however, we do not observe any non-monotonic changes over the switching rate (Fig. A.7C).

This is because the critical toxin sensitivity under abundant toxin supply (� = 0.3) is close to that under mean

toxin supply (� = 0.4). In contrast, we do observe non-monotonic e�ects of the switching rate in scenario

3 (Fig. A.7D): when � = 0.2, an intermediate switching rate (� = 10�1) shows the minimum di�erence in

extinction probability, and the maximum probability of competitive exclusion. Although in scenario 3 the same

intermediate switching rate minimizes the probability of competitive exclusion at toxin sensitivity 0.6, the same

non-monotonic e�ect is not observed in the di�erence in extinction probabilities (Fig. A.7B). Note that the

critical toxin sensitivities under the mild environments in scenarios 2 (scarce toxin supply) and 3 (abundant

resource supply and scarce toxin supply) are slightly larger than 1.0 (Fig. A.8) and therefore not visible in Fig.

A.7D. Table A.2 shows the critical toxin sensitivities in each scenario.

Appendix 4 E�ects of resource supply

In this section, we again focus on environmental switching scenario 1 (changing only resource supply). We will

see that the amount of resource supplies R1(�) changes the critical toxin sensitivities under scarce, mean, and

abundant, resource supplies, a�ecting the likelihood of the non-monotonic e�ect of the environmental switching

rate.

By increasing the abundant or decreasing the scarce resource supply (Figs. A.9A and D, respectively), the
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distance between the critical toxin sensitivities under scarce and mean (or mean and abundant) resource supplies

becomes larger (Table A.2). Conversely, decreasing abundant or increasing scarce resource supply (Figs. A.9B

and C, respectively), decreases the distance between the critical toxin sensitivities under scarce and mean (or

mean and abundant) resource supplies (Table A.2). Once again, changes in competitive exclusion probability

(A.9) match changes in species 2’s e�ect on species 1 (Fig. A.10).

Analyzing the probability of exclusion of the fittest instead of the di�erence in extinction probability is valid

only when the di�erence in extinction probability is negative: if it is positive, the second line in (A.2) cannot

be ignored. The sign of the di�erence can, however, become positive at � = 1.0. Indeed, when R+
1 = 400 and

� = 1.0, species 2 has a positive e�ect on species 1 whose strength varies non-monotonically with the rate of

environmental switching (A.11A). In this case, we analyze both (i) the probability of exclusion of the fittest (the

first line in Eq (A.2), Fig. A.11B) and (ii) the di�erence in species 1’s extinction probability in mono-culture and

both species extinction in co-culture (the second line in Eq (A.2), Fig. A.11C). The e�ects of the environmental

switching rate on (i) and (ii) are similar, leading to similar non-monotonic e�ects of species 2 on species 1. In

sum, non-monotonic e�ects of environmental switching rates on species interactions can be observed whether

these interactions are positive or negative. Although the main text explains why non-monotonic e�ects of

environmental switching rates on species interactions happen when interactions are negative, it remains unclear

why such non-monotonic changes happen when species interactions are positive.

Appendix 5 Other forms of environmental fluctuations

In this section, we analyze environmental fluctuations other than symmetric switching between two states. Our

goal is here to show that our main findings qualitatively still hold and can therefore traced back to the generic

interdependence of EFs and DN rather than detail of their coupling.

As in the main text, we assume that the environmental fluctuations change only the resource supply while

the toxin supply is constant. First, we investigate asymmetric switching between two resource supply conditions.

Second, we increase the number of environmental states and introduce a cyclic change of the resource supply.

Under asymmetrically switching or cyclically fluctuating environments, we find similar patterns of how

species interactions change over species’ toxin sensitivities and a rate of environmental fluctuations.

Appendix 5.1 Asymmetric switching

In the main text and appendices other than this section, for the sake of simplicity, we assume symmetric

switching rates between two states by Eq. (3) (see Taitelbaum et al. (2020)). Here, we relax this assumption

and introduce asymmetric switching rates because perfectly symmetric switching environments are very unlikely

in nature; in gut microbiota, for example, duration that their host is starving would be longer than that the
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host is eating food. We implemented asymmetric switching as follows:

� = 1
�1
�! � = �1 (A.23a)

� = �1
�2
�! � = 1. (A.23b)

Without loss of generality, we define the two switching rates as follows:

�1 = �1� (A.24a)

�2 = �2� (A.24b)

where � is the basal switching rates. In extreme cases (�1 � �2), for asymmetric switching scenarios can

correspond to systems with rare disturbances in nature. In this extremely asymmetric case, the sojourn time in

the harsh environment exceeds greatly that in the mild environment, which results in a strong e�ect of DN. In

contrast, DN e�ects are less important when �2 � �1 and the population experiences more frequently the mild

than the harsh environment(Taitelbaum et al., 2020). We recover a symmetric environmental switching when

�1 = �2.

Fig. A.12 summarizes the two species interactions under resource supply fluctuations with asymmetric

environmental switching rates when the initial environmental condition is �(0) = 1 with probability of 0.5

(otherwise �(0) = �1). In Figs. A.12 A and C, �1 > �2 and therefore the sojourn time of � = �1 (an harsh

environment) is longer than that of � = 1 (a mild environment). On the other hand, Figs. A.12 B and D shows

the cases when the sojourn time the mild environment is longer than that of the harsh environment because

�1 < �2. In both cases, species 1’s di�erence in extinction probabilities and the probability of exclusion of the

fittest show monotonically increasing, monotonically decreasing, or non-monotonic changing with a minimum

or maximum value at an intermediate switching rate, although they quantitatively di�er from Figs. 3 A and C.

Appendix 5.2 Cyclic changes

Here, we analyze cases when the number of environmental states in terms of resource supply is greater than

two, but remains discrete and finite. This simply reflects that natural environments do not always fluctuate

between two states. In this subsection, an environmental state is given by � = 1, 2, . . . , n and environments

cyclically fluctuate with rate � as follows:

�
�
�!

8
><

>:

� + 1 if � = 1, . . . , n � 1

1 otherwise.
(A.25)

This is a natural extension of Eq (3) by increasing the number of environmental conditions: n = 2 recovers

a symmetrically switching environment between two conditions (� = 1 ! 2 ! 1 ! . . . although we use the

notation � = ±1 ! �1 ! ±1 ! . . . in the main text).
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Fig. A.13 shows how species interactions between two species change when n = 4 and the resource supply

fluctuates such that R1 (� = 1) > R1 (� = 2) > R1 (� = 3) > R1 (� = 4). In this analysis, an initial environ-

mental condition �(0) is one of four conditions (probability of 0.25 for each). As in Figs. 3 A and C, the

rate of cyclical environmental change a�ects species 1’s extinction probability and the probability that species

2 excludes species 1. We frequently observe that the probability of exclusion of the fittest non-monotonically

changes (toxin sensitivity: 0.1 – 0.6).

In this work, the fluctuating environment has been modeled as randomly switching between a finite number

of environmental states �. This choice is particularly convenient as it allows us to deal with bounded noise, and

hence Ri and Tj to always remain positive, and are straightforward to simulate using the standard Gillespie

algorithm. The case of environmental noise varying continuously in time is also of great interest, as it allows

Ri and Tj to take any values in a domain. For instance, the environmental noise can be an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck

process (�OU ), e.g. by letting Ri = Ri(�OU ) = R̄i(1 + k�OU ), where R̄i is constant, � varies in time, and

k > 0, see, e.g., Assaf et al. (2013). This poses a number of challenges since, �OU being unbounded, Ri

can take negative (unphysical) values. Furthermore, there are no general methods to simulate exactly birth-

death processes subject to continuous external noise, see, e.g., Berŕıos-Caro and Galla (2020). Here, while the

assumption of discrete environmental noise is a simplification of many real situations, we think that our main

findings are generic and shall hold also under continuous environmental noise. In fact, since our results stem

chiefly from the coupling of EFs and DN, a feature shared by discrete and continuous noise, they are expected

to qualitatively hold also in the case of continuous external noise.

Appendix 6 Diversity in communities of increasing species number

In the main text, we show the distributions of beta diversity and species richness in communities when the

initial number of species N is two or ten. This section shows the results of intermediates values of N = 4, 6, 8.

The number of initial species does not change how beta diversity changes over the environmental switching rate,

except when the mean toxin sensitivity �̄ = 0.4 (Fig. A.18). These results indicate that beta diversity and the

probability of competitive exclusion change similarly over the switching rate when the initial number of species

is larger than two.

The initial number of species N in a community a�ects the maximum values of species richness (Fig. A.19).

However, how the switching rate and the mean toxin sensitivity a�ect the distribution of species richness

was consistent for di�erent values of N . In particular, increasing the mean toxin sensitivity decreases species

richness. The e�ects of the environmental switching rate also depend on the mean toxin sensitivity: at mean

toxin sensitivity 1.0, species in all cases are more likely to go extinct as the switching rate increases, while the

likelihood of all species going extinct consistently shows a humped shape at toxin sensitivity 0.4 or 0.6.

12



Appendix 7 Quantified the similarity between the exclusion of fittest

and beta diversity

In this section, we first quantify the similarity between the exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity in two-

species communities. Then, we investigate how many species pairs we should analyze to predict the patterns of

beta diversity in ten-species communities.

In the main text, we show that the probability of exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity exhibit similar

patterns (see columns A and B in Fig. 6). We quantified the similarities with Pearson’s correlation coe�cients.

Fig. A.15 shows the distributions of the correlation coe�cients of 100 two-species communities at each mean

toxin sensitivity (see also Appendix 1.3). Except for the case that mean toxin sensitivity is 0.4 (where the

probability of exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity do not match), the correlation coe�cients are large

positive (> 0.6). Therefore, a large correlation coe�cients indicates the similarity between the probability of

the exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity.

We continued the analysis in ten-species communities. In these cases, we have 45 pairs of species in each

community and we calculated the probabilities of the exclusion of the fittest by running 100 replicates in each

species pair of thirty ten-species communities (six communities at five mean toxin sensitivities). Fig. A.16

shows that the exclusion of the fittest in some pairs match the patterns of beta diversity of whole communities

but other pairs do not. Then, we investigated the number of species pairs m that is necessary to predict a

pattern of beta diversity over the environmental switching rate (i.e., a large correlation between probability

of exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity). When m � 2, we calculated Pearson’s correlation coe�cient

between beta diversity and mean probability of exclusion of the fittest within m pairs. However, we have many

possible choices of m pairs when 1 < m < 45. In these cases, we randomly chose 300 sets of m pairs in each of

community and thus we obtained 1800 correlation coe�cients at each mean toxin sensitivities. When m = 1 or

45, we analyzed all possible choices of m species pairs and we obtained 45 or 1 correlation coe�cient(s) in each

community, respectively. Fig. A.17 indicates that the correlation coe�cients can be large even when m = 1 or

2, but larger m increases correlation coe�cients. We suggest that m = 5 is the best because the m = 5 and

m = 9 show little di�erence in the distributions of the correlation coe�cients and we are very likely to obtain

a large correlation coe�cient with m = 5. In conclusion, we do not have to analyze the exclusion of the fittest

for all species pairs to predict how the environmental switching rate a�ect beta diversity.
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Figure A.1: Feasible and stable equilibrium state

An example of f(s) in Eq (A.13) and equilibrium states. In this example, f(s) has three roots: s = 0, and two feasible

equilibria. The blue arrows indicate that s decreases or increases when f(s) is positive or negative, respectively. As

df/ds is negative at the left equilibrium state, this equilibrium state is unstable. On the other hand, the right feasible

equilibrium has a positive df/ds and thus this equilibrium can be stable. Note that the equilibrium state corresponding

to s = 0 can be also stable. Parameter values are �1k = 1.2, R1 = 200, T1 = 125 and as in Table A.1 otherwise.

Figure A.2: Probability of exclusion of the fittest relative to the di�erence in extinction probability of species 1

A histogram of the ratio of the probability of exclusion of the fittest and the di�erence in species 1’s extinction

probabilities alone versus in the presence of species 2, showing the results of 81 sets of the environmental switching rate

� and the toxin sensitivity � (9 values of � = 10�5, . . . , 103 and 9 values of � = 0.1, . . . , 0.9). For each set of the

parameter values, 105 simulations were run to calculate the competitive exclusion probability and the di�erence in

species 1’s extinction probabilities in the presence/absence of species 2. In many of these 81 parameter sets, this ratio

is close to 1, indicating that both measures yield similar results. As in the manuscript we focus on conditions leading to

competition between the two species, we ignore toxin sensitivity � = 1.0 where species 2’s e�ect on species 1 can be

positive.
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Figure A.3: Changes of alpha, beta, and gamma diversities

Alpha, beta, and gamma diversities over the switching rate and mean toxin sensitivity in two- and ten-species

communities at the end of simulations. As alpha diversity is always closed to one, beta diversity and gamma diversity

show similar trend. The black lines and blue areas represent the mean values and the probability distributions of the

diversities calculated from 10’000 simulations. See Appendix 1.3 for more detail.
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Figure A.4: Species 2’s e�ect on species 1 in the absence of environmental switching

Species 2’s e�ect on species 1 when the resource supply is fixed to be scarce (R�
1 ), mean (�R1�), or abundant (R+

1 ).
The toxin sensitivities that minimize species 2’s e�ect on species 1 correspond to the peak sensitivities in Fig. 5.
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Figure A.5: Examples of the dynamics with only the environmental fluctuations

State transition of two species abundances (s1, s2) in the absence of DN but the presence of the EFs are shown. Here,

EFs switch resource supply (scenario 1 in Table 1) and the initial population abundances are s1(0) = s2(0) = 10. In

this setting, species 2 always goes extinct (lim��� s2(�) = 0) regardless of the values of � and �. On the other hand,

species 1 survives (lim��� s1(�) > 0) if the environment is not too harsh. In each panel, di�erent colors represent

di�erent samples of the dynamics with EFs alone. The values of � and � are shown on the top of each panel and the

rest parameter values are shown in Table A.1.
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nu = 10^-3 nu = 10^-1 nu = 10^1

Figure A.6: Distributions of total population sizes

Probability distributions of total population size n = r1 + t1 + s1 + s2 and the auxiliary quantity n̂ = r1 � t1 + s1 + s2

obtained from 1,000 runs of Eqs (A.9a)-(A.9c) with environmental switching of scenario 1 in Table 1 at the slow

� = 10�3 (first column), intermediate � = 10�1 (second column), or fast � = 101 (third column) switching rates. We

collected the simulation data at time �end = 200. At the beginning of each simulation, � = 1 with 50 percents;

otherwise � = �1. (A-C): the contour plots show the joint probability distributions of n and n̂: large n corresponds to

large n̂. (D-F): the histograms show the distributions of the total population size n. (G-I): the histograms of n̂ (left

y-axis) and its theoretical probability distributions q�/� (n̂) (right y-axis), which is given by Eq(A.22), are shown in

blue bars and red dashed lines, respectively. We used �1,1 = �1,2 = 0.2 and all other parameter values are shown in

Table A.1, and thus �/� = 0.01 corresponds to the slow switching rate (first column), �/� = 1 corresponds to the

intermediate switching rate (second column), and �/� = 100 corresponds to the fast switching rate (third column),

respectively, see Appendix 2.2. Exceptionally, we used �/� = 80 instead of �/� = 100 to show q�/� (n̂) in the third

column because �/� = 100 causes overflow during the calculation of q�/� (n̂), but this modification does not change the

qualitative feature of q�/� (n̂).
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Figure A.7: E�ects of the environmental switching rate in alternative scenarios

Examples of the e�ect of switching rate in alternative scenarios. In the left column (A and C), toxin supply is

switching (scenario 2), while both resource and toxin supplies switch and are negatively correlated (scenario 3) in the

right column (B, D). A and B: di�erence between extinction probabilities in absence and presence of species 2. C and

D: competitive exclusion probability. Parameter values: R+
1 = 200, R�

1 = 50, T+
1 = 200, and T �

1 = 50.

Figure A.8: Critical toxin sensitivities under mild environments

The critical toxin sensitivities (i.e., toxin sensitivity that maximizes the probability of exclusion of the fittest in the

absence of environmental switching) under the mild environments (scenario 2 :scarce toxin supply T �
1 = 50, and

scenario 3: abundant resource supply R+
1 = 200 and scarce toxin supply) are > 1.
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Figure A.9: E�ects of resource supplies on exclusion of the fittest

Top: abundant resource supply becomes twice (A) or half (B) of R+
1 = 200, i.e. R+

1 = 400 in panel (A) and R+
1 = 100

in panel (B). Bottom: scarce resource supply becomes twice (C) or half (D) of R�
1 = 50, i.e. R�

1 = 100 in panel (C) and

R�
1 = 25 in panel (D).
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Figure A.10: E�ects of resource supplies on di�erence in extinction probability

Similar to Fig. A.9 but showing species 2’s e�ect on species 1’s extinction probability. Top: abundant resource supply

becomes twice (A) or half (B) of R+
1 = 200, i.e. R+

1 = 400 in panel (A) and R+
1 = 100 in panel (B). Bottom: the scarce

resource supply becomes twice (C) or half (D) of R�
1 = 50, i.e. R�

1 = 100 in panel (C) and R�
1 = 25 in panel (D). We

plotted toxin sensitivity from 0.1 to 2.0 in panel A to see non-monotonic positive species interactions (see also Fig.A.11

)

A B C

Figure A.11: Positive interaction strength varies non-monotonically with switching rate

A: Di�erence in species 1’s extinction probability with positive sign at � = 1.0 and R+
1 = 400, showing a non-monotonic

e�ect of the environmental switching rate. B: Probability of exclusion of the fittest. C: Di�erence between the

probability of species 1 going extinct alone and both species going extinct.
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Figure A.12: Extinction probabilities under asymmetrically switching environments

Di�erence of species 1’s extinction probability and the probability of exclusion of the fittest under asymmetric

switching rates over the baseline of the switching rate � and toxin sensitivity. Here, environmental fluctuations change

the amounts of resource supplies. A and B: Di�erence of species 1’s extinction probabilities in mono-culture minus

co-culture wit species 2 when (A) the harsh environment continues longer than the mild environment (�1 = 1.2 and

�2 = 1), or when (B) the mild environment continues longer than the harsh environment (�1 = 1 and �2 = 1.2),

respectively. C and D: Probabilities that species 2 excludes species 1 when the environmental switching rates are

identical to panels A and B, respectively. Other parameter values are shown in Table A.1.

A B

Figure A.13: Extinction probabilities under cyclic environmental changes

Di�erence in species 1’s extinction probability and the probability of exclusion of the fittest under under
cyclically fluctuating resource supplies among four states: R1 (� = 1) = 200, R1 (� = 2) = 150,
R1 (� = 3) = 100, and R1 (� = 4) = 50. A: Di�erence of species 1’s extinction probabilities in mono-culture
minus co-culture with species 2. B: Probability that species 1 goes extinct but species 2 survives. Other
parameter values are shown in Table A.1.
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Figure A.14: Non-monotonicity and critical toxin sensitivities

The number of times we observe non-monotonic changes of species 1’s di�erence in extinction probability across the
explored parameter range varies with the distance between the two critical toxin sensitivities, depending on where
distances are measured (between harsh and mean environments: dots, between mean and mild: environment diamonds,
and between harsh and mild environments: crosses). These three distances were measured in each of the following
seven scenarios: three di�erent scenarios of environmental switching (Table 1 and Appendix 3) and four environmental
switching scenario 1s with changing amounts of resource supplies (Appendix 4). The correlation is only significantly
positive for the distance between scarce resource or abundant toxin supplies (i.e., harsh environments) and mean
resource/toxin supplies (Spearman’s � = 0.77, P-value: 0.043). The dot indicated by the arrow corresponds to the
scenario analyzed in the main text.

mean toxin 
sensitivity 0.1

mean toxin 
sensitivity 0.2

mean toxin 
sensitivity 0.4

mean toxin 
sensitivity 0.6

mean toxin 
sensitivity 1.0

A B C

D E

Figure A.15: Correlations between exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity in two-species communities

The Pearson correlation coe�cients between probability of exclusion of the fittest (first column of Fig. 6) and beta

diversity (second column of Fig. 6) in two-species communities are shown. Each panel di�ers in mean toxin sensitivity

(A: 0.1, B: 0.2, C: 0.4, D: 0.6, and E: 1.0) and we analyzed 100 two-species communities in each case.
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Each panel represents the beta diversity of a ten-species community (black lines), probabilities of exclusion of the

fittest in 45 species pairs (solid blue lines) and the mean probability of exclusion of the fittest over the 45 pairs (dashed

blue lines). Each row corresponds to mean toxin sensitivity �̄. One can see six examples of ten-species communities at

each mean toxin sensitivity.
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The Pearson correlation coe�cients between mean probability of exclusion of the fittest and beta diversity (Fig. A.16)

in ten-species communities are shown. Each row represents the di�erent value of mean toxin sensitivity �̄ while each

column represents the di�erent number of sampled species pairs m.
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Beta diversities with increasing initial numbers of species N and mean toxin sensitivities �̄. The black lines show the

means and blue areas represent the probability distributions calculated by 10’000 simulations (100 beta diversity

measurements using di�erent parameter sets, each from 100 replicate runs).
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Species richness with increasing initial numbers of species N and mean toxin sensitivities �̄. Each bar plot represents

results of 10’000 simulations.
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Figure A.20: Initial Population size’s e�ect on extinction probabilities

Extinction probability of species 1 in mono-culture when the initial species abundance is default (small: s1(0) = 10) or

larger (large: s1(0) = 20). When the switching rate is small and the toxin sensitivity is 1.0, the extinction probability is

lower with the larger initial species abundance. In the rest cases, the extinction probabilities are not a�ected by the

initial species abundance. The parameter values are as shown by Table A.1.

A B C

Figure A.21: Exclusion probabilities and beta diversity in neutral cases

Two species dynamics under neutral cases (i.e., two species di�er only in their labels). In this case, the probabilities

that species 2 outcompete species 1 (A) are identical to those that species 1 outcompete species 2 (C). Without loss of

generality, we can call exclusion of either species as exclusion of the fittest in the neutral scenarios. As in Fig. 6, there

are similarities between how the exclusion of the fittest (A or C) and beta diversity (B) changes over the switching rate

at each toxin sensitivity. The parameter values are as shown by Table A.1.
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A B C

Figure A.22: Extinction probabilities with zero toxin sensitivity

When species’s toxin sensitivities are zero, the dynamics are equivalent with the case without toxins because species die

only due to dilution. A: Species 1 does not go extinct in mono-culture. B: Di�erence of species 1’s extinction

probabilities in mono-culture minus co-culture. C: Probability that species 2 outcompetes species 1 in co-culture.

Panels B and C show qualitatively similar results with the case of toxin sensitivity 0.1, see Figs. 3A and C because

species 2 can outcompete species 1 under the harsh environment with low switching rates, due to DN.
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Table A.1: List of fixed parameters in the interaction analysis
Symbol Value Description

↵ 0.1 dilution rate of the chemostat
R±

1 R+
1 = 200, R�

1 = 50 abundant or scarce resource supply concentration
T±

1 T+
1 = 200, T�

1 = 50 abundant or scarce toxin supply concentration
Y r

1k Y r
1k = 1 for k = 1, 2 species k’s biomass yields of resource

Y t
1k Y t

1k = 1 for k = 1, 2 species k’s biomass yields of toxin
µ11 1.0 maximum growth rate of species 1 on resource 1
µ12 0.91 maximum growth rate of species 2 on resource 1
�1k [0.1, . . . , 1.0] and � = �11 = �12 sensitivity of species k to toxin 1.
Kr

1k 100 amount of resource 1 that gives half-max growth rate of species k
Kt

1k 100 amount of toxin 1 that gives half-max death rate of species k

Table A.2: Summary of critical toxin sensitivities and number of times non-monotonicity is observed
Switching scenario 1 2 3 1

Amounts of supplies base line �
� R+

1 � R+
1 � R�

1 � R�
1

Critical toxin harsh 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1
sensitivities mean 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.5 0.3

mild 0.8 1.1 1.3 1.2 0.3 0.8 0.8
number of mean and harsh 2 0 2 7 0 1 3

non-monotonic changes mean and mild 1 0 0 3 0 0 2
observed between mild and harsh 3 0 2 10 0 1 4 †

� For exact parameter values, see Table A.1.
† At the critical toxin sensitivity corresponding to the mean environment (� = 0.3), the species interaction
non-monotonically changes over the switching rate: the frequency of non-monotonicity is 3 + 2 � 1 = 4.
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Appendix C

Appendices of Chapter 4

C.1 Details of the mathematical model

C.1.1 Details of the consumer-resource model

In the analyses of computational costs of the algorithms, the dynamics of the system follow
Eqs (4.2a) and (4.2b), with the assumption that each species interacts with three of M = 10

compounds. The two of the three compounds are resources that are either substitutable or
complementary and these dynamics follow the models in León and Tumpson (1975). The rest
compound is either metabolite that the focal species secretes or toxin that the focal species
absorbs and degrades. For example, when compounds 1 and 2 are resources and compound 3 is
toxin or metabolite for species k, the impact vector and the growth function is given by

substitutable resource and toxin

8
<

:
gk

⇣
~C
⌘

=
P

j=1,2 �jk
�jkCj

Cj+Kjk
� �3j

�3jC3

C3+K3k
� c3k

fjk

⇣
~C
⌘

= �
�jkCj

Cj+Kjk
, j = 1, 2, 3

(C.1)

substitutable resource and metabolite

8
>><

>>:
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⇣
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⌘
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j=1,2 �jk
�jkCj

Cj+Kjk
� c3k
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⇣
~C
⌘

=

(
�

�jkCj

Cj+Kjk
, j = 1, 2

max {0, gk/�jk} j = 3

(C.2)

complementary resource and toxin
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>>>:
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⇣
~C
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�jkCj
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� �3k

�3kC3
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⇣
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⌘

=

8
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���1

jk mini �jk
�jkCj
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�jkCj
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complementary resource and metabolite
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>><

>>:

gk

⇣
~C
⌘
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�jkCj

Cj+Kjk
� c3k

fjk

⇣
~C
⌘

=

(
���1

jk mini �jk
�jkCj

Cj+Kjk
, j = 1, 2

max {0, gk/�jk} j = 3

(C.4)
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where �jk represents species k’s maximum consumption or absorption rate of compound j, Kjk

is the concentration of compound j that gives the half-max value of consumption, absorption,
or production of the compound, �jk is species k’s yield of compound j, and c3k is the cost of
degradation of toxins or production of metabolites. Each species randomly chose three compounds
to interact with and the interaction types to apply. These assumptions enable us to introduce
many species-compounds interactions that would exist in nature with a minimum setup. The
parameter values are sampled from the following probability distributions:

�jk ⇠

(
U(0, 1) if j is resource

U(�1, 0) if j is toxin or metabolite
(C.5)

�jk ⇠

(
N (1, 0.252) if j is resource

N (�1, 0.252) if j is toxin or metabolite
(C.6)

cjk ⇠ Exp(10) if j is toxin or metabolite (C.7)

where U(a, b) represents the uniform distribution from a to b, N (µ, �2) represents the normal
distribution whose mean and standard deviation are µ and �, respectively, and Exp(�) represents
the exponential distribution with rate parameter � giving the mean of the exponential distribution
1/�.

To evaluate the community functions, I assumed that 30% of compounds in the system are
aimed to produce while the reset of them to degrade. Following this assumption, the weight
vectors are sampled from the following probability distribution:

wi ⇠

(
Exp(1) with 70%

�Exp(1) otherwise.
(C.8)

Without loss of generality, ~w is normalized so that |~w| = 1. For given number of N , 100 these
parameter sets were sampled to calculate the algorithms’ computational costs.

C.1.2 Stability analysis

This subsection analyzes the local stability in the multi-stage chemostat system defined by
Eqs (4.2a) and (4.2b). Here, we have M ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for compound
concentrations and one ODE for an allocated species abundances in each stage: in total, �-stages
system has � (M + 1) ODEs. Without loss of generality, I label species i for one that is allocated
to stage i in this subsection. When the same species is allocated to multiple stages (stages i and
k), we consider that we have two species that have identical parameter values (gi

⇣
~C
⌘

= gk

⇣
~C
⌘

and fji

⇣
~C
⌘

= fjk

⇣
~C
⌘

for j = 1, . . . , M).
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The Jacobian matrix of �-stage chemostat is written as follows:

J =

0

BBBBB@

J1 0 . . . 0

D J2 0
...

0
. . . . . . 0

0 . . . D J�

1

CCCCCA
(C.9)

where Ji represents (M + 1) ⇥ (M + 1) Jacobian matrix corresponding to stage i

Ji =

0

BBBBBBB@

M⇥Mz }| {
�↵�jl +

@fli

@Cij

M⇥1z }| {
fji

⇣
~Ci

⌘

@gi

@Cij
Si

| {z }
1⇥M

n
gi

⇣
~Ci

⌘
� ↵

o

| {z }
1⇥1

1

CCCCCCCA

, (j, l = 1, . . . , M) (C.10)

with Kronecker delta �jl, and D is a (M + 1) ⇥ (M + 1) diagonal matrix:

D = diag

0

@↵, ↵, . . . , ↵| {z }
M

, 0

1

A . (C.11)

As J is a triangular matrix, its characteristic equation is

det (�I � J) =
�Y

i=1

det (�I � Ji) = 0

, 9i = 1, . . . , �, det (�I � Ji) = 0 (C.12)

where � is an eigenvalue and I is an identical matrix. The eigenvalues of J are, therefore,
composed of those of Ji for i = 1, . . . , �. This implies that the necessary and sufficient condition
for a local stable equilibrium in �-stages system (i.e., max Re� < 0) is that each stage i = 1, . . . , �

is locally stable.

An equilibrium state in stage i (~C⇤
i , S⇤

i ) depends on an equilibrium state in stage i� 1 because
Eq (4.2a) contains Ci�1j : the dynamics in stage i equilibriate after those in stage i � 1 do. If we
assume that the dynamics in stage i quickly equilibriate, we can separately simulate the dynamics
in each stage rather than simulating the all stages’ dynamics at one time. For this reason, I
assume such quick stabilization in each stage: inflow compound j’ concentration Ci�1j in Eq
(4.2a) is given by Eq (4.3) and the initial compound concentrations are ~Ci(0) = ~C⇤

i�1. Of course,
we can relax this assumption and allocate species to stage i before the dynamics in stage i � 1

equilibriate, see e.g., Appendix C.4.
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C.2 Algorithm 2: the stochastic algorithm

In Chapter 4, I introduced the deterministic algorithm that always finds the best allocations
of species using prune and search. In this section, I improve this algorithm by introducing the
probability of which species should be allocated to the focal chemostat. This algorithm has
smaller computational costs than the deterministic algorithm and is able to find the allocations
whose community functions are or are close to the maxima.

Recall that the deterministic algorithm analyzes the allocations where all allocated species
survive. If the inoculation sizes of species are assumed to be very small (Sk(0) ⌧ 1), the
deterministic algorithm analyzes the allocations where all allocated species have initial growth
rates larger than the dilution rate (gk

⇣
~Ci(0)

⌘
> ↵). Therefore, it is reasonable to ignore the

allocations of species whose initial growth rates are smaller than the dilution rate.

In addition, we can consider how much each species affect the chemical compounds’ concen-
trations when they are inoculated. Here, the initial impact of species k at stage i is defined as
follows:

yk

⇣
~C⇤

i�1

⌘
⌘

(
�
P

j wjC⇤
i�1jsign (fjk) if gk

�
C⇤

i�1

�
> ↵

�1 otherwise,
(C.13)

because ~Ci(0) = ~C⇤
i�1 is assumed. yk is large if species k can degrade or produce the compounds

that strongly affects the target community function. In addition, the effect of degrading compound
j is larger if there are more compound j in stage i.

Using this idea, I implemented the stochastic algorithm (Algorithm 2), where we sample
species L time to allocate at stage i = 2, . . . , �m. This algorithm tests the allocation of all species
to stage 1; if we have only a few allocations in the first chemostat, the number of allocations
analyzed in i = 2, . . . , �m can be very small. At stage i � 2, given the allocation to the previous
stages (A1, . . . , Ai�1), the initial compounds’ concentrations in stage i with this allocation is
~C⇤

i�1. Then, we can define the probability that species k is allocated to stage i using the following
softmax function:

Pk(~y; K) =

8
<

:
0 if yk = �1 for all k = 1, . . . , N

exp(yk/K)PN
k=1 exp(yk/K)

otherwise
(C.14)

where ~y = (y1, . . . , yN ) and K determines the shape of the softmax function. In the limit of K ! 0,
species k that has the largest value of yk is always allocated (i.e., the greedy algorithm). On the
other hand, with large value of K, all species with positive initial impacts on the community
function have equal probabilities to be allocated. The value of K was tuned by cross-validation
and I used K = 0.5 as default (Fig. C.1). Species k whose initial growth rate is lower than the
dilution rate cannot be allocated. If all species cannot be allocated, the algorithm stops.

Fig. C.2 summarizes the comparison of the deterministic algorithm with the stochastic
algorithm. The left panel of Fig. C.2 suggests that the computational costs of the stochastic
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Table C.1 – Spearman Correlation analysis

L Rel. optima Rel. elapsed time
L 1.00 / 0.00 0.09 / 0.04 0.18 / 4.15 ⇥ 10�5

Rel. optima 1.00/0.00 0.47 / 2.35 ⇥ 10�29

Rel. elapsed time . 1.00 / 0.00
⇢ / p represent Spearman’s ⇢ and p-value. The parameter values are N = 8, �m = 16, and K = 0.5.

Figure C.1 – Tuned value of K

Optimal values of K in 5-fold cross validation. I used the same species parameter values in Fig.4.2.

algorithm is smaller the deterministic algorithm, especially, when we have many (N � 4) species
in the library. In addition, the stochastic algorithm suggests allocations that have the highest
community functions or allocations whose community function values are close to the highest
values (i.e., quasi-best allocations) in many cases. The right panel of Fig. C.2 shows the ratio of
the maximum community functions suggested by the stochastic algorithm to the true maximum
community functions (i.e., relative optima). If relative optima are ones, the stochastic algorithm
suggested the best allocations that maximize the community functions. In contrast, relative
optima smaller than ones imply that the stochastic algorithm does not suggest the best microbial
allocation; however, if the relative optima are close to ones (e.g., 0.95 or larger) the suggested
allocations are close to the best ones. If one can accept such quasi-best allocations and wants to
decrease the computational cost, the stochastic algorithm would be useful.

The stochastic algorithm can control its computational cost and relative optima by modifying
the number of allocations to analyze. In Algorithm 2, I control the computational costs by
changing L, which indicates the number of sampled species to allocate to stage � + 1 per
allocation using � stage. Table C.1 summarizes how L, relative optima, and elapsed time relative
to the deterministic algorithm relate to one another: the relative elapsed time is weakly correlated
with L and moderately correlated with relative optima, respectively. Fig. C.3 shows that when
N = 8, the stochastic algorithm with L � 4 suggests more than 95% of simulations show
relative optima larger than 0.95 and the computational costs are about 7 times smaller than the
deterministic algorithm. Setting L � N/2 as default would be reasonable.
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Algorithm 2: Stochastic search algorithm
1 Function Main(~C0, �m, N , ↵, ~w, K):
2 Initialization: Let � = 0 and B (�) = {}, which represents a list of allocations and

outflow compound concentrations;
3 A⇤

� denotes the allocation whose community function is the largest in the allocations
using � stages;

4 while �  �m do

5 B (� + 1) =ADD_Species(B (�) , �, K);
6 Find A⇤

�+1 from B (� + 1);
7 � = � + 1;
8 end

9 return max� � (A⇤
�);

10 Function ADD_Species(B (�) , �, K):
11 Initialize B̃ = {};
12 Set number of samples par allocation L;
13 if � = 0 then

14 In stage 1, try allocation of all species to sample many allocations for the later
stages ;

15 for k = 1, . . . , N do

16 if gk

⇣
~C0

⌘
↵ and species k persist then

17 Add A = (k), its outflow compounds’ concentrations, and its community
function to B̃;

18 end

19 end

20 else

21 while B is not empty do

22 Ã, ~C⇤
� = pop(B).;

23 Note that Ã =
⇣
Ã1, . . . , Ã�

⌘
;

24 Calculate species’ initial impacts on the community function yk

⇣
~C⇤

�

⌘
and

allocation probabilities Pk(~y; K);
25 if ~P 6= ~0 then

26 for l = 1, . . . , L do

27 Choose one species to allocate to stage � + 1 using the allocation
probabilities;

28 Let denote chosen specie kl;
29 if Species kl persist then

30 Add new allocation
⇣
Ã, kl

⌘
, its outflow compounds’ concentrations,

and its community function to B̃;
31 end

32 end

33 end

34 end

35 end

36 return return B̃;
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Figure C.2 – Comparing stochastic algorithm with deterministic one

Left: Elapsed time of the stochastic algorithm relative to those of the deterministic algorithm. The
dashed line represents a threshold where the elapsed time in the stochastic algorithm is the same as the
deterministic one. The colored areas shows the kernel estimation of the distributions of relative elapsed
time while black dots show the actual relative elapsed times. The white dots represent the median values.
In this analysis, the number of sampling species per allocation in the stochastic algorithm is the half
number of species in a library (i.e., L = N/2). Right: Maximum community function values suggested by
the stochastic algorithm relative to those by the deterministic algorithm (i.e., relative optima) when
�m = 16. If the value is one, the stochastic algorithm found an optimal allocation. If the value is lower
than one, on the other hand, the stochastic algorithm fails in finding an optimal allocation. The
parameter K for the softmax function is 0.5

Figure C.3 – The trade-off between relative optima and computational costs

Relative elapsed time (left) and relative optima (right) with N = 8, �m = 16, and K = 0.5. The
explanations for the symbols, lines and colored areas are the same in Fig. C.2 but this figure shows the
effects of L.
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C.3 Variation in the network structure of chemostats

In Chapter 4, I assume the chain network structures of the chemostats. However, we can
consider various acyclic network structures of chemostats. In this section, I introduce branches
in to the networks of the multi-stage chemostats, and analyze what is the typical network
structure that maximizes the microbial community functions. The deterministic algorithm and
the stochastic one are applicable even when the network has branches: the dynamics in the
downstream would not affect those in the upstream even with branches. However, we cannot use
these algorithms when the network has loops (e.g., a network with paths from stages i to j and
from j to i), because the “downstream” communities can affect the dynamics in the “upstream”
ones.

For considering the variation of chemostats’ networks, I first redefine the object function.
Suppose we use � chemostats and two other tanks, called source (i = 0) and sink (i = � + 1),
respectively. The source provides the medium to the multi-stage chemostats while the sink collects
the outflow medium from the system. The network structure of the whole system is defined by a
� + 2 ⇥ � + 2 adjacency matrix. In this section, I use ↵ as the adjacency matrix because ↵ij > 0

indicates that there is a flow from stage j to stage i while stages i and j are not connected when
↵ij = 0. Note that ↵ii = 0 for i = 0, . . . , � + 1 because this network does not have any loop. The
adjacency matrix in our system should satisfy the following equation:

�+1X

i=0

↵ij =
�+1X

j=0

↵ij . (C.15)

Otherwise, some chemostats flow all media out at the end. If each chemostat has unique inflow
and outflow, we recover the chain network, which is analyzed in Chapter 4. In the following
simulations, I assumed

P
j=0 ↵ij = 0.05 and ↵ij = ↵kj for any pairs of (i, k) that have outflow

from stage j.

The dynamics in stage i given by eqs (4.2a) and (4.2b) are re-written as follows by introducing
branches in the chemostats’ network:

dCij

dt
=

�+1X

l=0

↵ilCil �

�+1X

l=0

↵liCli + fjk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
Sk (C.16a)

dSk

dt
=

(
gk

⇣
~Ci

⌘
�

�+1X

l=0

↵li

)
Sk. (C.16b)

where species k is allocated to stage i Because the system may have multiple outflows to the sink,
we also redefine the object function as follows:

max � (A; ↵, ~w) ⌘ ↵†
MX

j=1

wj (C0j � C�+1j) , (C.17)
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where ↵†
⌘
P�+1

i=0 ↵i0 =
P�+1

j=0 ↵�+1j (the sum of inflow from the source or the sum of outflow
to the sink), compounds’ concentrations in the sink are given by the equilibrated compounds’
concentrations at each stage weighted by the dilution rate from each stage to the sink:

C�+1j =
X

i

↵�+1iC⇤
ijP

i ↵�+1i
. (C.18)

As mentioned before, I do not consider the network structures with loops in this appendix.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that there are flows from the source to stage 1 and
from stage � to the source, and that there is no flow from the source to the sink because it does
not increase community functions. Then, the network without any loops is represented by a lower
triangular matrix ↵. In this case, the stability of the system is analyzed as discussed in Appendix
C.1.2.

When we maximize the microbial community functions allowing branches but without loops,
we need to consider the number of possible network structures. If there are many network
structures to analyze, the computational costs are too huge to analyze all network structures.
Indeed, according to the assumption on the adjacency matrix above, we have

F (�) =
(� + 1)(� + 2)

2
� 3 (C.19)

free elements in the adjacency matrix: for each element, we can choose whether we have a flow
between two chemostats (the element > 0) or not. Of course, due to the constrain from Eq
(C.15), not all 2F (�) network structures are applicable to our system. However, Fig. C.4 suggests
the number of the applicable network structures exponentially increases over the number of
chemostats. This result implies that analyzing all acyclic networks with branches is not feasible
even when � is small.

To find patterns of how chemostats’ network structures affect the community functions, I
analyzed all six applicable network structures with �m = 2: two of them do not have branches but
use one or two chemostats as discussed in the main text (hereafter, called chain networks with
� = 1 and 2, respectively), and the rest four have branches using 2 chemostats. I found that about
90% of the simulations suggest that the chain network either with � = 1 or � = 2 maximizes
the community functions (Fig. C.5A). On the other hand, the rest simulations maximize the
community functions in network with branches, but the increase of the community function by
branches is less than 10% with three exceptions (Fig. C.5B). In two of the three exceptions
(red dots in Fig. C.5B), we cannot allocate any species in the chain networks because the
dilution rates is too high. However, we can allocate these species to the multi-stage chemostats
with branches because the branches decrease the dilution rates in the chemostats. I continued
the analysis by setting �m = 3. In this case, there are 60 network structures applicable to
our system and analyzing all of them is not feasible. Instead, I randomly sampled 10 network
structures with branches and asked whether branches improved the community functions or
not. I obtained qualitatively similar results to the cases of �m = 2 (Fig. C.5C and D). 80% of
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simulations maximize the community functions in the chain networks while the others maximizes
the community functions when the network has three stages and some branches. The increase
of the community functions by the branches is also around 10% in this case (except for the
three cases). From these results, I conclude that analyzing only chain networks is reasonable
because (i) such networks tend to maximize the community functions, (ii) improvement of the
community functions by introducing branches into the multi-stage chemostats tends to small,
and (iii) introduction of branches exponentially increases the computational costs.

The reason that the chain structures tend to maximize the community function can be
intuitively explained as follows: by introducing branches into the chemostats, at least one dilution
rate between chemostats decreases. Such a decrease in dilution rates weakens allocated species’
contribution to a community function. In addition, the decrease of dilution rates weakens
species interactions while an optimal allocation tends to choose species that increase population
sizes of those downstream (Fig. C.6). Overall, as introducing branches exponentially increase
computational costs but decrease or only slightly increase the community functions in most cases,
we can conclude that analyzing only in chain network structures is reasonable to find the optimal
microbial allocations.

However, one may want to know whether introducing branches improves a community function
when (i) computational costs of simulating chemostats’ networks with branches are relatively
small (e.g., only two stages are available) and/or (ii) increasing community functions produces
large benefits. Graph classification (Hamilton, 2020) is one option to predict whether we should
search the optimal allocation without introducing branches into a chemostat’ network or not given
a community. I implemented graph classification with graph neural network using StellarGraph
(Data61, 2018) and TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015) in Python to predict in which case we should
consider the network structures with branches when �m = 2. Because I have only 300 simulation
data (100 data with N = 2, 4, 8, respectively) and the majority of them maximize their community
functions in the chain networks (i.e., biased data), I could not accurately predict when we should
analyze the networks with branches using the simulation data(Fig.C.7).

C.4 Prediction in the experimental setup

The experimental conditions in Oliveira Sudário (2022) are different from what is assumed
in the main text. Oliveira Sudário (2022) performed the spent medium experiment instead of
multi-stage chemostats because building multi-stage chemostats had some technical issues. To fit
the spent medium experiments, the dynamics are rewritten from Eqs (4.6a) and (4.6b) as follow:

dSij

dt
= rjSij

 
Kj � Sij + Ri(t)

i�1X

l=1

4X

k=1

ajkSkl

!
� djSij

Ci

Mj + Ci
� ↵Sij (C.20a)

dCi

dt
= ↵

�
Cin � Ci

�
�

X

j

bjSij
Ci

Ci + Mj
(C.20b)

dRi

dt
= ↵(1 � Ri) (C.20c)
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Figure C.4 – Number of feasible chemostat networks with branches

The number of acyclic chemostat networks with branches exponentially increases over � (the solid line).
The increase of the networks is similar to 2F (�) (the dashed line), where F (�) is the following quadratic
function: F (�) ⌘ (� + 1)(� + 2)/2 � 3.

where Sij is log10 colony forming unit (CFU) /ml of species j in stage i, Ci is the ampicillin
concentration in stage i, Cin is the ampicillin concentration in the inflow to stage i, rj is the
growth rate of species j, Kj is the maximum species j’s log10 CFU (/ml) in mono-culture (i.e.,
carrying capacity), ↵jk is interaction effect from species k to j (scaled so that ↵jj = �1 for
j = 1, . . . , 4), dj is species j’s maximum death rate caused by ampicillin, Mj is the concentration
of ampicillin that gives the half-max death rates to species j, and bj is the maximum detoxification
rate of ampicillin by species j.

In the analysis of the simulations in the main text, I assumed Cin = C⇤
i�1 and Ci(0) = C⇤

i�1:
the dynamics in stage i � 1 equilibrate and the initial concentration of ampicillin is given
by the equilibrium state in the previous stage. These assumptions need to be relaxed to fit
the experimental conditions. In the experiments, the initial medium in the second and third
chemostats are the fresh minimal medium without ampicillin (Ci(0) = 0 if i = 2, 3) and the inflows
are the spent media from the previous stage. Then, there are no species interaction effects at the
beginning of the cultivation in the second and third chemostats. It would be straightforward to
assume that the ratio of the spent medium Ri affects the intensity of species interactions from
species in upstream chemostats. The ampicillin concentrations in the inflow media into stages 2
and 3 would be given by the mean ampicillin concentration in the outflow media from stages 1
and 2, respectively:

Cin = C̄i�1 ⌘
1

T

Z T

0
Ci�1(t)dt, (C.21)

where T = 168 is the duration of the experiment. In this case, we evaluated the community
functions by comparing the inflow ampicillin concentration and the mean ampicillin concentration
in the outflow medium over time. It is obvious that if we continue the experiment enough long,
we recover the assumption on the inflow (limT!1 C̄i�1 = C⇤

i�1).

The parameter values are estimated by updating the posterior probability distributions as
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A B

C D

Figure C.5 – Comparing community functions in various network structures

Comparisons of community functions in networks and without branches in 100 N = 8-species scenarios.
Top row: the maximum number of chemostats is �m = 2. A: about 90% of simulations (95% highest
density interval is [0.849, 0.954] assuming the uniform distribution as a prior probability distribution)
maximized their community functions in the chain network structures (either � = 1 or � = 2). B: I
evaluated the fold change of maximum community functions, which is the ratio of maxim community
functions in the network branches to those in chain networks. This panel only shows the cases when the
fold change is larger than one. The black solid line represents 1.1. and the blck dotted line represents
1.05. The two red dots over the red dotted line indicate the fold changes are infinite: in the scenario, we
cannot allocate any species in the chain networks and thus the community functions in those cases are
zeros. Bottom row: same analyses with �m = 3. C: about 80% of simulations (95% highest density
interval is [0.727, 0.871]) maximize their community functions in the chain network structures. D: the fold
change of community functions due to the introduction of branches. The black dashed and solid lines
represent 1.05 and 1.1, respectively.
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Figure C.6 – Species interactions’ distribution under optimal allocations of four-species scenarios

Species interactions are defined by the difference of recipient (downstream) species’ population sizes
between with and without affecting (upstream) species. The species allocations are biased toward positive
(one-sided Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test, p = 5.53 ⇥ 10�5). We obtained 404 species interactions from 100
with N = 4 in the consumer-resource model.

chain branch
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Figure C.7 – Example of graph classification results

Graph classification to predict whether we should introduce branches into the chemostat network or not,
given an interaction network between species and compounds. I used three hundreds networks of
communities (i.e., species-compounds and compound-community function interaction networks); 270 data
were used as training data while the rest 30 were used as test data. The number in each cell represents
the number of data corresponding to the actual and predicted network. Because about 90% of
communities maximize their community functions in the chain network structures when �m = 2, we
weighted the communities that maximize their community functions in the branches and tried F1 score
during the train of the classifier.
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follows. First, I estimated the growth rate rj and the carrying capacity Kj for each species
using mono-culture data without ampicillin. The prior probability distributions are given by the
following probability distributions:

rj ⇠ U (0, 2) (C.22)

Kj ⇠ N (µj , 0.5) (C.23)

where µj is the estimated value of Kj from the least square estimation using lmfit module
(Newville et al., 2014). Because the population sizes converged to equilibrium around 24 hours
except for C. testosteroni, I used the normal probability distribution as the prior probability
distribution of Kj with the moderate standard deviation. On the other hand, I used the uniform
distributions for the growth rates because only time points at 0 and 24 hours are informative and
it is difficult to estimate the growth rate. Then, using co-culture data, I updated the posterior
probability distributions of rj and Kj , with also estimating the probability distributions of species
interaction terms ajk by assuming the following prior probability distributions:

ajk

(
⇠ U(�1, 1) j 6= k

= �1 otherwise
(C.24)

The rationale for this prior probability distribution is as follows: as we scaled the intraspecific
interactions as �1, it is very unlikely that the interspecific interactions have a stronger negative
effect. We set the upper boundaries of the prior probability distributions as 1 to make the prior
probability distribution is symmetric and centered on zero (no interaction). The results of fitting
co-culture data are shown in Fig. 4.3.

To estimate how each species interacts with ampicillin, I fitted mono-culture data in the
presence of ampicillin. The posterior probability distributions of rj and Kj are given by merging
the posterior distributions of them in the three co-culture experiments for each species.

After estimating posterior probability distributions of rj , Kj , and ajj , I tried to estimate
the parameter values related to ampicillin (bj , dj , and Mj). However, due to the many missing
time points, I could not use MCMC to estimate these parameter values. Instead, I used the least
squares estimation (LSE) assuming that the parameters rj , Kj , and ajj are given by their means
of posterior probability distributions. The residual functions were given by the sum of squared
differences between the data and the model, scaled by the initial mean CFUs or initial ampicillin
concentration.

Fig. C.8 shows the model prediction on how much ampicillin would be left in the outflow
given each species allocation in the spent medium experiment as in Oliveira Sudário (2022).
In this experimental setup, the mixtures of three or four species degrade more ampicillin than
allocating single species to each chemostat. This indicates that there is no benefit to introducing
the spatial structures, which contradicts the results in the main text (Fig 4.6). This difference of
the results between the experimental setup in Oliveira Sudário (2022) and the ideal one would be
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caused by the fact that the media are replenished in each chemostat in Oliveira Sudário (2022).
This protocol weakens the species interaction effects from species in upstream chemostats while
diluting the concentration of the ampicillin. Then, the mixtures of the species continues to grow
in the second and third chemostats and degrade more ampicillin. In contrast, the ideal condition
does not allow the mixtures of species to grow in the second and third chemostats once the
dynamics in the first chemostat equilibriate.

Although the efficiency of degrading ampicillin depends on the details of experiments, the
ranks of the community functions are robust. I compared the rank orders of the allocations in our
experimental setup and in the ideal conditions (Fig. C.9). When I fix the number of chemostats,
the rank orders are similar between the two conditions. Therefore, the allocations that degrade
large amounts of ampicillin in the experimental conditions of Oliveira Sudário (2022) would also
be candidates for the best allocation in the ideal condition.
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Figure C.8 – Estimated ranks of detoxification in the experimental setup

The predicted concentrations of ampicillin left in the outflow media in the experimental setup. A: � = 1,
B: � = 2, C: � = 3, and D: mixtures of three or four species with � = 3. Allocation X/Y/Z means we
allocate species X to the first chemostat, Y to the second, and Z to the third. In panel C, there are some
allocations that do no appear in the ideal set up but appear in the experimental setup. Such allocations
are ranked 29 in the ideal setup. At: A. tumefaciens, Ct: C. testosteroni, Ms: M. saperdae, Oa: O.

anthropi.
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Figure C.9 – Correlations in the two experimental setups

The correlations between the predicted ranks of allocations in the experimental setup (Fig. C.8) and in
the ideal setup (Fig. 4.6). The results of Kendall coefficient correlation tests (coefficient ⌧ and p-value)
are shown in in each panel. A: � = 1, B: � = 2, C: � = 3, and D: mixtures of three or four species with
� = 1 because species cannot be allocated to stages i = 2, 3 in the ideal condition. The black lines show
that the ranks in the two setups are identical.
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Appendix D

Appendices of Chapter 5

The appendices will be uploaded on bioRxiv before the private defence.
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Supplemental information

SI 1 The details of the model

SI 1.1 Derivation

In the main text, we use a generalized Lotka-Volterra (gLV) model. This model can describe the community

dynamics with a small number of parameters but gLV models may not be easy to biologically interpret, especially

for non-theoretical biologists. In this section, we explain the derivation of the model so that our results could

be easily tested with empirical data.

First, we consider the following Lotka-Volterra model, which would be easier to fit the experimental data

than Eqs (1a) and (1b):

dxi1

dt
= µi1xi1

 
Ki1 +

NX

k=1

Aikxk1

!
(S1a)

dxi2

dt
= µi2xi2

(
Ki2 +

NX

k=1

Aik(xk1 + xk2)

)
(S1b)

where Kij is the maximum population size of species i in patch j in mono-culture, µijKij represents the

maximum per capita growth rate in mono-culture of species i in patch j,and Aik is the species interaction from

species k to i with Aii = �1 for all i. These ordinary di�erential equations are rewritten as follow

dxi1

dt
= xi1

 
ri1 +

NX

k=1

â(1)
ik xk1

!
(S2a)

dxi2

dt
= xi2

(
ri2 +

NX

k=1

â(2)
ik (xk1 + xk2)

)
(S2b)

where

rij = µijKij , (S3)

â(j)
ik = µijAik (S4)

As the main text assumes ~r1 6= ~r2 and a(1)
ik = a(2)

ik , the patches are assumed to change the maximum population

size in mono-culture Kij but not growth rate parameter µij . If the growth parameter µij di�ers over the patches,

we need to reformulate Eqs (1a) and (1b) using â(1)
ik and â(2)

ik instead of aik. In addition, as we assume aii = �1,

we considered the special case of µij = 1 in the main text.
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Figure S1: Stability in the assembly scenario over time

Stability of the downstream communities in the assembly scenario over time. Spearman correlation coe�cient: 0.671

and p < 10�3.

SI 1.2 Sampling parameter values

To see the relationship between the stability and the features of the upstream and downstream communities,

we sampled the parameter value from the following probability distributions

rij ⇠ U (0, 2) (S5)

aik

8
>>>><

>>>>:

= �1 for i = k

⇠ N (0, 0.252) with probability C for i 6= k

= 0 otherwise

(S6)

where U(a, b) represents the uniform distribution from a to b, N (µ, �2) represents the normal distribution

whose mean and standard deviation are µ and �, respectively, and C represents the connectance of species

interaction matrix. We assumed that all species can grow in mono-culture (rij > 0) and that the strength

of species interactions is unlikely to be stronger than that of intraspecific interactions (� = 0.25). We set

C = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and sampled 20 sets of ~r1, ~r2, and aik for each C.

For each set of parameters related to the species interactions and the growth rates, we calculated the stability

in the two scenarios – assembly and design – over the parameters related to migration: ⇢ = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0

and µ = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0. In the stability analysis of the assembly scenario, the downstream stability

positively correlates with the time steps the meta-communities were sampled (Fig. S1, Spearman correlation:

0.671 and p < 10�3). In the design scenario, the majority of sampled upstream communities cannot coexist

with the target downstream communities: one or more species go extinct in either or both of the upstream and

downstream communities before the dynamics stabilized (Fig. S2). See SI 3 for the discussion of the coexistence

in the meta-communities.
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Figure S2: Fractions of upstream communities coexisting with the downstream

Fractions of upstream communities coexisting with the target downstream communities. For each of 1,500 target

downstream communities, we randomly generated 200 upstream communities.

SI 2 Statistical analysis without the spatial structure

As a control scenario, we analyzed the cases where we have no spatial structure in this section. We have only

one community in this case. e generated such communities using the target downstream communities in the

designing scenario. Now, the species always migrate from the outside of the community and thus the stability

only represents the resistance to invasion. WIn this case, species richness has the largest positive correlation

with the stability (Fig. S3), which support the findings in the previous studies (Case, 1990; Stachowicz et al.,

1999; Bonanomi et al., 2014; Hromada et al., 2021).

We also performed the causal inference in this scenario. We assumed the causal relation similar to the main

text: species richness increases the total strength of positive and negative interactions, respectively, and these

interactions relate to the stability. To satisfy the backdoor criteria, the logistic regression model includes only

the richness to see the e�ect of richness, while we included richness, the total strength of positive interactions,

and the total strength of negative interactions to the see e�ects of the total strength of positive and negative

interactions, respectively, on the stability. Table S1 shows that only species richness has a significant e�ect on

the stability.

These results can be used to consider the upstream stability in the spatial structure we considered in the

main text. As the upstream patch is not a�ected by the spatial structure, we can infer that the upstream

stability is high when the upstream richness is large.

Table S1: Causal inference without spatial structure
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value
Richness 0.2813 0.128 0.028

Total positive 0.1357 0.293 0.643
Total negative �0.1733 0.302 0.567

In the main text, we analyzed the downstream stability while the result of this section infer the upstream

stability. If we need to consider the stability of both the upstream and downstream communities (i.e., meta-

community stability), we would just modify the definition of the stability so that we consider the resistance

3
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Figure S3: Analysis without spatial structure

A: Pearson correlations in the absence of the spatial structure. The darker blue represents the stronger positive

correlation while the darker red indicates the stronger negative correlation. The stability (resistance to invasion) has

the largest positive correlation with species richness. B: comparison of the true stability with the prediction by the

logistic regression model with the species richness. R2 between the true stability and the predicted stability is 0.718.

to invasion in the upstream and downstream communities. We do not have to consider the resistance to the

environmental changes caused by upstream communities in such cases because the environmental changes do

not occur unless invaders colonize the upstream community. In this sense, the downstream stability in the main

text can be seen as an upper boundary of the meta-community stability.

SI 3 Coexistence conditions

In the designing scenario, we analyzed the meta-communities where (i) the target downstream communities

are feasible and locally stable in the absence of the upstream community, (ii) the accompanying upstream

communities are also feasible and locally stable, and (iii) the upstream communities do not drive one or more

species extinction in the downstream. Such meta-communities should satisfy the following three necessary

conditions

• Hierarchy: because the downstream dynamics stabilize after the stabilization of the upstream dynamics,

all species in the downstream should have positive abundances until then. In other words, the upstream

community should stabilize enough fast so that no species in the downstream goes extinct.

• Feasibility: after the upstream community stabilizes, we should check whether the downstream dynamics

have an equilibrium where all downstream species can coexist. As the upstream species a�ect the growth

rates of the downstream species, such feasible equilibrium may not exist in some cases.

• Convergence: if the downstream community has a feasible equilibrium in the presence of the upstream

community, we need to know whether the downstream dynamics converge to the feasible equilibrium. In
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Figure S4: Region of allowing two competitive species coexistence

The colored area represents the region of (r̂12, r̂22) that enable two competing species to coexist in the downstream

patch. The black dot represents the growth rates of the two species when no species exist in the upstream patch. The

upstream community changes the two species’ growth rates (r̂12, r̂22) from the basal growth rates. Parameter values:

a11 = �1, a12 = �0.715, a21 = �0.603, a22 = �1, r̂12 = 1.1, and r̂22 = 1.4. Therefore, this example indicates that

species 1 grows slower and less competitive than specie 2.

this case, the local stability may not be su�cient, because the e�ects from the upstream community can

drive the downstream community far from the equilibrium. If the feasible equilibrium is globally stable,

on the other hand, the downstream community converges to the equilibrium.

Analyzing these three conditions, in general, would be very di�cult. However, if we assume that the initial

condition of the upstream community is very close to the equilibrium, we can omit the first condition. In

addition, we can analyze the second and third conditions (feasibility and convergence) by assuming that all

species interactions in the downstream community are negative (i.e., a competitive community).

Let us start with a simple downstream: we have only two species there and they are competitive (aik < 0

for i = 1, 2 and k = 1, 2). Assuming that the upstream community is stabilized, we consider the generalized

Lotka-Volterra equation given by Eq (4). It is widely known that the feasible equilibrium is globally stable in

this classical example if and only if (Saavedra et al., 2017; Godwin et al., 2020)

�
a11a22

a12a21| {z }
Niche overlap�1

>
r̂12

r̂22

�
a22a21

a11a12| {z }
fitness di�erence

>

�
a12a21

a11a22| {z }
Niche overlap

, (S7)

r̂21, r̂22 > 0, and 0 < a12a21 < a11a22. In the modern coexistence theory (Chesson, 2000), inequalities (S7)

are understood by niche overlap and fitness di�erence. Recall that the e�ects from upstream community is

summarized in r̂12 and r̂22, see Eq (5). Then, the upstream community only changes the fitness di�erence and

we can derive the conditions where the upstream community enables the two species coexist in the downstream

(Fig S4).

If we have three or more species in the downstream patch and there are only negative interactions in the

downstream community, we can use the structural approach suggested by Saavedra et al. (2017). Again the

upstream community’s e�ects appear in the fitness di�erence but not in the niche overlap. Importantly, the

fitness di�erence and the niche overlap defined by Saavedra et al. (2017) show only the feasible condition. The
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Figure S5: Stability explains the longevity of species compositions

Each blue dot represents the downstream community in the assembly scenarios (n = 37998). The initial stability of the

downstream community depends on the downstream community as well as the accompanying upstream community

when the focal downstream community is composed. Then, we calculated the duration that the downstream species

composition is maintained. The black dashed line represents the fitting to the following exponential function:

longevity = 1.780 � 10�1 � exp(5 � initial stability) + 5.141 � 10�16. The coe�cients of this function were obtained by

scipy.optimize.curve fit.

su�cient condition for the global stability of the equilibrium is that the interaction matrix in the downstream

community is Volterra-dissipative. See Appendix 3 of Saavedra et al. (2017) for more mathematical details.

SI 4 Longevity of downstream communities

The data from assembly scenario were used to measure how long a focal downstream species composition is

maintained (Fig. S5). As discussed in the main text, the downstream species composition depends on upstream

and downstream communities: the downstream stability can change when it’s upstream community changes the

species composition. However, if the initial stability (the stability that the focal downstream species composition

is generated) is large, the focal downstream species composition is maintained.

SI 5 Prediction analysis

In this section, we build some logistic regression models to predict the stability because measuring the stability in

experiments is di�cult. Here, we used the data in the designing scenario to train the statistical models because

the assembly scenario does not randomly sample the meta-communities. However, we used sub-sampled data

of the assembled to see the performance of the statistical prediction. As the stability in the assembly scenario

is biased, we sub-sampled 100 data of stability [0.1 ⇥ i, 0.1 ⇥ (i + 1)] fro i = 0, . . . , 9.

First, we justify the choices of community features. We analyzed species richness in the upstream and

downstream patches, respectively, because the previous studies suggest that species richness a�ects the resistance

to invasion (Case, 1990; Stachowicz et al., 1999; Bonanomi et al., 2014; Hromada et al., 2021), which is also
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supported by our analysis without the spatial structure (SI 2). In addition, because the resistance to the

environmental changes is conceptually similar to structural stability, we measured the total strength of positive

or negative interactions and the mean degree (i.e., how many species each species interact with), which can

correlate with structural stability (Portillo et al., 2021). We, therefore, evaluated the total strength of positive

or negative interspecific interactions within the upstream and downstream communities, respectively, the total

strength of positive or negative interactions from the upstream to the downstream communities including

intraspecific interactions, mean degree within and upstream and downstream communities, respectively, and

mean degree between the two communities. We also quantified the mean strength of positive or negative

interaction within each patch, and from the upstream to the downstream, respectively. The explanations of

features are summarized in Table 1. We emphasize that the models in this section include features that are

ignored in the causal inference. This is because certain features may be useful to predict the stability because

of correlation, although they are unlikely to have causal e�ects on the stability.

After calculating these 17 community features, we investigated the best logistic regression model to predict

the downstream community’s stability using the community features and the two migration parameter values

(⇢ and µ). The brute force search for the best predictive model is, however, not feasible because we have to

analyze 219
�1 � 500, 000 logistic regression models. Instead, we generated some models based on the step-wise

algorithms. First, we considered the null model: i.e., the model has only the intercept term (Table S2). This

model can be seen as a baseline. Second, we generated a logistic regression model using the forward selection:

from the null model, we introduced a single feature into the model that increased McFaddens pseudo-R squared

the most and repeated this process until the pseudo-R squared did not increase. We call this model the forward

model 1 in this section (Table S3). In addition, we can consider another baseline using the full model1, which

has all 19 features and the intercept (Table S4). Then we performed backward selection: we removed each

feature from the full model 1 that had the highest p-value and repeated this process until all remaining features

had p-values smaller than 0.05. We call this logistic regression model the backward model (Table S5). Then,

we calculated the variance inflating factors (VIFs) of the three models – the full model1, the forward model1,

and the backward model – using the statsmodels package because VIFs > 5 can cause collinearity (James et al.,

2013). Indeed, the full model and the forward model1 have large VIFs while the backward model has small

VIFs. We generated additional two models, the full model 2 (Table S6) and the forward model 2 (Table S7),

by removing features that have the highest VIF in the full model 1 and the forward model 1, respectively, and

continued removing features with the largest VIF until all features in the model had VIFs less than 5.

Within these six logistic regression models – the null model, the full model 1, the full model 2, the forward

model 1, the forward model 2, and the backward model– we chose the best predictive model based on Akaike

information criteria (AIC). AIC suggested that the backward model is the best model to predict the stability

(Table S8). Fig. S6 visualizes the comparisons of the true stability with the predicted stability by the backward

model using the data from the designing scenario (A) and the assembly scenario (B). Because we have a small

number of data with stability < 0.4, the model cannot predict such small stability. For the other models. see

Fig. S7; the models except for the null model has similar predictability to the backward model (Fig. S6).
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Figure S6: Predicting the stability by the backward model

The prediction of the stability of the downstream after training the backward model with the designing data. A: the

competition of the true stability with the prediction by the backward model. The R-squared between the true stability

and the estimated stability is 0.604. B: The same analysis but using the sub-sampled data from the assembly scenario

so that we have 100 data where stability is [0.1 � i, 0.1 � (i + 1)], for each i = 0, . . . 9. In both panels, the black

diagonal lines represent that the model prediction perfectly matches the true stability

We emphasize that the backward model is the best predictive model, but this model does not suggest

causality: we could not tell whether stability increases/decreases or not by changing some features of the

communities. This is because AIC is designed to select a model with high predictability.

Table S2: Null model
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value
Intercept 0.4611 0.015 < 10�3

SI 6 Details of causal inference

In the main text, we only show the e�ect of each controllable feature on the stability in Table 2. As these

results come from various regression models, we summarize the results of the regression models in this section.

Although the full model of the causal diagram is given in Fig. 3, we show the simpler network for convenience:

we excluded the resistance to invasion and environmental changes, degrees, mean strength of positive/negative

interactions, and species interactions within the downstream communities (Fig. S8). This network suggests

which feature we should include in the logistic regression analysis to satisfy the backdoor criteria. When we

analyze the e�ect of the species richness in the upstream communities, the logistic regression model should

exclude the total strength of positive/negative interactions within the upstream community and those from the

upstream to the downstream. In contrast, when we analyze the total strength of positive/negative interactions

within the upstream community and those from the upstream to the downstream, the logistic regression model

should include the species richness in the upstream community. Table S9 summarizes the coe�cients and the

p-values in each logistic regression. Note that we can also infer the e�ects on the stability from the species

richness in the downstream community, ⇢, and µ in the three logistic regression models in Table S9, where the
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Figure S7: Prediction by the other logistic regression models

Predictions of the stability by each model are summarized. Each row corresponds to each model. The left column

shows the comparisons between the true stability in the designing scenario and the prediction by each model. R2s

between the true stability and the predicted one are shown on the top left of each panel. The right panel shows the

same analysis for the sub-sampled data from the assembly scenario so that we have 100 data where stability is

[0.1 � i, 0.1 � (i + 1)], for each i = 0, . . . 9. In each panel, the black diagonal lines represent that the model prediction

perfectly matches the true stability.
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Table S3: Forward model 1
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value
Intercept 0.5188 0.016 < 10�3

Total positive up 0.0180 0.040 0.729
Mean positive up 0.0132 0.016 0.7456
Total negative up 0.0493 0.039 0.203
Mean negative up �0.0026 0.017 0.880

Degree up 0.0700 0.054 0.195
Richness up 0.0055 0.016 0.733

Total positive down �0.0031 0.030 0.917
Total negative down �0.0238 0.027 0.375

Richness down 0.0132 0.016 0.412
Total positive trans 0.0661 0.032 0.040
Mean positive trans 0.0027 0.018 0.880
Total negative trans 0.0378 0.028 0.183
Mean negative trans �0.0160 0.018 0.366

Degree trans �0.1388 0.036 < 10�3

⇢ 0.7113 0.017 < 10�3

µ �0.0603 0.016 < 10�3

richness_up

total_positive_uptotal_negative_uptotal_positive_transtotal_negative_trans

richness_down

stability

mu rho

Figure S8: Simplified causal relations

coe�cient of each feature is almost identical across the three models. We can see that the ⇢ has the largest

e�ect on the stability in the analyzed features.

We also inferred the causal e�ects of the total strength of positive and negative interactions in the down-

stream patch, respectively. The logistic regression model in this case included the species richness in the up-

stream and downstream, respectively, the total strength of positive or negative interactions in the downstream,

respectively, ⇢ and µ (Table S10). Although the total strength of negative interaction in the downstream is not

statistically significant, the coe�cient is as large as the total strength of positive interactions from the upstream

to the downstream communities. We could, there, except that the negative interactions (e.g., competitions) in

the downstream patch increase the stability. This result is consistent with the previous studies (Case, 1990;

Stachowicz et al., 1999; Bonanomi et al., 2014; Hromada et al., 2021), where species-rich communities have

high resistance to invasion due to resource competition (Mallon et al., 2015)) because resource competition is

implemented as negative interactions in this study.
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Table S4: Full model 1
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value
Intercept 0.5189 0.016 < 10�3

Total positive up 0.0117 0.041 0.775
Mean positive up 0.0133 0.018 0.450
Total negative up 0.0486 0.039 0.214
Mean negative up �0.0022 0.017 0.898

Degree up 0.0722 0.056 0.198
Richness up 0.0057 0.016 0.723

Total positive down �0.0067 0.036 0.852
Mean positive down 0.0058 0.023 0.799
Total negative down �0.0129 0.035 0.710
Mean negative down �0.0119 0.021 0.576

Degree down �0.0085 0.048 0.859
Richness down 0.0131 0.016 0.414

Total positive trans 0.0692 0.034 0.042
Mean positive trans 0.0024 0.018 0.895
Total negative trans 0.0400 0.030 0.179
Mean negative trans �0.0165 0.018 0.355

Degree trans �0.1395 0.036 < 10�3

⇢ 0.7111 0.017 < 10�3

µ �0.0604 0.016 < 10�3

Table S5: Backward model
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value
Intercept 0.5189 0.016 < 10�3

Total negative up 0.0953 0.025 < 10�3

Total positive trans 0.0755 0.018 < 10�3

Degree trans �0.0944 0.026 < 10�3

⇢ 0.7134 0.017 < 10�3

µ �0.0587 0.016 < 10�3

Table S6: Full model 2
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value
Intercept 0.5188 0.016 < 10�3

Total positive up 0.0372 0.035 0.293
Mean positive up 0.0089 0.017 0.608
Total negative up 0.0719 0.035 0.038
Mean negative up �0.0064 0.017 0.709

Richness up 0.0054 0.016 0.739
Total positive down �0.0059 0.033 0.857
Mean positive down 0.0062 0.022 0.779
Total negative down �0.0111 0.031 0.718
Mean negative down �0.0127 0.021 0.551

Richness down 0.0141 0.016 0.378
Total positive trans 0.0675 0.032 0.038
Mean positive trans 0.0010 0.018 0.956
Total negative trans 0.0308 0.028 0.279
Mean negative trans �0.0171 0.018 0.336

Degree trans �0.1120 0.029 < 10�3

⇢ 0.7113 0.017 < 10�3

µ �0.0600 0.016 < 10�3
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Table S7: Forward model 2
Feature Coe�cient Standard error P-value
Intercept 0.5187 0.016 < 10�3

Total positive up 0.01379 0.035 0.283
Mean positive up 0.0088 0.017 0.610
Total negative up 0.0718 0.035 0.038
Mean negative up �0.0066 0.017 0.698

Richness up 0.0052 0.016 0.749
Total positive down 0.0010 0.030 0.974
Total negative down �0.0199 0.027 0.454

Richness down 0.0142 0.016 0.376
Total positive trans 0.0664 0.032 0.039
Mean positive trans 0.0009 0.018 0.960
Total negative trans 0.0300 0.028 0.279
Mean negative trans �0.0170 0.018 0.326

Degree trans �0.1116 0.029 < 10�3

⇢ 0.7115 0.017 < 10�3

µ �0.0600 0.016 < 10�3

Table S8: Model selection
Model �AIC

Backward 0.000
Forward 1 5.212
Forward 2 7.728

Full 1 11.2289
Full 2 11.580
Null 3283.415
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SI 7 Additional manipulation of positive interactions

In the main text, we manipulated the strength of the positive e�ects from upstream species to downstream species

to clarify whether these species interactions increase the downstream stability (Figs. 4C and D). However, to

balance the mean of the o�-diagonal elements of the interaction matrix, all interactions from downstream species

to upstream species are assumed negative, and the strength of these negative interactions increase while the

positive interactions from upstream species to downstream species get stronger. In this case, the stability

would increase over the strength of positive interactions from upstream species to downstream species because

upstream species receive stronger negative e�ects and cannot colonize when they invade the downstream patch

(i.e., larger resistance to invasion), but not because of the positive e�ects from upstream species to downstream

species.

To remove this bias, we increased the strength of the positive interactions from upstream species to down-

stream species while fixing species interaction coe�cients from downstream species to upstream species zeros. In

this case, upstream species can colonize the downstream patch when their basal growth rates in the downstream

patch are larger than in the upstream patch (ri2 > ri1). In other words, the stability in this scenario cannot

increase because of negative interactions that invaders from the upstream patch receive in the downstream

patch.

In this case, some simulations shown negative or no changes in the stability over the strength of positive

interactions from upstream species to downstream species (Fig. S9A). This results indicates that the increase

of negative interactions from downstream species to upstream species increases the stability in Figs. 4C and D.

However, about half simulations (52 out of 110 simulations) show positive correlations between the strength of

the positive interactions and the stability (Fig. S9B). In addition, one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test suggests

that the correlation coe�cients are biased toward positive (T = 1620, p = 0.042). These results support our

conclusion that the positive interactions from upstream species to downstream species stabilize the downstream

community.

14



A B

Figure S9: Manipulation of positive e�ects while fixing negative e�ects

We manipulate the strength of positive interactions from upstream species to downstream species while fixing the

strength of the interactions in the opposite direction zero. A: We plotted the downstream stability over the strength of

positive interactions from upstream species to downstream species. Each line corresponds to one of 110

meta-communities. B: The histogram of correlation coe�cients between the strength of the positive interactions and

the stability in panel A are shown. 52 meta-communities show positive correlations, 20 show negative correlations, and

38 show no correlations.
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